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Editor’s Introduction

I.

The New Americanist is an interdisciplinary, peer‑reviewed journal
which, in association with the American Studies Center at the University
of Warsaw, publishes scholarly work on the United States and the
Americas broadly considered. The journal continues a tradition at the
American Studies Center of promoting international scholarship previously under the titles American Studies (1983–2005) and The Americanist
(2006–2014). The New Americanist, then, is a relaunch of a long‑running
ASC institution. We would like to thank ASC director Gregorz Kość for
initiating and sponsoring this venture and William Glass for giving us
our initial bearings. A special mention goes to Karolina Krasuska for all
the otherwise uncredited guidance and feedback.
We would also like to thank our wonderful advisory board for their
time and assistance, as well as their commitment to this fledgling endeavour. In particular, we would like to acknowledge David Schmid, Laleh
Khalili, and Benjamin Railton for helping us get the ball rolling.
II.

The New Americanist will be released biannually–in the fall and spring–
and in addition to peer‑reviewed scholarship, will publish book reviews,
interviews, updates on significant ASC events, and other short features.
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Beginning with our third issue (Fall 2019), we will periodically run special
feature sections with the first being “Hobgoblins of Fantasy: American
Fantasy Fiction in Theory” guest edited by James Gifford and Orion
Kidder.
We commit ourselves to the highest standard in publication ethics.
The New Americanist publishes only original scholarship which has been
subject to double‑blind peer review. We have a strict policy against plagiarism and defamation, and we seek editorial best practices, including fair
editing, avoiding conflicts of interest, and the assurance of confidentiality
for submitted work.
III.

Our first issue contains a great variety of topics, but one question does
return at moments: what is it we say we do, when we say we do American
Studies? Our interview with George Blaustein, the author of Nightmare
Envy & Other Stories: American Culture and European Reconstruction
(2018), goes some distance in attempting to answer that question historically and in our present circumstances. Ryan Crawford’s “Moby‑Dick,
American Studies and the Aesthetic Education of Man,” which focuses
on the history of the book’s reception, touches on some similar concerns
raised in the interview: in particular, their own various attitudes for the
lost significance of F.O. Matthiessen’s American Renaissance and the role
of an ideological nationalism at the heart of the early disciplinary development of American Studies. But rather than settle the question of what
we are doing, The New Americanist aims to point that question outward
as a productive challenge.
This issue, then, opens with Alessandro Porco who, quoting Nathaniel
Mackey, argues for the importance of “discrepant engagement,” or the “heterogeneity and mix” which works against “totalizing paradigms.” In Porco’s
“The Life and Art of Mary Parks Washington,” an exhaustively researched
but highly readable essay, he recovers the career of a vital African American
artist marginalized by more standard accounts of Black Mountain College
or the Black Arts Movement, in both of which she was involved. Elspeth
Iralu argues for a similar conceptualization for transnational American
Studies, using Edward Said’s notion of contrapuntalism, setting together
four texts by Lisa Lowe, Keith Feldman, Alex Lubin, and Vijay Prishad,
to challenge self‑contented conceptualizations of what is possible for the
discipline. In that vein, there is Maarten Arnoldus’s analysis of the failed
promise of the counter‑hegemonic in Mr. Robot as discerned from a review
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of A.V. Club viewer comments in his “(Do Not) Read the Comments: Mr.
Robot and the Limits of Critique in an Age of Narrative Excess.”
Another archival‑based project included in this issue focuses on women’s travel writings. Rikki Bettinger, in ““Exceedingly Neat and Clean”:
Household Management in North Atlantic Women’s Travel Writings,
1800–1850,” uses the journals of four women travelers across four geographically distinct areas in the first half of the nineteenth century in
order to demonstrate ideological and social links across the Americas
during this period, as well as, in her words, demonstrate “the ways in
which the women were transmitters of a racialized and gendered hierarchy.” Moving from the nineteenth century to the present day, Christina
Riley’s “How the Women’s March Happened, or, Adventures in Digital
and Material Feminist Solidarity,” details the build up and organization
of the 2017 Women’s March in order to analyze how race‑based, but also
geographical, economic, and ableism issues interpenetrated to shape what
proved to be a massive grassroots campaign. Riley’s focus on Facebook as
the medium through which most of these concerns played out is also especially timely as the platform has been at the center of controversies over
the 2016 election and privacy issues.
The New Americanist will also strive to provide a fulsome book review section, as we believe an important function of an academic journal
is to not only evaluate and discern, but also disseminate and promote.
We are especially delighted to have reviews by Laleh Khalili on Caren
Kaplan’s Aerial Aftermaths: Wartime from Above (2017), Dani Spinosa
on Safiya Umoja Noble’s Algorithms of Oppression: How Search Engines
Reinforce Racism (2017), and many more. We hope to present reviews
on a diverse range of topics, and we are always open to suggestions and
contributions.
Finally, The New Americanist will run a backpage feature every issue detailing a recent event at the ASC. In this issue, we have a report
by Jedrzej Burszta on Jack Halberstam’s December 2017 visit to the ASC.
The New Americanist announces calls for papers for every issue, but
we welcome abstract proposals at any time. Please submit a 350‑word
abstract and 200‑word biographical note to newamericanistjournal@
gmail.com.

The Life and Art of Mary Parks Washington
Alessandro Porco

ABSTRACT
This essay presents a critical biography of African American visual
artist Mary Parks Washington, with an emphasis on her creative de‑
velopment from 1942 to 1979. Washington’s extant art is discussed
in the context of her educational background, social network, and
political affiliations, as well as the history of activist curation in the
wake of the Black Arts and Black Power Movements. As an under‑
graduate at Spelman College in the 1940s, Washington was mentored
by muralist Hale Woodruff, who encouraged her to continue her stud‑
ies at the Art Students League of New York, Black Mountain College,
and the Universidad Nacional de México. These experiences intro‑
duced Washington to key figures of the international and American
avant‑gardes, including Josef Albers, Diego Rivera, and Jacob Law‑
rence. In 1958, Washington settled down with her family in the Bay
Area, where she met poet Sarah Webster Fabio, a leading figure in the
Black Arts Movement on the West Coast. Washington and Fabio’s col‑
laborative friendship over two decades culminated in 1979’s Offshoots
of Roots Unknown, a series of “poem‑paintings” that elegize Washing‑
My thanks to the staff at the Auburn Avenue Research Library on African American Culture
and History—especially Derek T. Mosley—for generously guiding me through Mary Parks
Washington’s papers and gifting me with a copy of the catalogue for Washington’s Atlanta:
Remembrances, Impressions and Reflections. In addition, my thanks to the estate of Sarah Webster
Fabio for granting permission to reprint excerpts from Fabio’s poems. Research for this project was
generously funded by the University of North Carolina at Wilmington’s Charles L. Cahill Awards.
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ton’s family in early twentieth century Atlanta and, formally, deal with
the technical (and ethical) problem of remembering and representing
history. Drawing extensively on archival materials from the Auburn
Avenue Research Library on African American Culture and History,
this essay recognizes Washington’s contribution to post‑WWII Afri‑
can American art and documents her unique artistic trajectory, tra‑
versing aesthetic, social, and political formations from pre‑Civil Rights
Atlanta to the post‑Black Arts Movement Bay Area.
Keywords: Mary Parks Washington; Sarah Webster Fabio; Black
Mountain College; Black Arts Movement; African American visual art;
Spelman College; Hale Woodruff; collaboration; history of Atlanta;
transnationalism

Visual artist Mary Parks Washington returned to her native Atlanta in
the spring of 1996 to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of her graduation
from Spelman College—and for the opening of her first one‑woman show
since 1979. From March 2 to May 23, 1996, the Auburn Avenue Research
Library on African American Culture and History’s Cary‑McPheeters
Gallery exhibited Washington’s Atlanta: Remembrances, Impressions and
Reflections. The library produced a small color catalogue for the occasion;
and it organized a public discussion of the artist’s work led by Jenelsie
Holloway, then professor emerita at Spelman.1 The well‑received exhibit featured Washington’s “histcollages,” mixed‑media pieces concerned
with the social, political, and economic history of Atlanta during the first
half of the twentieth century.2
Washington’s experiments with histcollage started in 1976, and it was
her primary mode of artistic expression in subsequent decades.3 Upon the
death of her father, Andrew Walter Parks, in 1974, Washington inherited
his extensive papers—boxes upon boxes of documents, both private and
public in nature.4 She was inspired to integrate these textual materials
into her creative practice: “I take old family documents,” she writes, “such
as insurance policies, letters[,] and contracts, and by superimposing drawings and paintings upon them, create images to tell of activities and events
of my past.”5 Soon enough, fabrics and everyday objects (e.g., t‑shirts and
sunglasses) also made it on to her canvases. Mixing visual art, documentary poetics, and autobiography, this late style represents Washington’s most
innovative and lasting contribution to the history of African American
art, seamlessly blending avant‑garde technique and local history.
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But Washington’s life as an artist has been remarkably long and rich,
extending back to the 1940s. For example, in July 1946, with the financial support of the Julius Rosenwald Foundation, she travelled from
Atlanta to Western North Carolina’s Swannanoa Valley to study at
Black Mountain College (BMC), making her one of the earliest African
American students to enroll at a white college in the Jim Crow south—
nearly a decade before Justice Warren’s Brown v. Board of Education ruling. Washington often appears in historical accounts of the experimental
college as an exemplum of the struggle for, and success of, civil rights at
mid‑century.6 Washington’s relationship to the Black Arts Movement
(BAM) is less well known but equally noteworthy. She frequently collaborated with poet, scholar, and activist Sarah Webster Fabio, one of the leading figures of BAM on the West Coast—though Washington never fell in
line completely with BAM’s aesthetic and political project. The purpose
of my essay, then, is to provide the first critical biography of Washington’s
life, with an emphasis on her artistic development from 1942 to 1979, that
is, from pre‑Civil Rights Atlanta to the post‑BAM Bay Area.7
To begin, I describe Washington’s childhood in Atlanta’s Ashview
Heights and her formative years (1942–1947) as an artist. As an undergraduate at Spelman, Washington was mentored by artist and professor
Hale Woodruff. He encouraged Washington to celebrate her African
American heritage but, at the same time, to project outward to new experiences, perspectives, and forms. Thus, she travelled to New York, North
Carolina, and Mexico to continue her studies and expand her understanding of self and ideas about art. Next, I turn my attention to Washington’s
arrival, in 1958, in Northern California, where she befriended Sarah
Webster Fabio. Fabio’s 1969 book A Mirror, A Soul includes poems written both for and with Washington: “A Downhome Recipe from a Black
Soul Mother’s Workshop” and “My Own Thing” are odes to the political
power of Black womanhood. In addition, ca. 1974–1979, the painter and
poet collaborated on Offshoots of Roots Unknown, a series of drawings and
poems elegizing Washington’s family ancestors. The project is an early
attempt by the artist to solve the technical (and ethical) problem of remembering and representing history, a problem she would later take up
via histcollage. This is, to quote art historian Richard A. Long, the very
heart of Washington’s “Proustian endeavor.”8
Throughout the essay, I examine Washington’s early extant art (e.g.,
sculptures, oils and watercolors, drawings, illustrations for children, and
mixed‑media collages) in the context of her educational background, social network, and political affiliations. Furthermore, Washington’s art is
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located in the activist history of those museums, galleries, and community centers that emerged in the wake of the Black Arts and Black Power
Movements. As Mary Ellen Lennon observes, “In the late 1960s and early
1970s, African American visual artists led an attack on the de facto segregation of the art world in all its institutionalized forms…. [They] offered
nothing short of a revolutionary reappraisal of the meaning and function
of the art museum.”9
The portrait that ultimately emerges is one of Washington as an
African American artist who readily occupies multiple positions in competing aesthetic, geopolitical, intellectual, and historical formations: traditional and avant‑garde, local and cosmopolitan, humanist and radical,
modern and postmodern—too late for the New Negro Renaissance, too
early for BAM.
*

Mary Parks Washington (née Mary Jeanne Parks) was born on July 20,
1924, in Atlanta, Georgia, the eldest daughter of Andrew Walter Parks
and Hattie Marie Brookins. Her father, who went by Walter, grew up in
the rural town of Newman, Georgia, about forty miles outside Atlanta.10
As a child, Walter first swept the floors of a shoe repair store owned
by German Jews; later, as a teen in Atlanta, he apprenticed to John T. Mill,
becoming expert with the newest electrical shoe repair equipment.11 In
1920, he moved north, first to Columbus, Ohio, then Detroit, Michigan,
completing vocational coursework and participating in a seminar offered
by The University of Michigan on successfully owning a small business.12
In 1922, Walter returned to Atlanta, and he opened Parks Shoe
Rebuilders.13 The store at 864 Hunter Street S.W. (now Martin Luther
King, Jr. Drive) was an immediate success. By 1926, Parks opened up
a second location and expanded his business into dry cleaning.14 The celebrated local institution remained open for fifty‑plus years.15
Soon after opening Parks Shoe Rebuilders, Walter married nineteen‑year old Hattie Marie Brookins. Her father, Augustus (or Gus),
worked as a Pullman porter for Southern Railway; and her mother, Mary,
raised Hattie Marie and five other siblings in a country house outside
Atlanta. Like Grandma Brookins, Hattie Marie was a “homemaker,” as
skilled in the kitchen whipping up sour cream pound cake as her husband
was repairing soles.16
Hattie Marie balanced a no‑nonsense disposition with a sly sense
of humor while managing her household of four girls, all born between
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1924 and 1935: Mary, Hattiemarie, Bettyelaine, and Yvonne.17 Bettyelaine
was a successful model for many years, one of the first African Americans
to appear in Coca‑Cola print advertisements circa 1955; she also appeared
numerous times in spreads for Ebony and Jet.18 Like Mary, Yvonne was
a successful visual artist and writer, most remembered for Detroit Riot,
her mixed‑media assemblage of the late 1960s, and for “You Ain’t Free
Yet!”: Notes from a Black Woman, a multi‑genre book of poetry, memoir,
and cultural criticism published in 1976.19
The Parks girls grew up on a “quiet neighborhood street of middle
class blacks” in Atlanta’s Ashview Heights.20 Neighbors included sociologist E. Franklin Frazier, author of The Black Bourgeoisie, and sculptress
Nancy Elizabeth Prophet (friend to W.E.B. Du Bois), an early influence
on Mary.21 In the years after the Great Fire of 1917 and World War One,
African American Atlantans migrated in large numbers to the city’s west
side, building homes, opening businesses, and establishing public amenities, including Booker T. Washington High School, which Mary attended from 1939 to 1942.22 The Parks’s home, at 941 Ashby Grove, was conveniently located within walking distance of Parks Shoe Rebuilders. It was
also minutes away from Atlanta University Center (Morehouse College,
Spelman College, and Clark Atlanta University), the hub of African
American intellectual and creative life in the south. As Washington recalls, Atlanta University Center provided relief and freedom from the
city’s de jure and tacit segregation: “Only on campuses of [the] black
colleges was free association between black and white citizens possible:
chapel programs, convocation with outstanding scholars, museums and
artists—all added to the richness and challenge to the minds and spirits
of the participants.”23
Washington attended Spelman College from September 1942 to June
1946, graduating with a B.A. in Art and certificate in Elementary
Education. She wasn’t an especially strong student at the start.
Washington struggled during her freshman and sophomore years, receiving a number of C and D grades in general education courses. As a Junior
and Senior, her grades improved markedly, and she earned mostly A’s and
B’s, especially in courses within her major, such as Advanced Painting
and The History and Appreciation of Art.24 In a Modeling course,
Washington produced Jitterbugs, a sculpture that successfully captures
the kinetic thrill of the popular dance, arms and legs swinging wide and
high.25 During this period, she also created Ebony, the bust of an unnamed African American woman.26 These are two of the earliest known
pieces by Washington.
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Outside of the classroom, Washington flourished, engaging in a variety of extracurricular activities. She designed sets for the Spelman
College Theatre Department’s staging of Patrick Hamilton’s Angel Street,
a Broadway favorite throughout the early 1940s.27 Spelman President
Florence Read recalled that “even the wallpaper color and pattern suggested subtly the confused mind and distorted hearts within the house.”28
As a senior, under the supervision of Claudia Harreld, she served as editor‑in‑chief of Spelman’s student newspaper, The Campus Mirror.29
By April 1945, the end of her junior year, Washington was regularly submitting her oil paintings, watercolors, and sculptures to Atlanta University’s
annual Exhibition of Paintings, Sculptures and Prints by Negro Artists, and
she continued to do so throughout the second half of the decade. Her
submitted pieces included The Woods (1945, oil) and The Tivin’ Tree (1945,
watercolor); Semi‑Abstraction (1946, oil), The Subway (1946, oil), and the
aforementioned Ebony (1946, sculpture); The Humoresque Improvisers
(1947, oil) and The Minuet of Imperioso (1947, oil); and Houses (1950, watercolor). Unfortunately, there are no extant works available.
Painter and professor Hale Woodruff started the annual exhibitions in
1942.30 Each year, Atlanta University purchased selected pieces from the
exhibition for the school’s permanent collection; and as Tina Dunkley reports, “By the close of the annuals [in 1970] … the university had acquired
291 pieces by 155 artists,” including works by sculptress Elizabeth Catlett,
muralist John T. Biggers, and photographer Roy DeCarava.31 The exhibitions “present[ed] quality work by black artists in a professional venue”
and offered cash prizes for winning artists. They also connected African
American artists in the south with the art scenes in New York and Paris.
Figures such as Lewis Skidmore, director of the High Museum of Art,
and Walter Pach, who helped organize the 1913 Armory Show, participated as judges in 1942 and 1945, respectively; and in 1947, one of the judges
was Aaron Douglas.32 Commenting on the 1942 annual, Alain Locke,
Philosophy professor at Howard University and editor of The New Negro
(1925), wrote that the show embodied “one of the ultimate goals of the
whole art movement among Negroes … to encourage a healthy and representational art of the people with its roots in its own soil.”33
As a teacher, mentor, and friend, Woodruff—more than anyone else—
challenged and expanded Washington’s artistic sensibility during her
formative years. She took art history and studio classes with Woodruff
during her freshman and senior years.34 Washington remembers how
Woodruff made a point of “incorporating information on black artists
with the history of others around the world.”35 In studio, he “encouraged
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his students to be proud of their racial heritage, to draw from the patterns
and politics of life in the United States and to portray the life of black
Americans honestly.”36 Beyond the classroom, Woodruff made “special arrangements for his students to go to the High Museum of Art in
Atlanta at a time when a segregation policy restricted such opportunities.”37 In short, Washington saw through Woodruff’s model that it was
possible to be black and modern, local and cosmopolitan, and southern
and global as an artist living in the Jim Crow south.
Perhaps not surprisingly, it was Woodruff who suggested to Washington that she pursue her studies further at the Art Students League of New
York (1945), at BMC (1946), and at the Universidad Nacional de Mexico
in Mexico City (1947).38
In the summer of 1945, as a rising senior, Washington travelled to New
York City to participate in workshops at the Art Students League in
Manhattan—with Central Park, MOMA, and Rockefeller Center all
nearby. She studied drawing with Reginald Marsh, the Social Realist
painter unrelentingly committed to tempera‑based representations of the
outcasts, misfits, and lost souls of the Lower East Side. That summer,
Washington’s art appeared in student shows. (Her painting, The Subway,
was more than likely produced during her time in New York City.) When
she finally returned to Atlanta in the fall, Woodruff said to her, “Since
you have been to New York and studied at a prestigious school[,] Spelman
will not be able to teach you anymore.”39
As her studies at Spelman began to wind down in 1946, at Woodruff’s
suggestion, Washington applied to BMC’s Summer Art Institute—
eight weeks of formal and informal classes and intense, intimate communal living in the mountains. She mailed her application on May 31,
1946, with recommendation letters from Woodruff and sculptress Alice
Dunbar.40 The former describes Washington as a “serious and industrious” student with “promise,” but he worries that her promise has been
stunted due to the limited “scope” of Spelman’s Art Department.41 The
latter is approving but less effusive. She expresses hope that BMC teaches
Washington to introduce “some emotional proportion” into her practice,
which is, according to Dunbar, sometimes too “scientific.”42 On June 15,
1946, Washington received notice that she had been accepted into the
Summer Art Institute—one of fifty‑two students.43 To cover travel, room
and board, and tuition, Woodruff helped Washington secure a Julius
Rosenwald Foundation Fellowship.44
From July 2 to August 28, Washington studied design and color theory with Josef Albers, trying her hand at his matiére exercises, which
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were meant to develop students’s tactile perceptions.45 She learned about
collage for the first time with French‑Greek modernist Jean Varda, the
wild man on campus that summer.46 She enrolled in two short courses
on photography (with Beaumont Newhall) and sculpture (with Concetta
Scaravaglione).47 She also befriended painter Jacob Lawrence—hot on
the heels of his Migration series’ national tour (1942–44) and MOMA
show (1944)48—and his wife, Gwendolyn Knight, who, though also
a painter, unofficially taught ballroom dancing.49 Of the student body
that summer, Washington hit it off most with Ruth Asawa, who went on
to national and international acclaim for her wire sculptures and fountain designs.50 They remained lifelong friends.
Only one example of Washington’s art survives from the Summer
Institute: an untitled exercise in collage undertaken as part of Varda’s
class.51 Using an old newspaper, Washington created the cut‑out of a female figure in an exaggerated pose; then, she pasted colored materials on
to the cut‑out to emphasize the woman’s waist, breasts, and lips as well
as her taste in jewelry—a necklace, bracelet, and ring. Crude though it
may be as collage, the untitled piece’s approach to physical wiles signal
Washington’s newfound liveliness and humor. It also marks the start
of Washington’s lifelong interest in collage.
In “New Dungarees,” a short memoir about her time at BMC,
Washington writes, “I arrived at Black Mountain with my new dungarees, specially bought for the occasion because I had never worn pants.
I settled in a dormitory with several other young women and was thrilled
by my own individual studio.”52 The dungarees symbolized Washington’s
momentary break from Spelman’s “formal atmosphere” as well as from the
intersecting race and gender “protocols” of Atlanta’s African American
bourgeoisie.53 She was thrilled to have a room of one’s own in the school’s
iconic Studies Building, to experiment with new materials and forms, and
to hobnob with the faculty of international avant‑garde artists. However,
Washington viewed her stay at the college as a “vacation” rather than an
occasion for “serious study.”54 After all, at summer’s end, she was expected
to return to Atlanta and begin her career as a teacher.
Washington’s summer at BMC was relatively free from incident. But
the college was hardly a post‑racial utopia. In unpublished interviews
from 1972 and 2002, Washington recalls that some political bigwig from
Tennessee forced his daughter to return home mid‑session once he discovered BMC had two African American students living on campus.55
Likewise, a visiting nurse to campus that summer refused to sit and eat
beside Washington and Ora Williams (the other African American
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student) in the Dining Hall.56 Washington only learned of the faculty’s
contentious debates on integration after reading Martin Duberman’s history of the college, Black Mountain: An Exploration in Community, first
published in 1972.57 Duberman’s book was eye‑opening and disenchanting for Washington:
It was sad to read that faculty had spent so much time and energy on this subject…. It is unfortunate that the seemingly most liberated mass is all too often
a prisoner bound by myths and stereotypes. With the positive ideas and creativity that gave birth to Black Mountain, wouldn’t it have been wonderful if
the college could have imagined that Mary Jeanne Parks, a black student from
Atlanta, could come and experience the facility like any other student, be liked,
disliked, interact, be remembered by some, forgotten by others—or could have
at least liberated many from their fears?58

The next summer, Washington had yet another life‑changing experience—once again at Woodruff’s urging. She travelled to Mexico City,
studying art and folklore for six weeks at the Universidad Nacional de
México. She was accompanied by two other Spelman students: sisters
June and Mattiwilda Dobbs Butts. Mary and the Dobbs Butts sisters
lived in a small apartment within walking distance of the university.59
“Classes,” recalls June Dobbs Butts, “were taught at the old university
by Mexican professors and the student‑body was 99% American. Classes
were from nine to noon[,] after which we were entertained almost daily by local artists in the spacious courtyard within the main building.”60
Ironically, Washington’s tuition that summer was paid for by the State
of Georgia: “Under the plan to forestall integration, Georgia paid the difference between out‑of‑state tuition and Georgia tuition and also funded
a round trip between the student’s home and school. I was the first to get
‘Out‑of‑the‑Country Tuition’.”61
In Mexico City, Washington met Diego Rivera. By 1947, Rivera
(post‑pneumonia) was hard at work on one of his last major works, Dream
of a Sunday Afternoon in the Alameda Park, a staggering 49’ 3” x 15’ 9”
fresco located in the Hotel del Prado’s dining room, which catered to upscale Anglo‑American tourists. Washington’s introduction to Rivera
was facilitated by Woodruff, who had travelled to Mexico City in 1936,
serving as an apprentice to, and grinding colors for, Rivera during his
Hotel Reforma days.62 Upon returning to the U.S., Woodruff painted
his early and acclaimed Rivera‑esque murals, notably Amistad (1939), the
three‑part work at Talladega College in Alabama.
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Washington’s trip to Mexico City locates her in that mid‑century nexus of BMC faculty and students compelled by Mexican Modernity and
Pre‑Columbian artifacts. Starting in 1936, Josef and Anni Albers, for example, visited Mexico over a dozen times—they met with Rivera at his
studio‑houses in San Angel and, later, Coyoacán.63 Robert Motherwell’s
travels to Mexico with painter Roberto Matta resulted in the surreal
scribbles and squiggles of his Mexican Sketchbook (1941).64 Ruth Asawa
journeyed to Mexico in 1947, learning how to weave wire from Tolucan
basket makers, the inspiration for her floating wire sculptures of the
1950s.65 Finally, in the late 1940s, Emerson Woelffer and Charles Olson
spent time in the Yucatan Peninsula, considering how the gestural force
of Mayan hieroglyphs might reinvigorate American painting and poetry,
respectively.66
Washington’s studies in Mexico City do not appear to have had any
clear or lasting influence on her extant art. Washington did, however,
make a point of introducing Mexican folk music, dance, and art into her
lesson plans as early as 1948 while employed at David T. Howard High
School in Atlanta.67 In fact, throughout her teaching career, she always
championed a multicultural approach to art education.
After six weeks in Mexico, Mary was eager to return home to marry Samuel Washington, a Tuskegee Air Force pilot—with his BA from
Morehouse and MA from Atlanta University—to whom she’d been engaged prior to the trip.68 The couple wed on August 20, 1947. They moved
into an apartment on Hunter Street, near Mary’s childhood home.
During this late‑1940s period, the couple had two children: Jan Lisa and
Erik Takulan. Washington settled into marriage, motherhood, and work
at decade’s end.
In the early 1950s, however, the family was uprooted from Atlanta
due to Samuel’s career as a psychiatric social worker for the military.
Samuel, Mary, and the kids moved from base to base—from Fort Devins
in Massachusetts, to Sampson Air Force Base in Central New York, and
even Japan for a year, before settling down permanently in Campbell,
California, a picturesque small town southwest of San Jose in 1958.69
Over the next three decades, Samuel held a number of positions, including
counselor at the Haight‑Ashbury Medical Clinic for Drug and Alcohol
Abuse and Director of Social Services for Tarrant County Hospital
District.70 Mary, meanwhile, spent the bulk of her career teaching at
Dartmouth Junior High School in San Jose’s Union School District before retiring in 1988.71
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Following a decade (ca. 1948–1958) devoted, primarily, to raising her
young children and supporting her husband’s career, Washington returned fully to her calling as an artist. She became especially active in the
booming Bay Area art scene—in Berkeley, Oakland, San Francisco, and
San Jose—from the mid‑1960s until the late‑1970s. In an unpublished interview from 1972, Washington announces, excitedly, in reference to her
inclusion in Samella S. Lewis and Ruth G. Waddy’s groundbreaking
Black Artists on Art anthology, “Yes, I’m really getting down to it now.”72
Washington’s creative renaissance, or her “getting down to it now,” was inextricable from personal, political, and curatorial upheavals of the period.
In the early 1960s, Washington developed a collaborative friendship with poet, scholar, and activist Sarah Webster Fabio. Fabio welcomed Washington into the aesthetic and political orbit of the Black
Radical Tradition, even though the slightly older Washington tended
toward the ideology of racial uplift popularized by the “retired humanists” (to borrow Ishmael Reed’s phrase) of the early twentieth century.73
Unlike Fabio, Washington remained ambivalent toward the Black Arts
Movement’s “anger” and its emphasis on structural racism as a prohibitive force against the individual imagination.74 She, instead, preferred the
politics of self‑reliance: “I never had the feeling,” said Washington, “that
I could not become an artist because I am Black. // You can do whatever you want to do—if you want it enough.”75 Nevertheless, Washington
and Fabio bonded over the beauty, resourcefulness, and political potential
of black womanhood in the age of Black Power.
The friendship between Washington and Fabio began in the early
1960s, when Fabio returned to school, enrolling in graduate studies in
poetry at San Francisco State College.76 Born and raised in Nashville,
Fabio had earlier received her undergraduate degree in Literature in 1946
from Fisk University, where she studied creative writing under Harlem
Renaissance poet (and Fisk librarian) Arna Bontemps.77 Upon completing
her M.A. in 1965, Fabio joined the faculty at Merritt College in Oakland,
a key institutional site in the history of the Black Power Movement (e.g.,
her students included Bobby Seale and Huey P. Newton) and in the corresponding rise of Black Studies programs.78 Fabio was nicknamed, appropriately enough, “the Panther Teacher.”79
On June 18 and 19, 1965, with the support of the city of Oakland,
Fabio and her husband, Cyril, organized The Negro Makes the American
Scene, a two‑day arts festival co‑hosted by Castlemont High School and
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the Arroyo Veijo Center.80 The festival’s purpose was to position African
American art, literature, and culture as central to the future of Oakland
as an “All‑American City.”81 It featured lectures, panel discussions,
art, and dramatic performances, including a staging of Fabio’s play No
Crystal Stair, which borrows its title from Langston Hughes’s poem
“Mother to Son.” Washington’s paintings were included in the festival’s
art showcase, and she participated on the “Meet the Artists” panel. Her
co‑panelists were noted painter Claude Clark, a recent graduate from UC
Berkeley’s art program and later Fabio’s colleague at Merritt College, and
Charles Schultz protégé Morrie Turner, the cartoonist who’d started his
historic Wee Pals comic strip in 1964—the first nationally‑syndicated
comic strip by an African American artist.82 This was one of the earliest
multidisciplinary, community‑oriented art events for which Fabio invited
Washington’s participation.
In 1966, Fabio and Washington began one of their many “verbivocovisual” collaborations.83 That year, the poet and artist worked together
on Childhood in Haiku, a book‑length manuscript of Fabio’s verse and
Washington’s accompanying illustrations. In early 1967, they were submitting the manuscript to agents and publishers—including Harper &
Row in the U.S. and Charles E. Tuttle Co. in Japan—but to no avail. One
agent, for example, worried that Fabio’s poetic language was too advanced
for children but too “slight” for adult readers; thus, the project “falls between two stools,” even if Washington’s illustrations “might be appealing.”84 The editor at Charles E. Tuttle Co. explained in his rejection letter
that color illustrations were cost prohibitive and that a recent boom in
books of haiku had oversaturated the marketplace, making Childhood in
Haiku a difficult proposition.85 It appears Fabio and Washington gave up
on the project.86
In 1969, Fabio published her first book of poetry, A Mirror, A Soul.87 It
includes “Resoled,” a poem dedicated to Washington’s father, Walter, and
“A Downhome Recipe from a Black Soul Mother’s Workshop,” a poem
co‑written with Washington. A Mirror, A Soul also features “My Own
Thing,” Fabio’s ekphrasis poem inspired by Washington’s interest in driftwood as material for the making of her visual art.
Typically, in her poetry, Fabio deploys short, free‑verse lines; and her
everyday language slyly and smoothly slips, without much to‑do, into
puns, metaphors, and symbolism with great moral resonance. “Resoled”
is an excellent example of this style. The poem’s dedication to “A Man
Who’s Saved A / Million Soles—Walter Parks” immediately establishes
a punning correspondence between the material (labor) and metaphysical
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(salvation).88 As the poem begins, Fabio dismisses the need to buy new
shoes simply because her “soles / wear thin.”89 She likes her shoes just fine:
They are a
perfect fit,
one which I
feel comfortable
in; the leather
is tried and true,
dyed to my
special hue.90

Fabio’s practical concern for the fate of her irreplaceable shoes becomes
an occasion to express self‑love through the shoe leather / skin metaphor.
Black isn’t just beautiful—it’s “special,” trustworthy, and desirable (“tried
and true”). As the poem ends, the speaker recommits to proudly keeping
her old, comfortable shoes. “I’ll wear them,” she says, “to walk my / special
walk.”91 Yet, she does concede, she’ll need to “fix them / up with some /
brand new / soles.”92 Her shoes will be retrofit to last. Thus, Fabio proves
she is neither inexorably beholden to nor entirely dismissive of the way
things used to be. She welcomes the changing same and, especially, the
possibility it offers African American women going forward.
Fabio and Washington co‑wrote “A Downhome Recipe from a Black
Soul Mother’s Workshop,” an ode to black motherhood. The poem’s central conceit is that of cooking—cooking as a creative activity, as a form
of care, and as weapon of self‑defense in the protracted war against Black
Americans. The eponymous “Black Soul Mother” improvises in the kitchen, cooking up flavorful and nourishing meals with limited ingredients
(a “storehouse / of less than / nothing”).93 She is an artist working with
constraints. Her primary responsibility is to the survival of family and
friends in the here and now:
she sheds
no tears
for ingredients
which she
might have
had and
wastes no
time in
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dreams of
what might
come with
passing
years.94

In this culinary hagiography, the Black Soul Mother’s food provides safety and stability in “the world / whirling / about her / and hers,” especially “her / black man’s / life.”95 However, Fabio and Washington intentionally imagine the kitchen as a “workshop”: that is, a private meeting
place wherein ideas, like recipes, are shared, tested, hotly debated, and,
ultimately, refined.96 Thus, the Black Soul Mother accesses and assumes
the role of revolutionary (as well as artist) from within the domestic
“workshop.”
Fabio’s “My Own Thing” is a poem dedicated to Washington and “inspired by a piece of driftwood [Washington] found at the beach.”97 In
a brief, unpublished note about the poem’s origin, Washington explains,
I have a special feeling for driftwood. It reminds me of the life of the black
man—not knowing from whence it came.
With its rough gnarled shape, it might cause one to toss it aside as
waste, but on second glance, one can see the strength and beauty that radiates
from its life line.
Put in its right perspective, driftwood is the essence of dignity.98

She communicated that “special feeling” in conversation to Fabio, who,
in turn, composed her poem, borrowing Washington’s language (e.g.,
“gnarled shape”) and theme (“the essence of dignity”).99
Fabio’s poem is a paean to self‑love that also evokes the history of the
Middle Passage. The driftwood is “at the mercy / of the elements, / weather, tide.”100 Its “roots” are “in some distant / corner of / the world,” far
from the Americas.101 However, Fabio refuses to automatically accept the
driftwood as a sign of loss or as an object without agency. To quote Fred
Moten, “The history of blackness is testament to the fact that objects can
and do resist.”102 Thus, the driftwood’s “gnarled shape” is not a deficiency
but, rather, an aesthetic virtue.103 It possesses the secret power of prophecy—it has “mojo” and “magic.”104 It’s a “divining stick,” writes Fabio.105
Finally, she announces, proudly, “[I]t / is my own / thing.”106 Thus, she
identifies with the resourcefulness and secret power of the driftwood, its
way of being in and knowing the world.
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Like Fabio, Washington writes a short, untitled poem about her piece
of “old wood”:
Old wood is a source of beauty
If one takes the time to examine it,
And appreciate the depth of its being.
Be not deceived by its façade.
Its sturdiness of character is often
Underestimated
Its strength defies set patterns and more,
And breaks through the tradition of time...
So be it, Shirley Chisholm!107

Washington’s more prosaic poem is absent of Fabio’s double‑time prosody or careful allusions to historical trauma. In contrast, it ends with
“So be it, Shirley Chisholm!,” the ritualistic affirmation conferring the
wood’s aesthetic values and moral virtues (i.e., beauty, resilience, certitude, and hope) onto Chisholm, the first African American woman elected to the United States Congress in 1968.108 In Fabio’s poem, the wood
is treated as a universal symbol of survival and grace in the face of evil; in
Washington’s poem, the integrity of the material object is unequivocally
grounded in the real politics of 1968.
Washington integrated wood into her creative practice regularly. For
example, with Hope, Construction, a mixed‑media pastoral, Washington
shows a father and child—opaque paper cut‑outs—working together inside a shabby country barn. The visual representation of the barn includes
real wood, adding a tactile dimension a la Josef Albers’s matière studies
from Washington’s BMC days. The scene defines “hope” in terms of labor, apprenticeship, and family bonds. But hope is always under construction: it’s never finished, and it risks collapse. The use of real wood on the
canvas emphasizes this very tenuousness. A color reproduction of Hope,
Construction first appeared in Lewis and Waddy’s Black Artists on Art,
Volume 1.109
Washington also uses a piece of old wood in Black Soul, arguably her
most popular painting of the period. She paints an unnamed African
American woman on a tall and slender piece of wood‑as‑canvas. Dressed
in a casual, ankle‑length dress, this “Black Soul Mother” stands tall, with
her arms crossed, powerful and defiant. The wood is extremely striated and
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coarse; neither its length nor width is straight or level. Washington’s piece
proposes the wood and woman are homologous à la Fabio’s “My Own
Thing,” a perfect rhyme of material and representation.
Black Soul appeared in a small color photograph in Ebony magazine’s
September 1972 issue.110 The image was part of a photo feature documenting the Johnson Publishing Company’s new business headquarters
in the Chicago Loop. John H. Johnson founded the company in 1942.
He served as editor and publisher of its various magazines, starting
with Negro Digest (renamed Black World), Ebony, and Jet magazines, all
of which were major forces in shaping African American popular culture
in the second half of the twentieth century. In late 1971 and early 1972, the
company moved into an 11‑story “steel, concrete, and marble structure” at
820 S. Michigan Avenue.111 Designed by architect John W. Moutoussamy
(Arthur Ashe’s father‑in‑law), the building was the first Black‑owned
property in the Chicago Loop:
… the $8 million Johnson Building overlooks Grant Park and commands
a two‑mile view of the skyscrapers, museums and pleasure boat marinas along
the Lake Michigan shoreline. The building has 11 floors of individually decorated private offices and work areas: employee and guest dining facilities; a reception floor which can handle more than 1000 persons for company affairs;
boat‑shaped, glass‑walled conference rooms; a theater where movie previews
can be held for editors; Picturephones in top management offices and a penthouse Executive Suite, which interestingly melds ancient African art and futuristic furniture.112

The new building also doubled as a public gallery of contemporary African American art.113
In September 1971, Washington received a letter from Herbert
Temple, Art Director for the Johnson Publishing Company. He writes,
In keeping with the company’s intention of reflecting the African and Afro‑American heritage in the building’s décor, we are seeking works of art
by talented Black artists for a permanent collection in the new building. These
works of art—sculptures, paintings, prints, and others—will be prominently
displayed in the offices, lobbies, hallways[,] and conference rooms, providing
visitors to the Johnson Publishing Company with the added bonus of an exhibition of superlative art. The company is prepared to purchase, at a reasonable
price, representative works from top Black artists for this permanent collection.114
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Washington submitted her artwork, and on November 16, 1971, Temple
replied:
The Art Committee of Johnson Publishing Company is pleased to inform
you that your piece entitled “Black Soul” has been selected for inclusion in the
Johnson Publishing Company’s Collection. We would like to add that we received an overwhelming response from Black artists throughout the country
and we are very convinced now that this collection will be truly representative
of American Black art forms and that it should be the most comprehensive and
magnificent one anywhere in the world…. You should be pleased to know that
your work will be seen by the hundreds of visitors we expect weekly—from
small school children to heads of state—and we know that you will be as proud
to be included in the collection as we are to have you.115

By early 1972, Washington’s Black Soul was hanging on the office wall
of Reginald C. Hayes, Director of Public Affairs.116
That same year, in April, the Johnson Publishing Company created
a small pamphlet for tourists, providing an inventory of its permanent
collection—known as The JPC Art Collection—as well as identifying locations for said artworks throughout the sizeable building.117 The
Executive Suite’s Dining Room included Romare Bearden’s collage Two
for Them. Executive editor Herman Nipeon’s office had “a Dogon mask
from Mali, a painting by Irene Clark, and a drawing by Sherman Beck.”
In the seventh floor reception area, visitors set eyes on Hale Woodruff’s
Red Landscape (one of his late‑career abstract works) and Margaret
Burrough’s Homage to Marion Perkins. On the fifth floor was Gerald
Williams’s iconic It’s Nation Time, and the tenth floor included Africobra
founder Jeff Donaldson’s For My Daddy—His Generation Praised. In total, the collection was, at the time, worth $250,000.118
In a letter to Reginald C. Hayes in 1974, Washington writes, “It may
be of interest to know that you have … been my best press agent by virtue
of the expose [sic] of ‘Black Soul’ made possible by your selection. Ever
since the painting was hung I have had many friends and acquaintances
… tell me that they have viewed it while touring the beautiful Johnson
building.”119 Washington was writing to Hayes in advance of her first
one‑woman show at the San Jose Art League, showcasing her silkscreen
prints, watercolors, and acrylics. She needed Hayes’s permission to use
a black and white reproduction of Black Soul on official invitations to the
opening reception set for March 31, 1974—a few months shy of her fiftieth birthday.
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*

Washington was being modest in her 1974 letter to Reginald Hayes regarding her newfound exposure via Ebony magazine and public tours
of the Johnson Publishing Company building. Her first solo show at the
San Jose Art League was, to be certain, a small, local affair—but it had
been a long time coming. Since the mid‑1960s, her art had appeared in
group shows across the Bay Area, many of which functioned as timely
and necessary correctives to the absence of African American artists from
museum and gallery spaces across the country.120
Notably, from February 25 to March 18, 1967, Washington’s art appeared in The Negro in American Art, a major exhibit co‑hosted by galleries at UCLA and Oakland’s Kaiser Center. Curated by Claude Clark
and Paul Mills, the exhibit focused on avant‑garde African American art
from across the country—from Sam Gilliam’s drape paintings to Mavis
Pusey’s geometric abstractions and Betye Saar’s early assemblages.121 As
Claude Clark writes, with decidedly mixed feelings, in a pamphlet for
the Oakland‑based showing, “[I]t seems as though the avant‑garde, like
the pied piper, has seduced the black artist. Or perhaps the American
Negro has just traded on contemporary execution for the sake of survival
in the visual arts…. But using the method of the avant‑garde to probe,
research and experiment, the black artist in America may soon make his
unique contribution in the fine arts.”122 The show also included regional
artists, some of whom presented work in response to the Watts Riots (e.g.,
Noah Purifoy and Judson Powell); and it paid homage to Aaron Douglas,
Palmer Hayden, and Jacob Lawrence.123 The Negro in American Art
served as a significant forerunner to the Minneapolis Institute of Art’s
Contemporary Black Artists (1969), the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston’s
Afro‑American Artists: New York and Boston (1970), and the Whitney’s
Contemporary Black Art in America (1971).
The following year, in October 1968, Washington’s aforementioned
Hope, Construction was included in New Perspectives in Black Art, a show
co‑organized by the Oakland Museum Art Division and Art‑West
Associated/North (AWAN), an organization founded by Evangeline J.
Montgomery in order to reintroduce African American artists into their
communities.124 About the show, Montgomery writes, “Black people
want to know their artists. They want us to record events ourselves. This
presupposes a group effort wherein Black artists combine their intellectual, physical, and material resources in an immediate response to their
Black community.”125 Paul Mills, of the Oakland Museum Art Division,
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presented New Perspectives in Black Art (“one of the largest and finest
regional exhibitions of Black art yet held in this country”) as a supplement to The Negro in American Art exhibit. For Montgomery, though,
the show emphasized the African American artist’s responsibility to her
community and race as opposed to issues of avant‑garde technique or the
structural racism of the art world in general. I draw attention to this distinction in order to highlight the kinds of debates surrounding African
American art in the late 1960s and to demonstrate Washington’s ability
to traverse aesthetic, social, and political factions and imperatives.
Washington was always happy to share her artwork at small neighborhood events in support of community organizations, too. In June 1968,
she participated in a charity event for the East Palo Alto/East Menlo Park
Neighborhood Health Center.126 The barbecue included music, dance,
literature, and visual art. Notably, Eldridge Cleaver—member of the
Black Panther Party and editor of The Black Panther newsletter—and
his wife, Kathleen, were in attendance.127 (He’d recently gained national attention and acclaim for his book, Soul on Ice.) Similarly, in 1969, in
conjunction with the San Jose branch of the N.A.A.C.P., Washington
co‑organized Black Youths on the Move, a banquet honoring San Jose
State Olympic Athletes and Black Power Movement activists Jon Carlos,
Tommy Smith, Lee Evans, and Ronny Ray Smith.128 Carlos and Smith,
of course, famously raised clenched fists from the winners podium at the
1968 Mexico Olympics—a sign of solidarity and protest. The celebratory
banquet included an exhibit of Washington’s art.
Washington was, indeed, “getting down to it,” while working full‑time,
volunteering with various organizations, and keeping up with family responsibilities. Her work was included in the Invitational California Black
Artists Show at the College of Marin; a three‑woman show (with Marva
Cremer and Margo Humphrey) at the San Jose Art Center; the Black
(Negro) Arts Festival at Santa Clara University’s de Saiset Art Gallery,
which featured a lecture by Hayward King, one of the founders of the infamous Six Gallery in San Francisco; and Stanford University’s Reflections
of Black History Through the Arts.
But, in 1971 and 1972, Washington appeared in two important events
related to the Black Arts Movement in Berkeley. First, Fabio organized the
Black Writers and Their Writing “seminar‑symposium‑workshop” (with an
emphasis on poetry) at UC Berkeley in January 1971.129 Fabio tasked her
“think‑tank” of invited writers, scholars, cultural critics, editors, publishers,
booksellers, and educators—including Ishmael Reed and Hoyt Fuller—
to identify problems (e.g., “sins of omission and commission by mainstream
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channels”) and advance creative solutions “towards cultural and spiritual regeneration and Black liberation and towards a truly multi‑ethnic democratic American education for all.”130 As part of a panel devoted to “Alternative
Approaches” to poetry, Washington performed “Black is Beautiful,”
a “Visual/Aural/Oral” piece, mixing visual art and poetry.131
And on January 29, 1972, Washington and Fabio both participated in the inaugural “Black Arts Day” celebration at Mary Ann Pollar’s
Rainbow Sign, a “1970s Bay Area hub for black art, music, cinema, literature, education and civic gathering.”132 Washington was one of thirty‑two
artists in an exhibit that featured everything from the abstract expressionism of Joe Overstreet to the collages of Larry Walker (Kara Walker’s
father), to the landscapes of Richard Mayhew.133 At night, as part of the
evening’s festivities, Fabio performed poetry alongside jazz group the
Black Messengers. “The day is historically significant,” wrote Mary Ann
Pollar a few months later, “in that it was the first homecoming in the
Bay Area that brought together black artists of national and international
fame representing all media of the arts; was held in a community‑based
black cultural center; and was made possible, solely, by the efforts and
contributions of Brothers and Sisters.”134
This inventory of exhibits is not intended to exhaust readers’ patience
with names, dates, and locations. It is, rather, intended to help re‑locate
Washington in the Bay Area arts scene, in the West Coast Black Arts
Movement, and in the creative and political community around Fabio.
Furthermore, it highlights the network of alternative, Black‑owned exhibition spaces—from corporate buildings to community centers and banquet
halls—that emerged circa 1967. Such spaces were committed to the creation, collection, and exhibition of contemporary African American art.
Of course, throughout the twentieth century, historically black colleges and universities had always performed such cultural and curatorial
work.135 Washington’s alma mater, Spelman College, was no exception.
From March 13 to March 30, 1979, Spelman’s John D. Rockefeller
Center exhibited Washington’s Offshoots of Roots Unknown, a major solo
show of twenty pencil drawings.136 Sarah Webster Fabio composed original poems to accompany each drawing.137 The poems appeared on placards throughout the gallery. This exhibit marked the last collaboration
between Washington and Fabio, who died of colon cancer on November
7, 1979. At the reception in honor of the artist on Sunday March 25,
Washington’s son, Erik, recited Fabio’s short verses.
Based on her 1978 Master’s Thesis at San Jose State University, Washington’s Offshoots of Roots Unknown is a visual study of her ancestors in
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early twentieth century Atlanta, going as far back as 1845. Her drawings
have titles such as “Grandma Brookins,” “Family Gathering,” “Papa
Brookins,” “The Bride,” “Porter,” and “Aunt Emma.” She communicates,
at times, unequivocal affection and admiration for her family. Children,
cousins, and “stern‑faced elders” are presented “in their Sunday best with
dignity.”138 Her father and grandfather are depicted at work—uniformed,
disciplined, and successful. Conceptually, Washington presents this collection of drawings as a “family album,” with her red‑orange pencil (and,
on occasion, black pencil) translating photographs, memories, and oral
history on to sepia‑toned watercolor paper.139
Washington’s minimalist aesthetic and the sepia‑toned paper are, in
combination, intended to mimic and accelerate the faded, worn, and
partial look of old photographs. “The drawings,” she explains, “are an assemblage of forms and omissions that attempt to create a feeling of a spacious atmosphere. The gradual fading of the forms suggest that the subject
continues on into the environment, thus linking the positive shapes with
the negative, causing the interspace to blend into some kind of mystical
aura.”140 Her “omissions” are not minor or insignificant: full colors, background details, or narrative context—all lost in translation across media
and, more importantly, over time.141 Thus, the figures and faces of beloved
family members appear like apparitions, floating hauntingly on the page.
Washington’s “family album” gives witness to the painful and uncanny
dialectic of remembering and forgetting in process.142
Washington’s conceit and execution are simple and powerful. However, the overall elegiac tone of the drawings is countered—and complemented—by Fabio’s light, rhymed verses, which tend toward the pithy,
thus creating a tonal tension between the visual and verbal. Consider
“Family Gathering,” a multi‑generational portrait of the Parks family in front of Grandma Brookins’ house. Fabio describes this “gathering” as a “serious affair,” then adds, “A time to stand up and be counted / The no‑accounts were never there.”143 The epigram is formally
sophisticated (a nod to the chiasmus), playful (the punning count/account relationship), and witty in making a serious statement about one’s
responsibility to family.
Sometimes, Fabio’s pithiness aspires to the sentimental. In “Grandma
Brookins,” for instance, she writes,
What can you say
about a sweet, young mother
named Mary
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who bore her cross of six children
and died when they were quite young?
You only repeat, “The best die first.”144

In the case of “Papa Brookins,” the sentimental is less pious and more
pedagogical:
Firmly enstooled,
this austere Augustus,
who ruled his roost
with the adage,
“It is better to be seen
and to be felt
and unnecessary to be heard.”145

The use of “enstooled” subtly transforms the southern “roost” into an
African dynasty.
In “The Porter” and “Aunt Emma,” Fabio’s verses introduce history—
labor and lynching, respectively—into the family album. In “The Porter,”
Washington sketches Papa Brookins, standing proud in his Pullman uniform. The left side of the drawing is entirely negative space, the emptiness
encroaching upon its subject, threatening to erase him. Gus Brookins
worked for the Southern Railway on the passenger train from Atlanta
to Augusta: “[H]e walked the miles of his travelling / train’s aisles and
his feet bore / witness.”146 The internal rhyme (“aisles” and “miles”) creates an ironic juxtaposition between incommensurable scales, speeds, and
kinds of travel: that is, the porter rides the train but he’s no tourist. He
serves. The poem’s finale (“his feet bore / witness”) suggests this distinction is both commendable and even enlightening but always physically
devastating.
With “Aunt Emma,” Fabio responds to the most curious of Washington’s drawings: a side‑profile portrait of the eponymous Aunt Emma’s
head. Only her dilated pupils are emphasized, shaded intensely in pencil.
Fabio writes,
Her hair was bobbed in a pony‑tail swish[;]
Her chin was pert; her nose slim and cute;
Her eyes were filled with promise,
Her mouth seemed to form a wish,
She is the flowering of a strange, delicious fruit.147
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The first four lines dabble in the blazon tradition, itemizing Aunt Emma’s
facial features, including her conspicuous eyes. However, Fabio’s final line
flips the script on the blazon. She introduces Billie Holiday’s “Strange
Fruit” recording into the frame of Washington’s drawing. The idealized image—of beauty and hope—now makes the history of lynching
in Atlanta audible. As a result, Washington’s careful shading of Aunt
Emma’s dilated pupils takes on new, tragic meaning. Her eyes are seized
by the harrowing sight (and sound) of violence inflicted on black bodies.
*

The study of Mary Parks Washington is, by necessity, an occasion
to practice what Nathaniel Mackey refers to as “discrepant engagement.”148
As Mackey explains, discrepant engagement is scholarship “at odds with
taxonomies and categorizations that obscure the fact of heterogeneity
and mix.”149 It works against “totalizing paradigms” of knowledge production that have the capacity to accommodate Washington, say, into the
history of BMC or the history of BAM or the post‑WWII California art
scene—but not all three.150 By way of the archive, I’ve attempted to establish “the fact” of Washington’s resonance between BMC and BAM,
between the African American modernism of Jim Crow‑era Atlanta and
the Berkeley revolution of the late 1960s, and between Black‑owned institutions like the Johnson Publishing Company and Rainbow Sign, which,
despite their differences in scale, structure, and mission, made space—as
did so many others—for Washington’s art.
I have focused, for the most part, on Mary Parks Washington’s life
and art from 1942 to 1979. During this period, Washington studied with,
visited, or befriended major visual artists of the twentieth century: Hale
Woodruff, Nancy Elizabeth Prophet, Reginald Marsh, Josef Albers, Jacob
Lawrence, and Diego Rivera, among many others. She tried her hand at
sculpture, drawing, oil and watercolor painting, children’s book illustration, as well as mixed‑media assemblage; however, it’s fair to say that
Washington was at her best when producing “verbivocovisual” works in
collaboration with Sarah Webster Fabio. Their collaborative friendship,
over two decades, culminated in 1979’s Offshoots of Roots Unknown, a simultaneously elegiac and charming account of Washington’s extended
family. (One wonders what Washington and Fabio might have accomplished together had the latter’s life not been cut short, tragically, by cancer.) Throughout this period, Washington’s work also appeared in local,
regional, and national exhibits alongside figures such as Sam Gilliam,
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Judson Powell, and Betye Saar. Though she did not achieve the critical
acclaim accorded to some of her peers, Washington nevertheless played
a part in the boom of African American art that began in the late 1960s.
More scholarship on Washington remains to be done. For example,
she travelled to Sierra Leone and Ghana on multiple occasions, and some
of her art in the 1970s (e.g., Ashanti‑inspired umbrella designs) might be
profitably read in the context of the period’s Pan‑Africanism, much in the
zeitgeist thanks to popular works like Alex Haley’s Roots. In fact, at the
reception for the Offshoots of Roots Unknown show, Washington appeared
outfitted in a traditional Ethiopian kemis (dress) and shama (scarf).151
Washington also labored exhaustively as a cultural worker. As a teacher in
San Jose, she campaigned on behalf of policies, programs, and textbooks
that encouraged multi‑ethnic diversity in the art classroom; she worked
as one of Hale Woodruff’s art dealers on the West Coast; and as an advocate for African American artists, she served on the advisory board to the
International Review of African American Art, with other board members
including Maya Angelou, Elizabeth Catlett, and Ruth Waddy. Finally,
in the 1980s and 1990s, Washington hit upon her histcollage technique,
the culmination of her lifelong search for a distinct form of artistic expression. Today, these large, text‑heavy canvases are scattered throughout
the hallways, offices, and foyers of the Auburn Avenue Research Library
on African American Culture and History, awaiting the attention—and
acclaim—of art historians, cultural critics, and everyday museumgoers.
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Transnational American Studies
as Contrapuntal Methodology
Elspeth Iralu

ABSTRACT
In this essay, I bring Edward Said’s notion of contrapuntalism into an
analysis of transnational American Studies scholarship, theorizing
transnational American Studies as a method of contrapuntalism to ex‑
amine the imbrication of culture and politics across time and space.
I consider four books: The Intimacies of Four Continents by Lisa Lowe,
A Shadow Over Palestine: The Imperial Life of Race in America by Keith
Feldman, Geographies of Liberation: The Making of an Afro‑Arab Politi‑
cal Imaginary by Alex Lubin, and The Poorer Nations: A Possible History
of the Global South by Vijay Prashad. I examine how these texts take
up a contrapuntal methodology to explore interconnections and over‑
laps hidden from view by structures of modern liberalism, colonialism,
and imperialism, challenge normative assumptions of disciplinary and
political boundaries, and allow us to view, as Vijay Prashad writes,
“America, from elsewhere.” I argue that these texts demand an atten‑
tion to geopolitics within American Studies, provide a method to un‑
cover possible histories, and challenge notions of the nation‑state and
US exceptionalism through spatial and political imaginaries.
Keywords: Transnational American Studies, contrapuntalism, geo‑
politics, relational histories
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“Instead of the partial analysis offered by the various national or systematically
theoretical schools, I have been proposing the contrapuntal lines of a global
analysis, in which texts and worldly institutions are seen working together...
But this global, contrapuntal analysis should be modeled not (as earlier notions of comparative literature were) on a symphony but rather on an atonal
ensemble; we must take into account all sorts of spatial or geographical and
rhetorical practices–inflections, limits, constraints, intrusions, inclusions, prohibitions–all of them tending to elucidate a complex and uneven topography.”
– Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism1

There is no monolithic consensus within American Studies about the
subject or methodology of transnational American Studies. In the 2004
Presidential Address to the American Studies Association, “Crossroads
of Cultures: The Transnational Turn in American Studies,” Shelley
Fisher Fishkin celebrates the multifaceted articulations of the transnational turn. For some scholars, Fishkin states, transnational American
Studies is a broadening of the geography of American Studies. For others, transnational American Studies is an examination of the US in the
world. Fishkin argues that the transnational turn can influence scholarship which is not represented as transnational in scope, perhaps including the study of the world in the US, through an examination of multicultural intersections within the US Some scholars take a hemispheric
approach, particularly considering migration and flows between South,
Central, and North America. Recent scholarship such as Iyko Day’s Alien
Capital: Asian Racialization and the Logic of Settler Colonial Capitalism
use such a hemispheric approach to examine US and Canadian colonial
and capital structures in relation to Asian labor. Transnational approaches frequently celebrate social movements which link people from around
the world in solidarity and recognition of similarity. Other scholars view
a transnational approach as a means to further critiques of American exceptionalism within American Studies. While the books analyzed here
engage with some of the concepts or methodologies employed within
a variety of manifestations of transnational American Studies, this essay
focuses on contrapuntalism, as developed by Edward Said, as a method
of transnational American Studies.
I theorize transnational American Studies as a method of contrapuntalism to examine the imbrication of culture and politics across space
and time. In other words, contrapuntalism is a method of transnational
American Studies that provides scholars with a means to study relational
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histories without privileging one history over another, but rather to uncover the connections and disruptions between histories which are often
seen as separate and unrelated. Contrapuntalism requires reading across
archives which are not often read together and reading against the grain
of archives to find the interstices at which seemingly disparate histories
convene and intersect.
I consider four books: The Intimacies of Four Continents by Lisa Lowe,
A Shadow Over Palestine: The Imperial Life of Race in America by Keith
Feldman, Geographies of Liberation: The Making of an Afro‑Arab Political
Imaginary by Alex Lubin, and The Poorer Nations: A Possible History
of the Global South by Vijay Prashad. I examine how these books take up
a contrapuntal methodology to explore the interconnections and overlaps
hidden from view by the structures of modern liberalism, colonialism,
and imperialism. Traditional disciplinary studies which seek to understand slavery in the Caribbean, US involvement in the Middle East, or
the development of contemporary international relations, for example,
frequently rely on methods particular to specific disciplines or archives
associated with nations in which those events occurred. The books discussed here challenge these normative assumptions and disciplinary and
political boundaries. They assert that, in order to understand Palestine,
we must understand Black radicalism in the US; to understand trade in
India, we must understand British literature; and to understand America,
we must understand histories of the global South, or as Vijay Prashad
writes, “America, from elsewhere.”2
Four questions direct this essay: First, how does Edward Said’s concept
of contrapuntalism function within transnational American Studies?
Second, how do the four authors discussed here use a contrapuntal methodology to understand transnationalism? Third, how do the authors theorize time in relation to contrapuntal points of convergence? And fourth,
how do the authors theorize space in relation to contrapuntal points
of convergence? To address these questions, I consider relational histories
in tension with comparative histories, histories of what could have been,
and transnational spatial imaginaries.
Contrapuntalism and transnational American Studies

Edward Said develops the concept of contrapuntalism as a methodological and reading approach in his 1993 monograph Culture and Imperialism.
In this monograph, Said argues that Western literature carries a trace
of imperial and colonial conditions, revealing how important imperialism is to notions of modernity and cultural identity formation. For Said,
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a contrapuntal analysis reveals the connection between, for example,
English coronation rituals and nineteenth century Indian durbars.3 Such
an analysis highlights the connection between “the experiences of domination and being dominated,” making possible new emancipatory visions
through what Said calls a nomadic, migratory, and anti‑narrative energy.”4
Said borrows the idea of contrapuntalism from music theory, writing:
In the counterpoint of Western classical music, various themes play off one another, with only a provisional privilege being given to any particular one; yet in
the resulting polyphony there is concert and order, an organized interplay that
derieves from the theses, not from a rigorous melodic or formal principle outside the work. In the same way, I believe we can read and interpret English novels, for example, whose engagement (usually suppressed for the most part) with
the West Indies or India, say, is shaped and perhaps even determined by the
specific history of colonization, resistance, and finally native nationalism. At
this point alternative or new narratives emerge, and they become institutionalized or discursively stable entities.5

Saiddeveloped this concept from his previous work on pianist Glenn
Gould’s recordings of Bach’s Goldberg Variations.6 These fugues are
based on a counterpoint in which the pianist’s hands move simultaneously along at least two separate melodic lines. While seemingly independent, these melodic lines frequently converge on a shared note, cross
to enter the other’s register as the pianist’s hands cross along the keyboard, and, even when the melodic lines seem to diverge, create harmonies. Composed for a 2‑manual harpsichord with two parallel keyboards
stacked on top of each other, the independent melodies of Bach’s counterpoint are spatially separated on the instrument, even when they play in
melodic unison. Moments of dissonance resolve into unexpected harmonies which reveal relationship or even imitation between the hands. The
melodic lines are independent in rhythm and contour (or time and space)
but are harmonically interdependent, such that each independent melodic line converges into a polyphonic whole. The melodic contour of the
fugue as a whole is different from the two melodies that form it even as it
is dependent on those independent melodies.
For Said, the interplay between culture (as read in literature) and imperialism (as read in international geopolitics) forms a contrapuntal relationship like the hands on the keyboard. According to Keith Feldman,
Said also saw contrapuntalism as a method of studying relational histories or “thinking together” of seemingly disparate histories.7 Said also
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evoked an understanding of contrapuntalism akin to De Bois’s notion
of double consciousness, a sort of method of thinking “between worlds”
or in exile.8
Not all transnational American Studies is explicitly contrapuntal. However, a contrapuntal approach addresses the methodological
anxieties of American Studies’ transnational turn. The “transnational
turn,” a phrase coined by Donald Pease, refers to a range of shifts within
American Studies and related disciplines.9 For some, transnationalism
can refer to studies of migration around, over, and in (dis)regard of borders.10 Transnationalism has been used to write about Black diaspora and
pan‑Africanism.11 Scholars such as Alicia Schmidt Camacho use transnational to refer to more hemispheric approaches to American Studies whose
scope of interest may include the United States but may also include other spaces and places in South, Central, and North America.12 Similarly,
Iyko Day uses a hemispheric transnational approach to examine US and
Canadian colonial exceptionalisms.13 Scholars such as Schmidt Camacho
and Day use this hemispheric approach to examine borders, migration,
and multiple manifestations of colonialism. The transnational turn refers
not to a specific moment in American Studies scholarship, but the turn
continues to be rearticulated and conceptualized in venues such as the
presidential addresses of the American Studies Association.
What binds together the multiple iterations of transnationalism present in American Studies scholarship is a critique of American exceptionalism as it is manifested both within and outside of the academy.14 In
Re‑framing the Transnational Turn in American Studies, Winfried Fluck
cites Bryce Traister’s conceit that structuring transnationalism through
opposition to American exceptionalism generates rhetoric that “is exceptionalist in both its origin and its outcome.”15 In an earlier book, Fluck
had already discussed American Studies’ preoccupation with American
exceptionalism and the creation of “oppositional perspectives”:
Transnational studies can be seen as yet another attempt to escape the dead‑end
of cultural radicalism’s power analysis. Since, theoretically speaking, all potential resources of resistance within American society have been used up, the only
possibility that remains is to go outside of the nation‑state and to transcend its
borders. To equate transnational American Studies with comparative studies
can thus be misleading, because it is not comparison per se which is of interest
but only one that can help to transcend a coercive national identity and thus
open up new perspectives for resistance.16
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Here, transnationalism an iconoclastic response to an exhaustion
of critiques of American exceptionalism. For Fluck, transnationalism is
useful only when it transcends a “coercive national identity.”17 Thus, a position of skepticism towards the nation‑state in general, and American
exceptionalism in particular, is at the heart of Transnational American
Studies. This is, at its root, the task the contrapuntalism. Said addresses
this cementation of celebrations and critiques of exceptionalisms:
It is more rewarding–and more difficult–to think concretely and sympathetically, contrapuntally, about others than only about “us.” But this also means
not trying to rule others, not trying to classify them or put them in hierarchies,
above all, not constantly reiterate how ‘our’ culture or country is number one
(or not number one, for that matter). For the intellectual there is quite enough
of value to do without that.18

As one method of transnational American Studies, contrapuntalism provides a means through which scholars can decenter the US and
American exceptionalism by examining US culture, history, and imperialism as one thread of a polyphonic arrangement of histories, cultures, exceptionalisms, colonialisms, and imperialisms. Contrapuntalism builds
on Said’s contributions to postcolonial theory which are perhaps more
frequently celebrated within American Studies. In “Traveling Theory,”
Said describes how ideas transit, acquire status, and become entrenched:
“Left to its own specialists and acolytes, so to speak, theory tends to have
walls erected around itself, but this does not mean that critics should either ignore theory or look despairingly around for newer varieties…what
is critical consciousness at bottom if not an unstoppable predilection
for alternatives?”19 Contrapuntalism provides a method through which
scholars challenge entrenched theories by bringing multiple seemingly
discordant ways of thinking into one conversation. In addition, contrapuntalism provides a method from which to examine binary relationships
such as those Said describes in Orientalism. In this monograph, Said argues that Orientalism defines “the orient” as anything other than “the
occident.” As a mode of thought, Orientalism prevents the East from
representing itself and constrains the East to the place of Other.20 A contrapuntal methodology provides a means to examine archives, narratives,
policies, and cultural production to see the agency of the Other, even in
places where this agency was denied.
Said’s theory of contrapuntalism helps American Studies scholars see
transnationalism as a method, in addition to transnationalism as subject,
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object, or political aim. Contrapuntalism as method highlights the links,
relations, overlapping, and conflicts which transnational American
Studies seeks to uncover. While the transnational turn in American
Studies generates approaches that go against a more comparative, state‑oriented internationalist scholarship, contrapuntalism as a method enables
scholars to further decenter America in American Studies, such that one
might do American Studies within a project that is not necessarily strictly Americanist, as I shall demonstrate with the four books discussed below. Contrapuntalism can be operationalized in hemispheric approaches
or can be used to develop a critique of American exceptionalism, but it
also provides an opportunity to zoom out, as it were, and examine the
transnational impulses and oscillations that reverberate whether or not
our focus is on America. Here, the goal is not just to critique American
exceptionalism, thereby re‑centering America through its critique, but
to decenter America and American exceptionalism through examining
them in relation to, or in counterpoint with, other global narratives.
Contrapuntalism as Method of Relational Histories

All four books discussed here take up elements of Said’s contrapuntalism
as a method of transnational scholarship. While some take up the contrapuntal relationship between culture and imperialism, these books present
modes of relational histories as a means to understand the complexities
of colonialism and imperialism. In addition, these scholars read across
archives, bringing together archives which are not traditionally read in
concert. Bringing together unlikely archives and histories allows these
scholars to identify both moments of convergence and historical gaps between archives.
Contrapuntalism isolates interrelated histories from the cacophony
of geopolitical genealogies. In The Intimacies of Four Continents, Lisa
Lowe examines the imbrication of colonialism, slavery, settler colonialism, and capitalism across Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Americas.
Lowe reads across archives which are not usually read together to generate a methodology for relational histories. For Lowe, reading histories
in concert which are usually read on their own challenges not only the
theoretical, methodological, and archival boundaries of academic disciplines, but is necessary to challenge the structures of liberalism and imperialism. To extend Said’s music theory metaphor, Lowe’s method of relational history brings together four seemingly distinct histories to create
a fugue of modern liberalism. Lowe’s transnational approach challenges
disciplinary Eurocentrism and allows her to tell histories of colonialism
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that are frequently occluded in the colonial archive. For example,
Lowe demonstrates how slavery was enabled through the dispossession
of Indigenous lands, Chinese immigration enabled the idea of emancipation, which allowed for liberalism to take hold both in the Americas and
on a global scale. 21
Like Lowe and Said, Keith P. Feldman examines the contrapuntal
relationships between the specificities of cultural movements and imperial politics. In A Shadow Over Palestine: The Imperial Life of Race in
America, Feldman examines geopolitical and cultural relationships between the United States and Israel. More specifically, Feldman analyzes
how figures in the US such as artists, scholars, activists, state agents, and
intellectuals have understood the relationship between Palestine and the
United States. Feldman is interested in how Israel and Palestine affect US
cultural and racial formations as well as how shifting concepts of race in
the US have affected US relations with Israel and Palestine. This book
focuses on the histories of the US post‑civil rights movement and of Israel
and Palestine after the 1967 Israeli occupation of Palestinian territory.
Feldman argues that US culture workers linked US racial discord and
political inclusion to the geopolitics of Israel and Palestine. For Feldman,
understanding the geopolitical relationship between the US and Israel is
essential to understand cultural production in the US.22
Contrapuntal approaches to examining geopolitics are not fixed by the
political, geographic, and institutional boundaries of nation‑states. In
Geographies of Liberation: The Making of an Afro‑Arab Political Imaginary
Alex Lubin writes a relational history which challenges notions of the
nation‑state. Lubin shows how international geopolitics enabled radical
black social movements in the US, which in turn helped inspire a language and structure for Arab political struggles. Lubin argues that a recognition of similar struggle is important for solidarity movements, but
that this affective analogy is only made possible through international
geopolitics, imperialism, and colonialism. Here, contrapuntalism occurs
through relational histories as well as through a relational tension between hegemonic geopolitics and counter‑hegemonic social movements.23
Transnational American Studies studies relational histories rather
than comparative histories. In doing so, this methodology contests the
borders and boundaries upheld by colonialism and imperialism. In contrast, normative methodologies of comparative histories reify colonial distinctions between places, people, archives, and time. Rather than reject
the framing of comparative histories in transnational American Studies,
Alex Lubin is interested in the conditions that allow comparisons to be
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made at all. For Lubin, the formations of Global North and Global South
are colonial distinctions such that comparing the US and Israel, for example, can result in comparative histories of colonialism, revealing structures
of colonial violence as well as movements to resist colonialism.24 Lubin
distinguishes his project from projects which engage in symmetrical comparison and makes clear that he is not interested in showing how two
groups–in this case, African Americans and Palestinians–are the same.
Rather, Lubin’s work is comparative because the social movements he
studies in this monograph engaged in comparison in order to articulate
their visions of liberation, justice, and decolonization. Lubin’s argument
for non‑symmetrical comparison aligns with Lowe and Feldman’s articulations of relational histories. By studying histories of African American
and Palestinian liberation movements relationally, Lubin seeks to uncover two individual stories as well as to piece together a larger story about
colonialism and resistance by the oppressed.
Lisa Lowe uses a relational approach to studying histories, unsettling
normative narratives of modern liberalism. In The Intimacies of Four
Continents, Lisa Lowe begins with the premise that modern liberalism as
expressed in philosophy, government, culture, and economics is imbricated in processes of empire, colonialism, capitalism, and slavery. Lowe extends this to argue that modern divisions of knowledge reflect liberalism’s
divisions between structures such as nation‑states. Lowe is interested in
the ways in which colonial and imperial divisions extend to divisions between academic disciplines which further propagate divisions between
archives. Lowe argues that in order to see the “intimacies of four continents,” we need to bring together archives which are not usually read
together to trace the imbrication of processes of colonialism, slavery, capitalism, and empire.25 For Lowe, this relational approach not only illustrates the interconnections between seemingly separate histories, but it
allows Lowe to trace a genealogy of modern liberalism which unsettles
traditional narratives of modern liberalism. Lowe’s genealogy of modern liberalism is not a linear progression towards rights or free trade, but
instead, demonstrates how movement towards rights or liberation for
some is constrained by new conditions of rightlessness or oppression for
others.26 Lowe’s narrative requires a relational approach to demonstrate
how the oppression of one group of people enabled the emancipation
of another.
“Comparison predicates imperial culture,” writes Keith Feldman in
the introduction to A Shadow over Palestine.27 Feldman argues that comparative analysis upholds imperial formations through its assumption
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that two separate formations can be compared at all. Even as comparative
frameworks seek to identify similarity, they inevitably uphold difference
by foreclosing on the possibility that two histories might in fact be interrelated and informed by each other. Feldman draws on both Lowe and
Said to argue that transnational methodologies which privilege relationality can acknowledge difference and specificity while also exploring moments and spaces of convergence, mixing, and relationship. For Feldman,
transnationalism is contrapuntalism.28
Feldman is not so much interested in arguing that seemingly disparate
histories are directly related as he is interested in how cultural workers
envisioned those links. In the introduction, Feldman states that the book:
does not reconstruct the “true” linkage between the cataclysms of Nazi genocide, the Palestinian Nakba, and the manifold contestations around the contours of the post‑World War II US racial formation. Rather it charts how a wide
range of linkages were made, felt, and thought, and how they were mobilized
and contested not only in culture work but also at the level of knowledge production and circulation.29

Feldman draws on Lisa Lowe’s articulation of a relational analysis as
a process of situating difference and attempting to find moments of convergence which might usually be ignored by most comparative methods.
For Feldman, it is important to distinguish between comparative and relational analyses. Feldman cites David Theo Goldberg to show that while
comparative approaches uphold imperial culture and imperial distinctions between histories and geographies relational approaches connect
histories which have been made to seem separate through imperial culture.30 A relational analysis then, is not just a recounting of the convergences and divergences of seemingly disconnected histories, but is an account
of possible histories, of histories that were envisioned, written about, and
imagined, even if they differ from the accounts of history predicated on
imperial divisions and distinctions.
While analogy might seem a trick of simple comparison, untangling
the conditions which lead to analogy may reveal relationship. In the
chapter “Black Power’s Palestine,” Feldman explores the Black liberation
movement’s identification with movements for Palestinian liberation,
particularly with regards to its identification of both movements as anti‑colonial. Feldman illustrates how this colonial analogy highlighted
the “spatial correlates” of colonial oppression around the world. But how
this analogy could be productive remained tenuous. Feldman argues that
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analogy has the potential to be collapsed into a comparison of identities
rather than a comparison of relationships. For Feldman, analogy’s power
lies in the potential to understand relationality.31
Contrapuntalism and Time

A contrapuntal analysis allows scholars to examine moments of convergence between histories as sites from which to consider what could
have been. Lisa Lowe refers to a contrapuntal methodology’s relationship to time as the “past conditional temporality.” The past conditional
temporality is not only a mode of analyzing history to understand “what
could have been” or reading history between the lines, but it is a project
of attention to the absences and elisions which normative history creates. Contrapuntal attention to the past conditional temporality requires
scholars to hold in tension histories of imperialism and resistance, cultural production and geopolitics, and seemingly disparate geographies in
order to uncover those historical moments of convergence and transformation. Lowe argues that not only does the past conditional temporality
demonstrate that there were other histories that could have been, but it
opens the possibility to pursue those histories in the historical present.
This contrapuntal attention to historical intersections in which other
histories might have been–and still might be–possible resonates in The
Poorer Nations: A Possible History of the Global South by Vijay Prashad,
a history of the Global South’s resistance to neoliberalism. Prashad examines legal archives from around the global South to narrate a story that
challenges normative histories of the linear, relatively unopposed progression of modern liberalism. For Prashad, sites of convergence that he
uncovers mark moments at which other histories were possible. In the
book’s final chapter, “A Dream History of the Global South,” Prashad
highlights historical contradictions in the narrative of neoliberalism,
arguing that these contradictions open the conditions of possibility for
a shift in relations between the Global South and Global North. In other
words, identifying moments of contrapuntal dissonance offers scholars
such as Prashad a historical grounding from which to imagine other possible histories which we may works towards in the present.32
Like Prashad, Alex Lubin is interested in moments of convergence
which result in contrapuntal dissonance in Geographies of Liberation:
The Making of an Afro‑Arab Political Imaginery. For Lubin, dissonance
occurs when the “world as it is” collides with the world envisioned by intellectuals or social movements. Lubin articulates the “geographies
of liberation” as the dialectical spaces in which these collisions occur.33
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Lubin’s immanent analysis of Afro‑Arab convergences and divergences
illustrates how Zionist visions of Israel could begin as historically radical
acts of decolonization while later perpetuating colonial violence and upholding colonial structures. Lubin explores the tensions and transitions
from African American solidarity with Israeli Jews to solidarity with
Palestinians. These global imaginaries of solidarity and recognition are
geographies of liberation.
For Feldman, understanding the dissonance Lubin describes between
the world as it is and the world as it is envisioned is the task of contrapuntalism. Uniquely among these four authors, Feldman explicitly articulates how his method draws from Said’s notion of contrapuntalism. For
Feldman, US imperial culture is the imbrication of the actual militarized
and diplomatic actions of US imperialism with US culture norms, beliefs, and conceptions.34 Said’s notion of contrapuntalism is key to understanding Feldman’s transnational approach to US imperial culture.
Feldman analyzes Said’s multiple uses of the term contrapuntalism in
order to emphasize key methodological elements of Feldman’s argument.
First, Feldman shows that examining culture work helps scholars to understand US imperialism and global geopolitics, or what Feldman calls
US imperial culture. Second, Feldman illustrates that the links imagined
and created through this culture work help scholars to understand the
work of imperialism and geopolitics. For Feldman, a contrapuntal approach provides a means of “inhabiting incommensurable, if also inextricable, connections,” which might be invisible or impossible with a comparative approach.35 History as it is and history as it is envisioned, then,
are intertwined, blurring the boundaries between what is and what might
be. Feldman’s method of contrapuntalism allows him to examine these
relationships in time in order to better understand imperial culture.36
Contrapuntalism and Space

As a methodology to examine intertwined and relational histories, contrapuntalism offers a critique of normative geographies and conceptions
of space, presenting instead new ways of imagining and organizing space
which are not confined to historical divisions, boundaries, and borders
of the nation‑state.
Alex Lubin draws on previous scholarship to emphasize that the
nation‑state is not more real than other political imaginaries. Thus, including the nation‑state in the category of “political imaginary” de‑emphasizes the historical validity and entrenchment of the nation‑state. At
the same time, including the nation‑state as a political imaginary gives
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valence to political imaginaries that work across, beyond, or against the
nation‑state.37 Lubin’s examination of Afro‑Arab political imaginaries in
the context of US relations with the Middle East illustrates how geopolitics of imperialism and colonialism create the conditions of possibility for
anti‑colonial social movements across and against the nation‑state. Lubin’s
conception of political imaginaries is not necessarily rooted in creating
specific geographic imaginaries on the ground. In other words, the connections and relationships forged between African American liberation
movements in the US and Arab liberation movements in the Middle East
do not require a re‑envisioning or marking of cartographic space. Rather,
these political imaginaries draw attention to the movement of ideas in
transit. These political imaginaries are in fact suspended in transit, marking the overlapping and intertwining of histories which overlap and intertwine differently at different times.
Political imaginaries touch ground in material, spatial articulations.
Keith Feldman sees physical space and representations of space as a key
site of relational histories. Feldman asserts that, since US imperial culture articulates space as essential to determining race, nation, and empire,
a contrapuntal methodology must also examine shifting spatial imaginaries which are inherently political. Feldman cites Israel’s politics of spatial
inclusion and exclusion as key site from which to examine the spatiality
of political imaginaries.38
Feldman emphasizes that the links made between places and histories
by culture workers manifest in material ways:
Palestine’s constitutive absence materializes geographically and has profound
spatial repercussions. It materializes historiographically, in how archives are
made and unmade and in the warrants that buttress claims about the content
and form of those archives. It materializes epistemologically, in the grids of intelligibility that sustain how we know what we know. It infuses the very conceptual apparatus through which we come to understand the relation between
knowledge, power, and coloniality.39

Throughout the book, Feldman focuses on what he refers to as “spatial imaginaries.” He argues that spatial imaginaries generated by culture
workers and function as ways through which to reckon with imperial
distinctions between nations, notions of foreign and domestic, or conceptualizations of race. In “Moving Toward Home: Woman of Color
Feminisms and the Lebanon Conjecture,” Feldman analyzes poetry which
links specificity of local gendered violence to structural and epistemic
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violence of global military occupation by world superpowers.40 This link
is a spatial imaginary. In “Specters of Genocide: Cold War Exceptions
and the Contradictions of Liberalism,” Feldman demonstrates how the
“special relationship” between the US and Israel is a geopolitical spatial
imaginary created through imperialism and settler colonialism. 41This
framing of the spatial imaginary marks the validity of connections identified by culture workers while simultaneously challenging the presumed
permanence and inevitability of imperial geopolitical formations.
Readers of Lubin and Feldman might conceive of Feldman’s spatial
imaginaries as a spatial articulation of Lubin’s political imaginaries. In
this way, Feldman’s spatial imaginaries are not a departure from Lubin’s
political imaginaries, but rather a rearticulation that political imaginaries
are both enabled by and in contestation of colonial and imperial geographies with material and spatial consequences.
Prashad rejects the dominant frame of the Global South as a physical location in a spatial arrangement on the globe. Instead, he argues, the
Global South is a hegemonic political imaginary occluded by its spatial
name and narrative. In The Poorer Nations: A Possible History of the Global
South, Vijay Prashad presents a “history of the Global South on its own
terms.”42 Unlike the other scholars discussed here, Prashad refrains from
cultural analysis, focusing exclusively on global geopolitics and international relations. Though Prashad does not cite Said or contrapuntalism
as his methodology, he represents transnationalism as a field of competing global imaginaries. His detailed analysis of transcripts from meetings
in the Global South reveals the formation of conflicting, contested, and
constantly renegotiated global imaginaries which articulate alliances, solidarities, and trade agreements. Prashad demonstrates how an anti‑imperial platform linking multiple movements around the world came to be
misrepresented as a specific place, the “global South”. Prashad writes:
“The Third World was not a place; it was a project.”43 Prashad views the
political imaginaries of global North and South as histories of hegemony
and counter‑hegemony:
The “Global South” has come to refer to this concatenation of protests against
the theft of the commons, against the theft of human dignity and rights, against
the undermining of democratic institutions and the promises of modernity.
The global South is this: a world of protest, a whirlwind of creative activity.44

For Prashad, tying the Third World to a spatial location obfuscates
the vibrancy of sometimes competing, sometimes collaborating political
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imaginaries and protests. Delinking the political imaginaries from its historical spatialized assumptions allows scholars to better understand the
ways in which global spatial imaginaries are constructed, contested, and
materialized.
The authors discussed here describe transnationalism as both specifically sited and as occurring between places, materially grounded and
produced through political, spatial, and moral imaginaries. These spatial
imaginaries challenge notions of nation‑state and US exceptionalism
by illustrating how histories of the global South are integral to the histories of the US.
Conclusion

In the Introduction to Epic Encounters: Culture, Media, and US Interests
in the Middle East since 1945, a foundational text within transnational
American Studies, Melani McAlister asserts that her project seeks to address three absences in American Studies scholarship as identified by Amy
Kaplan: “The absence of culture from the history of the US imperialism;
the absence of empire from the study of American culture; and the absence of the United States from the postcolonial study of imperialism.”45
These topics are arguably no longer absences in scholarship about the US,
but in addressing these absences, McAlister’s contrapuntal approach, and
of those discussed here offers scholars of transnational American Studies
a methodology which goes beyond Kaplan’s original call to consider imperialism and US culture together. What theses authors’ projects produce
is American Studies scholarship which is less about the US as subject and
object and more about the interplay between colonizers and colonized
within formations of imperialism, colonialism, and modern liberalism.
More recently, in the fall 2016 issue of Theory and Event, Manu
Vimalassery, Juliana Pegues, and Alyosha Goldstein assert the need for
relational modes of analysis to examine the intertwining of colonialism,
imperialism, and racialization. Vimalassery, Pegues, and Goldstein theorize “colonial unknowing” as an epistemological orientation that actively
creates and reproduces ignorance in ways that reinforce current social and
political relations. The authors are not interested in countering unknowing with knowledge, or illegibility with legibility. Rather, they suggest
that a relational practice of reading enables scholars invested in decolonization to challenge colonialism’s assumptions and find moments of possibility in entangled and intertwined histories.46
Drawing on Lowe’s assertions in The Intimacies of Four Continents
about the relationship between archives, disciplines, and histories, we can
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extend the argument of Vimalassery, Pegues, and Goldstein to consider how colonial unknowing as an epistemological formation attempts
to foreclose on the possibility of understanding histories relationally.
Contrapuntalism, then, is not only a methodology for relational histories, but is a methodology towards decolonization. As such, it is necessary to note how the subjects of the texts described here mirror the political undercurrents within the discipline of American Studies. Lowe’s
The Intimacies of Four Continents touches on another key issue emerging
within American Studies: the global entanglements of processes of racial capitalism, pointing towards current debates in the field about the
relationship between chattel slavery and settler colonialism, or between
Black studies and Indigenous studies, for example.47 Lubin’s Geographies
of Liberation and Feldman’s A Shadow Over Palestine address the question of Palestine–and of Palestinian decolonization–a political question
which has emerged as a critical issue within American Studies. And while
Prashad’s geopolitical history of the Global South may seem outside
of the usual cultural studies scope of the discipline of American Studies,
it urges scholars of American Studies to return to Said’s call in Culture
and Imperialism to examine the imbrication of culture and geopolitics.
Contrapuntalism, articulated through the texts discussed here, upends
assumptions about time and space within American Studies. Historical
and present moments intermingle to reveal not only how historical relationships and overlaps led to the present, but also how conditions of possibility are foreclosed, opened, passed over, and reinvented over time.
Taken together, the four texts discussed here bring attention to archives
and methodologies which are infrequently taken up in American Studies.
They assert the need for an attention to geopolitics within American cultural studies not just as context for understanding public culture, but as
both constitutive of and produced by culture. The authors bring together
unlikely archives to examine convergences and divergences between relational histories. They challenge the primacy of the construction of the
nation‑state, emphatically illustrating that imperial and colonial formations are political imaginaries in conflict with counter‑hegemonic political imaginaries. Their relational approaches find points of possible histories–“what could have been”–and nod to what still could be. Finally, these
relational approaches challenge notions of American exceptionalism
by examining not only “America, from elsewhere” but also by articulating
how seemingly unrelated histories are in fact integral to US colonial, imperial, and cultural formations.
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“Exceedingly Neat and Clean”:
Household Management in North Atlantic
Women’s Travel Writings, 1800–1850
Rikki Bettinger

ABSTRACT
Women who wrote amidst their travels in the Caribbean and Mexico
in the early nineteenth century were uncommon. Yet there they were,
traveling and contributing through their actions and words to colonial
and imperial processes, exercised through their daily relationships in lo‑
cal environments. The purpose of this article is to explore one theme in
their private writings–the way they established their transient homes–
and in doing so, consider the connection between their travels and co‑
lonial hierarchies. Household management, defined broadly as those
activities related to establishing and maintaining the domestic space,
provides a helpful window through which to compare traveling wom‑
en’s experiences. I argue that the traveling women enacted household
management in similar ways, contributing to the crossroads of existing
hierarchies based on race and class. Using a historian’s perspective
informed by feminist and transatlantic approaches, this project centers
the private writings of four North Atlantic women, Maria Nugent, Mar‑
garet Curson, Frances Calderón de la Barca, and Susan Shelby Ma‑
goffin, who each traveled in the Caribbean and/or Mexico in the early
nineteenth century. Examining household management as portrayed in
the traveling women’s private writings highlights the locational speci‑
ficities that gave power to–and limited the power of–a ubiquitous, but
never universal, colonial white womanhood in the Americas.
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If we remain here during the winter, I must learn a good many of the New
Mexican ways of living, manufacturing serapes, rabozos, to make tortillas, chily
peppers, and cholote [chocolate], which by the way I do know a little something about–I made myself a passable cup this afternoon.
-Susan Shelby Magoffin, November 17, 18461

While Susan Shelby Magoffin, a young wife accompanying her husband’s
merchant caravan alongside the invading United States army on the
Santa Fe Trail in 1846, took quarter in a Don José’s home in El Paso,
Magoffin observed women making tortillas. She remarked in her diary
how uncomfortable they looked. Much of her learning was done through
observation; although she wanted to be a part of the process she continually situated herself as an outsider–one who would later be waited upon
and served those same tortillas. “I have now seen the whole operation
from beginning to end,” Magoffin wrote.2 Yet Magoffin, and other North
Atlantic women who traveled as imperial counterparts to their husbands
in the first half of the nineteenth century, did much more than simply
observe.
The purpose of this article is twofold. One, I introduce the theme
of North Atlantic women travelers as an important addition to the history of an interconnected Americas and Atlantic world earlier than is
heretofore considered in the historiography. Indeed women were traveling, and writing about their travels, in larger numbers prior to 1850 than
we have considered, and their sources can help historians to explore more
informal colonial interconnections during a period of great transition.
Second, as an introduction to these sources, and to this methodology
that crosses national and geographic boundaries, this article highlights
four of those travelers and explores a theme that cuts across their private
writings–the way they established their transient homes. In doing so, it
considers the connection between their travels and the ways in which the
women were transmitters of a racialized and gendered hierarchy, enacted
in their daily household management and deployed in their articulations
of the surrounding culture.
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Travel journals present a unique opportunity for the study of colonialism. The self‑contained space of the travel narrative privileges the individual, yet the narratives reveal the larger cultural and socio‑economic
structures at play which extensively shaped the traveling women’s experiences. These external colonial structures collided with the ordinary and
the irregular rhythms of daily life. National interests through colonial
and imperial pursuits facilitated some women’s travel, traveling as they
were in positions as wives of foreign diplomats or government officials.
Trade networks, built up within a colonial apparatus, also cemented informal, transnational interconnections and encouraged North Atlantic
women’s travel to the circum‑Caribbean. This article centers four women
travelers whose travel was tied to colonial and imperial pursuits: Maria
Nugent and Frances Calderón de la Barca, who traveled as wives of government officials, and Margaret Curson and Susan Shelby Magoffin,
who traveled as wives of merchants. The four were selected from a corpus
of twenty‑two women writer‑travelers to the Caribbean and Mexico in
the first half of the nineteenth century because they provide geographic
breadth (Jamaica, Mexico, Cuba, and northern Mexico, respectively), and
are similar in that they each wrote privately and traveled as an “incorporated wife” alongside their husband and his pursuits (vis‑à-vis women who traveled alone or as tourists at later dates).3 Where these women
traveled as counterparts to their husbands, by mid‑century women travelers like María de las Mercedes Santa Cruz y Montalvo Merlin, Fredrika
Bremer, Nancy Prince, Julia Ward Howe, Clara Fitzroy Bromley, and
others joined the legions of published male travel writers who maintained
prominence (both then and now) for their authorial voice and privileged
access to traditionally‑defined political and economic spheres.4 Several
of these later women travelers included at least a stop in Cuba, others traveled specifically to Jamaica or Mexico, and Northern European women
included the United States and often Peru (via Panama) as part of their
year‑long “Americas” tour. Therefore, this article is part of a larger goal
to historicize women’s travel to the circum‑Caribbean in the years 1800–
1850, a period of shifting imperial contexts in the circum‑Caribbean and
northern Latin America, bringing the writings together to tell a broader,
“entangled” story of colonialism in the Americas.5
Approaching the women’s travel journals as negotiated constructions
of self, this study uses the theme of household management, defined
broadly as those activities related to establishing and maintaining the domestic space, to provide a window through which to compare traveling
women’s experiences. If we consider it a category to which all comments
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regarding cooking, cleaning, and caring for the physical home space belong, it must include as well the securing of foodstuffs and the managing
of servants. This study argues that traveling women assimilated to local
norms, yet they enacted household management in similar ways across
regions, contributing to the crossroads of existing hierarchies based on
race and class. After securing households that met their comfort, location, health, and privacy needs, the women set about their daily duties,
which most often put them into close contact with household staff employed from the local populace. These women recognized and articulated
a gendered “otherness” between themselves, local white women, and local
women of color, and the ways they enacted their roles as domestic managers developed where these differences crossed. Above all, these traveling
women had the power to create their homes through household management, despite their otherness and transience; however, as they depended
on locals for both labor and specialized knowledge, the power of these
colonizing women was never absolute.
Historical Contexts and “Private” Travel Writings

The first half of the nineteenth century saw this region in a state of great
change. Jamaica and Cuba felt the wake of the Haitian Revolution (1791–
1804) intensely, though the consequences were certainly more broadly felt.6 “Exotic” travel to the Caribbean islands, desired to be sure, was
nevertheless accompanied by a rhetoric of danger, especially from slave
revolts against the white colonial populations or from dreaded tropical diseases.7 The Age of Revolution, understood from an Atlantic perspective and incorporating not only the United States and France, but
also Haiti, Mexico, and South America, further articulates the context
of these women travelers, as questions of democracy, colonialism, slavery,
abolition, and widening economic markets were debated in both the places they traveled from as well as they places they traveled to. Some women
travelers even tied the publishing of their travelogues to these debates–especially that of abolition, offering personal observations while avoiding
outright claims to (male) political knowledge, as Susette Lloyd did in her
preface of Sketches of Bermuda (1835).
The locations to which the women traveled were varied, and had
unique historical trajectories. Jamaica in 1800 was a British colony with
sugar wealth that thrived on the brutal exploitation of enslaved Africans.
Cuba in the early nineteenth century remained a Spanish colony despite
the independence movements that rocked the hemisphere. It was experiencing tremendous growth as a sugar producer and, intimately related, as
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a slave society, capitalizing on the void left by events in Saint‑Domingue.8
Conversely, the young independent country of Mexico, which had
achieved independence in 1821, struggled to find its footing through
several administration changes as infighting continued between centralists and federalists. Additionally, Mexico suffered continual threats
from the expanding United States.9 However diverse, the North Atlantic
women travelers generally viewed the region as connected by trade via
the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea and as foreign and generally deficient of their superior (northern European or North American) culture.
Guided by the crisscrossing lines of their travels, bringing traveling women’s writings from this broader region into conversation allows the analysis of similar processes at work in colonialism, imperialism, and transnational interrelations in the Americas.10
The diaries were not only created in different regional contexts, but
have themselves experienced different lives of their own, often independent of their original author’s purpose. This article introduces us to the
earlier nineteenth century travelers to the Caribbean and Mexico, thereby establishing a baseline of experiences for understanding later women’s travels, many of whom published travelogues.11 Yet “experience” is
tricky. Indeed these women claimed knowledge of the foreign through
two forms of experience: personal experience and knowledge accumulated from conversations with local “experts.”12 However, the experiences
these women recorded in their diaries and letters are their representations
of lived experience, at once both personally interpreted given their own
situated knowledge and written as a narrative, subject to processes of narrative construction. A third layer also exists, and that was the public nature of their ostensibly private accounts.
This study privileges women’s private writings; the four diarists here
wrote initially for private, or familial, purposes.13 It was common for travelers to write in journal form and then mail it to a family member in installments. The Cursons sent their journals in this manner; therefore, it is
clear that they wrote with the expectation that their diaries would be read
by a close circle of family members at home.14 The Curson manuscript remains housed at the Houghton Library at Harvard University. This manuscript has led a quiet “life” when compared to the writings of Nugent,
Calderón, and Magoffin. They each kept a bound journal, and while such
was ostensibly private, again there remained the understanding that it
would–or could–be read by family at some point. Due to the unique construction of their sources, it is essential for this study to identify at the
outset the additional layers of authorship.
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Calderón’s Life in Mexico has the longest public history, with its 1843
publishing based on letters penned during her travels. However, Howard
T. Fisher and Marion Hall Fisher’s 1966 edited edition merged Calderón’s
public writing with her omitted private writings, thereby producing a multilayered work that is as much Calderón’s as it is a product of the Fishers’
editing style. Fisher and Fisher made strong attempts for transparency
in their editing, going so far as to alter the type, sometimes down to one
word, when the private journal writing was inserted to the published Life
in Mexico they used as a “base.”15 What admittedly emerges is not a private
journal but a compilation of daily journal entries and post‑travel re‑assessment or expansion for the published version. Nugent’s private writings first
came fully to the public’s eye in Frank Cundall’s 1907 edited work, and
again in 1966 by Philip Wright, reprinted in 2002 with a new Foreword
by Verene A. Shephard. Unlike Calderón’s detailed political commentary, Wright lamented that Nugent was “markedly reticent about matters
of state,” and Wright, like Cundall before him, displayed a preference for
politics in the editing of Nugent’s journal.16 Fortunately, a full printing
of Nugent’s journal is available for the dedicated reader with access to the
database. The early printing of these journals, in varying degrees of entirety, resulted in both being heavily utilized as important sources for Mexican
and Jamaican history, respectively, due to their private, eyewitness accounts
from a woman’s point of view. Magoffin’s diary, published in 1926, is a similar staple in American Southwest historiography, but, unlike Calderón’s
and Nugent’s, it has not undergone the numerous editing modifications,
most likely due to lack of access, as the private journal has remained in the
hands of the family of the late editor Stella M. Drumm.17
Getting Situated: Performing Respectability

Upon arrival in a new place, the first concern for each of the traveling
women was lodging. Once lodging was established–either in a private
home, with an acquaintance, or at a boarding establishment–work immediately began to make it “home,” however temporary. When creating their
homes, considerations included everything from arranging their rooms
comfortably to concerns for health and privacy. Through their writings
about the process of choosing lodging and settling in, the traveling women performed a North Atlantic respectability that was poignantly gendered. They reflected a concern for domestic cleanliness and privacy, and
centered themselves as active and competent household managers, a role
that took on a greater public significance given their travels in foreign
locales and as incorporated wives.
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In 1801, Maria (Skinner) Nugent and General George Nugent departed Britain and traveled to Jamaica where he assumed his new post as
Governor.18 Four years into their marriage–a coupling marked by wealth,
connections, and comfortable living–Maria Nugent took immense pride
in her husband’s post. At the start of their journey she referred to themselves as “Great People;” and, indeed, contemporary commentators regarded Jamaica as a colonial plum.19 Upon arrival in Spanish Town, the
Nugents took up residence at the large King’s House, centrally located
amid government buildings. Both here and at the Government Penn, an
official residence outside of Spanish Town that she preferred whenever
their political schedule would allow, Nugent complained of dirty rooms,
and each time they arrived she noted in her diary that she instructed
her servant Margaret Clifford to “set the black ladies to work” cleaning
their rooms.20 Though Nugent found proper genteel society lacking in
Jamaica, she nonetheless had the power and wealth to create a space she
felt suitable for a Governor’s wife.21 Emboldened by her unique closeness
to the man in charge, Nugent fulfilled her duties as hostess and goodwill
ambassador actively and comfortably. She danced at innumerable dinner
parties, remarking that she stayed late for others’ enjoyment. As hostess,
she knew her actions always reflected upon her husband and could help or
hinder his political goals and relationships.
For the business‑minded Cursons, traveling from Boston to Havana in
1816, their home needed to be accessible to the many merchants who visited as well as large enough to house their partners and staff. At first upon
arrival, they remained on the vessel for some time while Samuel Curson
secured lodging in the city. They had several offers for temporary accommodations, and considerations of race, class, and economic networking
were factors in their decision‑making, of which Margaret Curson played
an active role. Though they received a kind offer of accommodation
from a Mr. Vincent Gray, someone they described as “amazing[ly] civil” with a wife who they described as “a dark little New Orleans girl,”
they nonetheless “did not wish to put ourselves under such obligation
to people whom perhaps we should not wish to have much to do with.”
In contrast, Margaret Curson experienced an instant friendship with Dr.
Osgood, founded on their similar geographic roots: “I felt quite ready
to make hands with him, as a friend, as both coming from the banks
of the Merrimac, we felt cordial as if some mutual interests might be
felt.”22 A few visits to the Osgood home later, Margaret determined that
she and Samuel would take the Osgoods up on their offers of temporary
residence.23 And so the Cursons were well‑situated in the “right” kind
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of lodging–built on ties of cultural similarity–until they could secure
a respectable house to rent in Havana, thereby creating an inner circle
of which the Grays were not a part. Though Vincent Gray appears a successful merchant throughout Samuel Curson’s writings, and social calls
between the two couples were reciprocated pleasantly enough, Margaret
Curson’s relationship with Mrs. Gray remained detached. This is in stark
contrast to her relationship with Mrs. Osgood who, though she tired
of Osgood over time, nonetheless featured heavily in Curson’s journal.24
Furthermore, Mrs. Osgood remained a presence among North American
travelers in Havana, appearing also in the diary of traveler Mary Gardner
Lowell, who in 1832 referred to Osgood as a “chatty, vain disagreeable old
thing.”25
Two months later the Cursons had secured a rental home, and Curson
was pleased with their “large House, in a noisy part of this most noisy
city” and their growing merchant family, which included business partners George Knight and Mr. Miralla as well as a clerk and apprentice.
In addition, the Cursons housed and employed four servants.26 Another
consideration for the Curson home was that it needed to provide a space
in which Margaret could retire privately, as she often found herself “the
only female at the table,” and found it difficult to develop close female
friends.27
In Mexico, the Calderón de la Barcas sought long‑term lodging in the
capital and prioritized health and privacy. Born Frances Erskine Inglis, in
1839 the Scottish‑transplant departed New York with her husband of one
year, Angel Calderón de la Barca, on his assignment as the first Spanish
ambassador to independent Mexico. “Fanny,” as she was called, recognized
her husband’s position as that of the “bearer of the olive‑branch from ancient Spain” to Mexico.28 Though their first residence was “convenient,”
it was “decidedly damp,” and Fanny Calderón de la Barca feared that the
house or the change in the climate had left her with a fever.29 A month
later, following a trying search, the Calderóns moved into a healthier,
large two‑story home that would be their permanent residence while in
Mexico. In her description, Calderón identified the challenges in negotiating prices as a foreigner, furthered a stereotype of Mexican workmen as
lazy (“mañana…properly translated, means never”), and questioned the
efficacy of Mexican household design.30 In their new rented home the
Calderóns were firmly situated in the upper‑echelons of Mexico’s class hierarchy, with a large house, numerous servants, and their personal rooms
reflecting their literal position, as historian Sonya Lipsett‑Rivera has
pointed out, as a “richer, socially elevated famil[y].”31 Finally, Calderón
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illustrated an awareness of her public persona, but clearly desired to maintain boundaries and protect her personal time, noting that her new home
was now a carriage‑ride away from the city center.
Merchant spouse Susan Shelby Magoffin received her accommodations on the trail and through their military connections. In June 1846,
this eighteen‑year‑old newlywed had set out from Independence, Missouri
and accompanied her husband’s merchant caravan first to Ft. Bent,
Colorado, then south into Mexico on the Santa Fe Trail and El Camino
Real. Her husband, Samuel Magoffin, was the brother of the prominent
trader James Magoffin, who had married into an elite Hispano family
and was, according to historian Andrés Reséndez, “arguably the main
architect of the American military occupation of New Mexico.”32 For
Magoffin, similar concerns of health, cleanliness, and privacy remained
as she sought to shape her (continually changing) home. Early in her journal, Magoffin recounted with an air of excitement and ownership setting
up her “own table and in my own house,–and I can say what few women in
civilized life ever could, that the first house…was a tent.”33 For this newlywed, household management was an opportunity to test and exhibit her
skills as a wife, performed physically as well as discursively through her
written narrative. She first set up their provided home in Santa Fe, having entered the Mexican city not two weeks after United States General
Kearny and his soldiers took possession.34 Proceeding from Santa Fe
into northern Mexico, camping on the trail, and then into Chihuahua,
Monterrey, and Saltillo, the Magoffins regularly took quarter among each
town’s inhabitants–blurring the lines between military and merchant
presence, all the while furthering the inroads of North American commerce, travel, residency, and power.
The women above had similar concerns when they arrived at their new
locations: they searched for safe, healthy, “clean,” or “neat” lodging offering appropriate privacy to uphold their gendered and racialized notions
of respectability. Of an elite nuevemexicana’s home, Magoffin concluded
approvingly that all was “exceedingly neat and clean.”35 Calderón too,
when traveling in the countryside, described a “little rancho” as “very clean
and neat.”36 These collections of judgments marked first impressions and
interrelations between the traveling women and the local populace, and
by successfully maintaining cleanliness in their personal spaces (the actual
labor completed by servants and slaves), the women illustrated the cultural
deficits of others when such was lacking. Household management offered
an arena in which the traveling women could impart order. Orchestrating
their own neat and orderly homes, a process both creative and limiting,
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could have been a source of personal empowerment amid their transient,
and therefore unpredictable, realities.37 That this management had implications for the local populations is clear, and is explored below.
A lack of privacy features heavily in traveling women’s critiques, due
to the ever‑present household staff (Nugent) or the customs of the location in which they were visiting. Such was the case especially for Cuba.
Stopping in Havana for a month on their way to Mexico, Fanny Calderón
de la Barca complained of the “publicity” of the habanero homes, with
rooms drawn by mere curtains, an experience “primitive and amusing
to see–but not agreeable to take a part in. To sleep in public–dress in
public…one must have early habits to that effect,” she felt.38 Upon arrival
in Havana, even expatriate María de las Mercedes Santa Cruz y Montalvo
Merlin commented negatively on the openness of private homes: “las
puertas y las ventanas, todo está aquí abierto; se puede penetrar con una
mirada hasta en las intimidades de la vida doméstica… [the doors and the
windows, all here are open; one can penetrate with a look even into the
intimacies of domestic life].”39 To the traveling women, unaccustomed as
most were to the close intermingling of a multilingual and multiracial
populace, the privacy provided by curtains and the ever‑open doors were
simply inadequate. Indeed, this alternative form of privacy more greatly
exposed their own otherness in these locales.
What is also alluded to in these writings, though not always overtly, is that in each place, someone–be it an Anglo servant, a black slave,
a Mexican servant, or a combination of these–was “available” to do the
work of household preparation on their behalf. Therefore, even though
experienced in varying degrees, each woman began her stay in a position of power. In Sara Mills’ study of British female travel writers during
Britain’s period of “high imperialism,” Mills indicates that a commonality among the women’s writings was in their “reinforcing the colonial presence;” this was illustrated by the “fact that none of the writers question
her presence in that country; it is presented as self‑evident and the motive
for travel is often portrayed as being simply for personal reasons.”40 The
women featured above are quite similar to Mills’ colonial travel writers,
and her note that the writers did not interrogate their own presence is important for this study. While securing and then maintaining their transient homes, these traveling women did not question if their presence was
uncomfortable, inconvenient, let alone beneficial to the local populations
with whom they interacted.
When North Atlantic women traveled in Mexico and the Caribbean,
centuries of colonialism in the Americas had long taught the traveling
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women their privileged location within intercultural hierarchies. Theorists
have illustrated that power exercised through long‑established, socially‑constructed hierarchies of difference maintains itself through its invisibility.41 It carries assumptions and embeds itself in the fabric of the polity
through the daily experiences of the individuals within. This is certainly
clear in the ways in which these North Atlantic women of different social
posts moved throughout the new locales with relative ease, tapping into
local systems of power to staff, stock, protect, and maintain their temporary homes. Working from the knowledge that the private, domestic
space was a location of these intercultural power relations that was by no
means private, the next section explores women’s comments on the most
intimate of those interactions in the home between the women and the
household staff.
“We have got a Lewis”:
Household Work and the People Who Did It

Traveling women’s decisions to partake in local norms regarding household maintenance speaks to the degree that it meshed with their gendered
understandings of proper womanhood. Therefore, though the women at
many times eschewed the local cultures, they quickly deferred to local
customs regarding household management by using servants and slaves
from existing economic structures, thereby situating themselves in the
highest echelons of power while traveling. In other words, maintaining
their own “other” culture while in foreign locales reinforced their own superiority, as did utilizing local norms regarding household management
because it upheld their superior position as domestic manager in their
transient homes.
The diarist most fully enmeshed in a slave society was Maria Nugent.
As the governor’s counterpart in British Jamaica, Nugent had ample opportunity to assimilate into her new role as matriarch of an extended
household of servants and slaves. In her dual roles as domestic manager
and Governor’s wife, Nugent’s primary “service” in her household management was Christianizing servants and slaves, and over time she tried
also to provide moral guidance to fellow white women and young military officers who came across her path. Historians Susan E. Klepp and
Roderick A. McDonald argue that for Nugent, “it was stricter control
and more regulation by a morally superior, self‑restrained gentry that
would solve any problems in the slave system, an attitude reflective of her
politics and High Church beliefs.”42 Nugent was unimpressed by the
poor organization and leadership of the churches in Jamaica and saw
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it as her duty to Christianize as many servants and slaves, whites and
blacks, Africans and creoles, as possible. She committed herself to the
attentive instruction of “the poor negroes,” claiming that happiness and
a blessed life would be her rewards if she were to be successful in her
Christianizing mission.43 Through her commitment, she secured her
own position of authority and remained confident in her moral and spiritual high ground.
In the Curson’s case, house servants–slaves, though not identified directly as such in her writing–were acquired for their home through personal networks. When in the process of moving into their first home in
Havana, Curson identified their staff as including a Lewis as cook and
a young girl Phillipa as her attendant.44 To Curson, it was clear that
a well‑staffed house was not only common but expected in Cuba. She
wrote of the difficulty Mrs. Osgood experienced when hosting company
while at the same time having had “lost her good black woman…who used
to cook and do every thing else for her.”45 Furthermore, creating “harmony” in the house by identifying the right mix of servants was an important
job. After changes in staff were made, Curson happily reported that they
had “found the advantage of harmony in the lower house.” She continued
to describe the various responsibilities in the home as follows:
Lewis sees that everything is done right and in proper season and his women
and boy do the work. All I have to do about the business is to direct over night
what shall he get at the market. To see if the account is given in right in the
morning. To say how the dinner shall be cooked, and to see that Phillipa does
her duty.46

Such was her description of a perfectly neat and orderly (and her own
well‑managed) home.
As the only child and the lone female slave for the first nine months
in the home, Phillipa’s more frequent interactions were with Margaret
Curson, and it is through Curson that the reader is afforded glimpses
of Phillipa’s voice. Early in the Curson’s employ, Margaret Curson recorded the following conversation:
This morning, she was assisting me pick some raisons, and after, looking quite
serious for a while. She said “Missee, if you die, I will not let them put you in
the ground.” I told her that when I was dead I could do her no good. “Well then
take me with you, if you go, and Master too. They [illegible] make a great box,
for all of us together–for what could we do without Misseé.”47
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To Curson, Phillipa’s comments indicated a genuine affection for her
Master and Mistress; Curson was taken by surprise by Phillipa’s stated
concern for her, but also used it in her journal as a way to narratively position herself as a “good” household manager, her maternal overtones embedded in a system of patriarchal slavery. Yet Phillipa, in her mere nine
years, had already acquired a lifetime’s education in the terms of appropriate deference within Havana’s urban slave system. Through paternalistic, evangelical Christian household maintenance, Nugent, Curson, and
other transplanted women assimilated to, upheld, and profited from the
existing hierarchies in Jamaican and Cuban slave societies.
Of creating balance in the home, Calderón too rejoiced when they
finally had household staff whom could be trusted. Readying to leave
to tour the tierra caliente, she happily noted that they had “by good fortune, procured an excellent Mexican housekeeper, under whose auspices
everything has assumed a very different aspect, and to whose care we can
entrust the house when we go.”48 Upon their return, they found the house
in good form, no doubt due to the right mix of servants:
The house has become very comfortable in the way of servants: our housekeeper, a treasure; the coachman and footman, excellent; the cook, tolerable; the
soldiers, rarely tipsy more than once a week and generally only one at a time;
the others, decent–so that we have nothing to complain of.49

That these women were dependent upon their household staff is clear.
Evelyn O’Callaghan reminds us that domestic management was an exercise in relational power. She writes, “The white woman, powerless under
patriarchy, had power over black women and men…empowered as domestic manager, yet [the white woman] was powerless to fulfill her role
without dependence on the black woman.”50 In Magoffin’s words, writing
from Santa Fe in 1846, the “great bugbear to most house‑keepers” was
managing servants who did not do “their duty,” and she and others were
thankful when they had a “quiet little household,”51 which was not always
the case.
As these North Atlantic women acquired and dismissed servants in
their personal attempts to construct neat and orderly households, they
contributed to gendered norms and hierarchies. The traveling women
often subscribed personally to gendered norms of domestic management
against which they judged other women and themselves. A good woman
was to possess domestic skills–literacy, sewing, and household management. Their dress was also to be clean and neat. Calderón lamented the
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long, unwieldy hair of her Mexican female servants, which, “especially
in kitchen maids, appearing to be always suspended over the soup.”52 In
Magoffin’s case, she understood her well‑managed house to be a direct reflection of her own skills as a wife. Magoffin’s North Atlantic sensibilities
about expectations as a wife and woman were imposed on her transient
household. She assumed a position as giver‑of‑knowledge, “teaching one
of the Mexican servants his business how he is to do it &c. and though
we have considered him one of the numbskulls, I have found him both
willing and apt in learning,” as though she alone brought respectability
to the home by teaching her Mexican servants. Confident in her private
relationship with God, she saw her management of the household, providing favors for her “underling[s],” as upholding her end of the spousal
bargain.53 The traveling women’s demands for neat, clean, orderly transient homes accentuated difference, furthering North Atlantic cultural
hegemony in colonial spaces with lasting impact, most directly in New
Mexico. Indeed in 1848 the Santa Fe Republican reported jubilantly that
women from the United States were making Santa Fe their permanent
home, bringing with them their “refining influence.”54
However, the unique situations that travel inevitably introduced
to these women also provided them the opportunity to construct themselves narratively as taking on masculine management roles. Magoffin
explicitly referred to herself as “Madam and Mr. of the whole concern”
when her husband left her in charge: “I rode on and with as much dignity as I am capable of commanding, which upon a pinch is not a little in
my opinion, selected a camping ground, and ordered the Mexican servants about in broken Spanish.”55 Calderón regularly situated herself as
a governmental counterpart to her husband, receiving correspondence
and clearly enjoying access to political situations in which she found
herself the lone female.56 A quick comment by Samuel Curson in their
shared journal indicates that even he noticed that travel–especially on
board a vessel–might call for momentary exceptions to proper female
decorum. On approach of Cuba he wrote that the sight of land was “so
much desired by us…and what with that of the expectation of seeing the
sun rise Peggy even was roused and made her appearance above board
with unwashed face.”57
In addition to managing the domestic staff, the women wrote for
correspondence and record‑keeping, and spent a good deal of time sewing. Sewing was an expected skill for most women; however, the pur‑
pose of their sewing was class‑dependent. In Mexico, Calderón provided
a composite sketch of Mexican women’s daily lives, in which she listed
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sewing among the household responsibilities.58 Magoffin also used sewing to stay busy as well as to situate herself as one who was in touch with
European fashions. One day in Santa Fe, after she managed the “superintending of the general business of house‑keepers” she “took up [her] sewing.”59 Later, while traveling down the trail in southern New Mexico, she
wrote that she had been sewing regularly: “And I must not wear it out
before I get home either–for I wish them to see that I have been doing
some thing else than roll along idly in the carriage.”60 In El Paso, she was
happy to share dress patterns of the “modas Americanas” with upper‑class
Mexican women.61 Sewing to fill time and for reasons of style was thus
a privilege for some of the women. Though it felt like work, it was nevertheless for purposes that only upper‑class women could attain.
In Cuba, Curson sewed not only for herself and her husband, but also
took on the responsibility of helping to clothe her household staff. Under
Curson’s instruction, Phillipa learned to sew, and to make handkerchiefs
almost as well as Curson could, and less than a year later was making
shirts and dresses for herself and the “men servants.”62 Curson had assimilated both to using slaves in her home and to her responsibility as
a (paternalistic, Cuban) slave master: Curson provided clothing and domestic education for their household slaves. Calderón sought to provide
a similar domestic training service in the different context of Mexico City
when she
wished to bring up a little girl as a servant, having her taught to read, sew, dress
hair, &c. A child about twelve years old, one of a large very poor family who
subsisted entirely upon charity, was procured for me; and I promised her mother that she should be taught to read, taken regularly to church, and instructed
in all kinds of work....63

However in the end, her experience with the girl’s mother–who asked
for the child’s return and continued to subsist by begging–only buttressed her belief that, on the whole, Mexican servants were “lazy.” Thus
Calderón interpreted a clearly asymmetrical relationship founded on her
own class privilege as racial and cultural difference.
Household management was no doubt a difficult task for these traveling women, exacerbated when they faced material threats to their possessions, and by extension, their bodies which might be caught in the middle. Nonetheless, these traveling women were never directly threatened,
yet their writings illustrate that their fears of such were palpable–and colored by race. Calderón continually dealt with the threat of armed robbery
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throughout her stay in Mexico. She traveled on country roads “known”
for their danger, and packed her bags with the mindset that she might
lose all of the belongings to armed theft.64 In her writing, Calderón often positioned herself as a woman who did not mind being in precarious situations–from traveling roads teaming with robbers to trekking up
a dangerous overland route to the Cave of Cacahuamilpa, she enjoyed the
adventure.65
Nugent and Magoffin both traveled in times of international warfare
and their diaries reflected a growing hyper‑awareness of danger over time.
The possibility further blurred the lines of appropriate North Atlantic
femininity in colonial spaces. While the international threat was of, respectively, the French and the Mexicans, fear for their personhood continued to heighten their fears of slaves and Indians. As Nugent readied
to leave the island, she could not determine which threat was greater, an
external attack by the French or an internal attack by black slaves:
At dinner, only the staff, but so many gentlemen in the evening, and about
a dozen ladies... To‑morrow several of them go into the country, where most
of the women and children are gone already; as the interior of the island is now
considered the safest place. So it certainly is, from the French, but how will they
guard against the insurrection of the negroes?66

When the French attacked nearby islands, and on high alert without her
husband present, Nugent commanded the household with authority, ordered the securing of the home, sent correspondence to military officers,
and when it was deemed safe for the night: “Saw all the doors fastened,
and said all I could to quiet the alarms of the maids, &c.”67
Magoffin was always on guard against the “wily Indian” who was “ever
ready to fall upon any unfortunate trader,” and she noted that her dog
kept “strict watch for Indians, bear, panther, wolves &c,” thus collapsing
the line between human and animal.68 In Magoffin’s worldview, there
was a clear ethnic hierarchy. Though she traveled in the midst of war between the United States and Mexico, she nonetheless identified Mexicans
as “brave,” especially for their willingness to travel throughout land that
was “infested with Indians, by whom he is liable to be murdered at any
moment.”69 As they traveled further down the trail, they drew closer
to the actual fighting of the war. In El Paso, her writing turned to a fear
of personal attack by a “reckless mob” if the Mexicans were to hear that
they had the upper hand in the fighting, and in Saltillo she helped clean
and load the pistols, expecting an approaching enemy.70 These traveling
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women routinely dealt with matters public, private, and political in their
domestic households, and understood threats to their home in gendered
and racial terms.
Conclusion

The four women discussed here provide only a small look at what was a significant presence of North Atlantic women participating in transnational
exchanges in the Caribbean and Mexico in the first half of the nineteenth
century. Through their travels and their writing, the women constructed themselves as active household managers. While the particulars varied greatly by the women’s social position and geographic location, their
daily activities included local touring, receiving and making social calls,
horseback riding (for some), letter and journal writing, and managing the
household. Writing was part and parcel of household management: it was
an activity that kept the family embedded in broader familial networks,
it occurred in the home, and it was an action for which there could be no
substitution–it was each woman’s responsibility to write. Lengthy letters
and journal entries demanded time, and some wives had the additional
responsibility of copying their husbands’ personal as well as business correspondence. Their private writings afford us the opportunity to probe
the day‑to‑day interconnections among women in colonial spaces during
a period of flux to better understand how hierarchies subject to transnational processes continued to crystalize in the long nineteenth century.
While largely expressing interest in the customs of those around them,
by setting up their homes, engaging servants, and securing their home
and property, the traveling women recorded their experiences and often
wrote in ways that publicly maintained and re‑inscribed difference.
However, this study also notes that while traveling North Atlantic
women contributed to racial and gendered hierarchies of difference
through their travels, they did not do so unilaterally. The voices and
presence of numerous individuals–enslaved and hired women of color in
the home, women and children in the marketplace–in the women’s writings challenge the formulation of an uninterrupted gaze. Instead, their
writings can be read for a multiplicity of daily interactions: the give and
take of chore completion, finding accommodations, hiring drivers and
servants, and negotiating conversations across languages and cultures. It
was in these spaces, these sites of interaction, that the transmission of hierarchies both occurred and was challenged. Variable in its process, this
study illustrates that the historical contexts of the differing locales contributed to the myriad ways in which this transmission was carried out. It
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was sometimes obvious and constant, as when Maria Nugent gave orders
to the enslaved black Jamaicans in her home, and at other times muted
but no less palpable, as when the Magoffins took quarter in the “friendly”
home of a family whose male head had nonetheless recently been taken
prisoner by the United States Army.
Considering the women’s writings regarding household management
reveals much about the ways in which colonial hierarchies intersected
with domestic decision‑making, and highlights how traveling North
Atlantic women utilized their roles as “incorporated wives” and their
North Atlantic privileges to exert power in their daily lives. It was within their transient homes that we see clearly how women in transnational
spaces experienced colonialism in practice. In the home, in the markets,
in the sites of interaction between peoples, colonialism in theory was experienced in reality. And as this article has illustrated, women were integral contributors to this daily practice.
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Moby-Dick, American Studies,
and the Aesthetic Education of Man
Ryan Crawford

ABSTRACT
Moby-Dick has long served as an index of contemporary events and
changing paradigms. Yet despite its long and varied history of inter‑
pretation, an analysis of the novel’s reception history demonstrates
a striking unanimity of purpose. In nearly every instance, Ahab’s ex‑
cesses and inhumanities are identified and prohibited in the name of
ensuring that the novel can aid in the work of furthering the aesthetic
education of man. In the process, the artwork’s integrity, achievement
and essential irreducibility are subordinated to the demand that art‑
works provide essential moral instruction. The present essay recon‑
structs this common task through a close reading of the novel’s re‑
ception history, tracking its development from the time of Melville’s
contemporaries to more recent debates between Donald E. Pease
and William V. Spanos. Through Theodor W. Adorno’s work on aes‑
thetics and society, this critical reinterpretation of Moby-Dick tries to
better understand the “wicked book” its author first recognized, and
for whose infernal birth he felt, in his own words, “as spotless as the
lamb.”
Keywords: Herman Melville, Moby-Dick, Ideology Critique, Theodor
Adorno
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After swimming “through libraries and sail[ing] through oceans,”1 MobyDick’s Ishmael eventually came up for air to pen that “intellectual chowder of romance, philosophy, natural history, fine writing, good feeling,
[and] bad sayings”2 that is today synonymous with the American literary canon. Its lessons, long prepared and propagated by critics intent on
furthering the aesthetic education of man, are now as much the stuff of
popular prejudice as they are the tenets of today’s scholarly consensus.
What should seem dated appears, instead, eminently applicable. Indeed,
“Melville is more vital than ever,” Robert S. Levine writes in The New
Cambridge Companion to Herman Melville–both within the academy
and without.3 Partly, one suspects, because the novel set out from crises still current: “Grand Contested Election for the Presidency of the
United States,” “BLOODY BATTLE IN AFHGANISTAN,” Ishmael
recalls–and anticipates.4 As the contemporary United States undergoes
ever more acute “spasms of madness,” Melville’s 1851 novel is increasingly
regarded as, what the London Guardian’s Stephen Kinzer calls, an “eerily
prophetic allegory about 21st century America.”5 For both lay readers and
Melvilleans alike, the novel’s continuing relevance has become one with
its ability to edify. “[Melville] foresaw in Moby-Dick the most gruesome
phenomenon of modern times,”6 writes Melville biographer Andrew
Delbanco, a prophecy regularly invoked by the national and international
press in the wake of the September 11, 2001 attacks, and repeated ever
since.
Yet all such claims to Moby-Dick’s status as both paradigm and prophecy do not for that reason demonstrate that interpretation is any closer to
a more exacting comprehension of the novel. Indeed, and as the present
essay intends to argue, the very opposite may be the case. For as the artwork becomes akin to allegory, unthinkable except as premonition and
increasingly recommended as a necessary propaedeutic for surviving real-world horrors, the singularly aesthetic, irreal and irreconcilable nature
of the artwork is sacrificed to the idea that “every generation needs a new
‘Melville’ suited to that generation’s assumptions and needs,” as one literary critic recently put it.7 But the category of ‘relevance,’ essential though
it may be for the literary critics’ work of cultural valuation, is not for that
reason also a category of aesthetics; unconcerned with the inner needs of
the artwork, such categories and criteria have nevertheless proven indispensable to the historical and contemporary consolidation of American
Studies.
In what follows, the critical and popular consensus through which
Moby-Dick achieved its contemporary significance is examined in order
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to understand how the “assumptions and needs” of generations have
not only determined the last hundred years of Moby-Dick’s reception,
but also made more difficult the task of trying to more precisely determine the “assumptions and needs” of the artwork itself. For if it is true
that “[f]oreignness to the world” is an essential aspect of art, then the
“semblance of comprehensibility” that has grown up around Moby-Dick
is proof that “[w]hat is considered intelligible to all is,” in the words of
Theodor W. Adorno, precisely that which has in fact “become unintelligible.”8 Once Moby-Dick is universally recognizable as a guiding image,
as a parable of the destructive lengths to which thought and action are
driven in their pursuit of a single object, then one must ask if some unanimity of intent or uniformity of interpretation is not partly responsible
for this sense of easy intelligibility that has as its cost the artwork’s utter
incomprehensibility.
For what an analysis of Moby-Dicks’s long history of interpretation
quickly demonstrates is that the novel’s relation to its own reception history can no longer be understood on the model of a palimpsest known
in its ever more differentiated encodings of time; what appears, instead,
is the triumph and priority of a tradition of edifying interpretation that
so distrusts the constitutive ambivalence of the artwork that its lettered
skepticism must be endlessly written over before being blotted out completely. In this respect, the more recent and more critical tradition of New
American and New Historicist scholarship is far closer to the long history of American Studies than it might otherwise appreciate. Common
to both is the conviction that whatever critical, ideological or emancipatory force is to be extracted from the novel has as its prerequisite the just
and rightful end of that “ungodly, godlike man” that is Captain Ahab.9
That the universality of this judgment is the condition of possibility of
Moby-Dick’s continuing relevance says more about the invariants of interpretation and the social processes animating them than it does about
anything particularly literary, aesthetic, or binding about the artwork
itself, and thus requires of any contemporary interpretation that it understand the force of once historical reflexes that have since become entirely automated. Only once these forces have been seen through will it
become possible to approach the artwork, not from the perspective of its
achieved but in no way self-determined intelligibility, but on the basis of
its utter unrecognizability to anything outside itself. In approaching such
problems, a number of questions immediately present themselves: What
is it that makes possible this century-long consensus within a tradition
otherwise noteworthy for its plurality and history of contestation? How
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might American Studies and New Americanist criticism be understood
differently when seen from the perspective of their greater unity? And
what are the conditions necessary for a practice of reading and interpretation that would not conform to the same trans-generational, pre-aesthetic
problematic?
Though the attempt to answer these questions would ultimately require an inquiry far more extensive than is possible within the present
essay, such questions might nevertheless instructive if they provide points
of orientation through which the as yet all-too schematic way in which
the above questions are posed thereby achieve a greater approximation
of the difficulties involved. In order to better understand the force and
consequence of those “assumptions and needs” that appear specific to a
particular critic or age, but which the present essay argues are, in fact,
common to the last seventy-five years of American Studies in general, one
of the more recent sites of contestation within New Americanist criticism, a conflict of interpretation between Donald E. Pease and William
V. Spanos, is here set in relation to the long tradition of American Studies
each both criticize and continue.
*

Before proceeding, however, it is worth asking after the novel’s own insight into this contemporary state of affairs. For anyone curious about
the century-and-a-half that has elapsed since Ishmael first swam through
libraries, then came up for air in order to disclose those “leviathanic revelations and allusions” out of which Moby-Dick is made will soon find
that the various accounts of his having converted blubber into canonical
yarn have so multiplied that had he set himself the task of first thumbing
through these shelves of commentary before proceeding he would have
surely drowned. Instructive, then, to begin, not with the many efforts at
interpretation that so weigh down any such enterprise, but with Melville’s
own, decidedly less salutary, introduction to the work. For all attempts
at enlivening this long-dead text, and every effort at making it serviceable for the present, must first contend with that infernal baptism meted
out by Melville’s hand. Only by ignoring this preference for all that is
wicked and fundamentally ill-suited to a present desperate for tall tales of
redemption can American Studies secure its benevolent birth and misbegotten survival.
Not edification, but instruction in the ways of evil was the novel’s original purpose. In a June 29, 1851 letter to Nathaniel Hawthorne, Melville
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intimated as much. For there he declared to his friend the book’s “secret
motto”–“Ego non bapitzo te in nomina” [I do not baptize thee in the
name of] he began, profaning the priest’s ceremonial prayer, before finally
breaking off and directing Hawthorne to “make out the rest yourself.”10
But once the book was published, a book that was, in Melville’s words,
“broiled” in “hell-fire,” there little doubt about the power in whose name
it was baptized.11 Towards Moby-Dick’s end, Ahab, having forged the
harpoon with which he planned to kill the White Whale, “deliriously
howled” the full benediction Melville earlier withheld. “Ego non baptizo
te in nomine patris” [I do not baptize thee in the name of the father], Ahab
wails, “sed in nomine diaboli” [but in the name of the devil].12 An unholy, impious, perfectly blasphemous confession, and one Melville knew to
belong, not to any single character, but to the book as a whole. “I have
written a wicked book,” he admitted, when nearing the novel’s completion, “and feel,” he continues, as “spotless as the lamb.”13 The declaration
of a guiltless sin too often drowned out by generations of Americanist
encomiums to Ishmael’s presumed path of atonement.14 To Melville’s
contemporaries, however, such pride and sacrilege were immediately apparent. Indeed, the novel’s break with genre conventions, its flouting of
fixed criteria of established taste and recommended moderation made
it not only unclassifiable, but the sign of an offense few reviewers could
countenance.15
In the years 1851 and 1852, immediately following Moby-Dick’s publication, contemporary reviewers were largely in agreement about the novel’s
rhapsodic temptations to immorality, its unsuitability as either fable or
model. “[Ahab’s] ravings,” the Southern Quarterly Review noted, “and the
ravings of some of the tributary characters, and the ravings of Mr. Melville
himself, meant for eloquent declamation, are such as would justify a writ
de lunatico against all the parties.”16 A reviewer from Morning Chronicle
(London) was no less wary of the novel’s essential madness: Melville,
the reviewer noted, seems to proceed unchecked “by the very slightest
remembrance of judgment or common sense, and occasionally soaring
into such absolute clouds of phantasmal unreason, that we seriously and
sorrowfully ask ourselves whether this can be anything other than sheer
moonstruck lunacy.”17 His principal character, Ahab, is written off as a
capital mistake: “There is no method in his madness,” complains William
Young of Albion.18 Indeed, the novel was often regarded as either a work of
or on insanity: Moby-Dick, Henry F. Chorley of the influential Atheneum
writes, is “so much trash belonging to the worst school of Bedlam literature”;19 while the Morning Advertiser (London) remarked that Melville
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writes “after the fashion of Burton who ‘anatomised’ ‘melancholy.’”20
Melville’s description of Moby-Dick as a ‘wicked book’ thus largely coincided with his contemporaries’ judgment, chided as he was for those
“querulous and caviling innuendos which he so much loves to discharge,
like barbed and poisonous arrows, against objects that should be shielded from his irreverent wit...Neither good taste nor morals can approve.”21
Not only the prose’s “rhapsody and purposeless extravagance,”22 but its
treatment of subjects sacred and profane seemed, in the words of an anonymous reviewer from John Bull, designed to “grate upon civilized ears”
with “some heathenish, and worse than heathenish talk.”23 By cursing
society’s verities and “dislodg[ing] from heaven” its much-revered gods,
it gave proof of powers which, in the words of Evert Duyckinck, would
have been put to better use if they had been “subdue[d] to the highest uses
of fiction.”24 In giving them free reign instead, Moby-Dick captured the
imagination at the same time as it remained the captive of its own imaginative wanderings. The terrors Moby-Dick evokes “have a strange fascination,” a critic from Leader (London) notes: “In vain Reason rebels...
Criticism may prick holes in this work; but no criticism will thwart its
fascination.”25 Others, however, untouched by Moby-Dick’s thoughtless
“wordmongering,”26 saw the novel as the victim of its own excesses: MobyDick, another writes, is “an attempted description of what is impossible
in nature and without probability in art; it repels the reader instead of
attracting him.”27
To Melville’s contemporaries, Moby-Dick appeared singularly phantasmal, a work unbidden by the demands of verisimilitude and unthinkable
as an allegory of modern events, except perhaps in its relation to recent
sperm whale attacks. Few read it is an allegory of contemporary America.
Its characters, Ahab chief among them, were regarded as unwelcome exaggerations that could have no conceivable place on earth. Not until the
Second World War did Moby-Dick’s characters take on that daguerreotype-like appearance through which the work of art could then be made
practical; only then could the novel be reduced to a simple engraving, a
still-life of characters drawn from the real world.
With the 1941 publication of F.O. Mathiessen’s The American
Renaissance: Art and Expression in the Age of Emerson and Whitman,
American Studies was born, and Moby-Dick was made to serve, appropriated for an American mythology of righteous warmaking that had to
forget the book’s fundamentally “wicked” nature and make of it a story of redemption in which distinctions between friend and enemy are
only identified within the realm of semblance so that they can become
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all the more real in the political. In this, American Studies dedicates itself to that aesthetic education of man according to which, in Friedrich
Schiller’s words, “if man is ever to solve that problem of politics in practice he will have to approach it through the problem of the aesthetic.”28
For Mathiessen and later generations of critics, there can be little doubt
that if good is to triumph, if Ishmael is to find his glorious resurrection,
then what is first required is Ahab’s dead body, that aesthetic analogue
for all that is wicked which must thus meet, in Mathiessen’s words, its
“rightful end.”29
“Living in the age of Hitler,” Mathiessen writes, “even the least religious can know and be terrified by what it means for a man to be possessed.”30 And “a man possessed” is precisely what Ahab becomes in
Mathiessen’s analysis, a characterization generations would later repeat.
Indeed, to guarantee that the monstrosity Mathiessen diagnoses in Ahab
should never lose any of its power to terrify has become one of the chief, if
unacknowledged, tasks of Americanist interpretation. Ahab, Mathieesen
writes, is “damned”;31 because he shows himself incapable of sharing “in
any normal fellow feelings,”32 Ahab’s life is brought to its “rightful end”
in a death that “admits no adequate moral recognition” and for which
“there can be no unmixed pity for him as a human being.”33 Ahab assumes the form of “the devil’s child,”34 a man of “demonic nature,”35 possessed by an “unregenerate will”36 and “drive” he shares with “the empire
builders of the post-Civil War period.”37 Like all who follow in his wake,
Mathiessen convicts Ahab by installing within his innermost being an
ontological tendency whose telos is certain. If, as Mathiessen contends,
Ahab’s “power to coerce”38 results in his “absolute domination,”39 then
it logically follows that “there was none who could stand up against him
in this crew.”40 Yet as Melville, himself a mutineer, knew full well, there
is no such thing as absolute domination on a whaling ship; there is thus
little reason to suppose that the possibility of mutiny or insurrection is
ever foreclosed with the kind of absoluteness Mathiessen here takes for
granted. Indeed, Moby-Dick’s “Surmises” chapter demonstrates the limits of Ahab’s supposed domination. By revealing the Pequod’s ultimate
purpose, and breaking with the whaling ship’s common, commercial
purpose, Ahab had “indirectly laid himself open to the unanaswerable
charge of usurpation,” an offense the crew would have good moral and
legal reason for invoking should they ever choose to “refuse all further
obedience from him, and even violently wrest from him the command.”41
To write off the possibility of insurrection, a rebellion Ahab is said to
have particularly feared from Starbuck, his first mate,42 is to elevate to the
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status of ontology an impervious, absolute tyranny that nowhere exists–
except, of course, for those who wish to introduce the rule of fate.
Ahab’s condemnation rests on a fateful logic American Studies affixes to his every move; in him, the first principle is also that which performs the last rites over a body entrusted to its command. In Mathiessen,
this logic is called “the will to power and conquest,”43 and is born of the
conviction that the line “Ahab is forever Ahab”44 is the declaration of a
self-inflicted and altogether automatic disregard for the virtues of life and
fellow-feeling, characteristic of an unpardonable pride that carries within
itself the seeds of its own destruction. In the case of this “formidable will
[that has] swept [its] whole crew to destruction,”45 nothing can arrest the
logic of automatic atrocity directing its course; because it does not plead
for penance and does not petition for absolution, it earns annihilation.
Ahab’s crime: “He suffers,” Mathiessen writes, “but...he is not purified
by his suffering;”46 and later: “[T]here was no possibility of regeneration
since there remained no effectual faith in the existence of divine grace.”47
The problem is, thus, not so much Ahab’s actions, but his unwavering
dedication and inhuman disregard for all so-called human considerations. His fate is sealed because he refuses the saving graces of purification and regeneration. In this sense, Wai-chee Dimock is right to insist
that representations of Ahab often “naturalize the category of ‘doomed’...
by locating the cause for extinction within the extinct organism itself.”48
“Ahab,” Dimock continues
is less a living thing, perhaps, than a legible sign. He is a personified name, a human receptacle invested with a signifying function. That signifying function
is quite literally his fate: he lives in it and dies in it, since his whole life is really nothing more than a recapitulation of what his name has made abundantly clear at the outset. To be called Ahab is to inhabit a narrative tautology, in
which the end is already immanent in the beginning, and in which all temporal
development merely reenacts what is in place from the very first.49

Tendency, tautology, taboo: Ahab’s example is invoked and made instructive in order to demonstrate what would happen should anyone dare
follow the “fatal lengths to which Ahab has gone from normality.”50 For
Ahab to serve this conservative, terrified pedagogy, his attributes must become the sign of a monstrosity against which contemporary thought can
never relent. And this work continues. It began in the face of Hitler and
now, post-9/11, we are told that “the ideal sensibility Melville articulates
through Ishmael, and which America has always failed to live up to, is at
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odds once more with a fanatical force.” “Again,” David Herd continues in
his introduction to Moby-Dick, “Melville is diagnosing our condition. We
need to always know what Moby-Dick has to teach.”51 Generation after
generation of critics have made certain that any readerly fellow-feeling for
Ahab, any investigation of his supposed legibility, should be thwarted by
the all too obvious monstrosity he has come to signify.
What, then, are the constituents of this fanatical force critics are so
dedicated to identifying and against which thought must always struggle?
What compels this critical desire for hunting that ‘ungodly, god-like’ figure? In approaching such questions, Ishmael’s project provides an instructive point of departure. In the chapter “Ceteology,” Ishmael introduces
the chaotic scene–not so much of writing as such, as Rodolphe Gasché
argues, but of Ishmael’s own collusion and desire for absolution52–from
which his story proceeds. There the narrator explains that his story of the
Pequod’s chase after the white whale must proceed from those “special
leviathanic revelations and allusions” gained through the study of ceteology, that branch of zoology in which whales are included. As a result, the
narrator sets himself the task of presenting a “systematized exhibition” of
the obscure history and typology of the whale.53 “Yet it is no easy task,”
he says.54 And continues: “The classification of the constituents of a chaos, nothing less is here essayed.”55 The classification of the constituents
of a chaos. This is, in the narrator’s words, the work of coming to grips
with the whale. Yet it might be argued that the chaos whose classification
the narrator attends to is not only that of the White Whale, but also,
and more importantly, that of “the great Lord of Leviathans,”56 the “the
moody Captain of the Pequod” who “sometimes masked himself” and
created an “irresistible dictatorship.”57 Both Ishmael and the thought that
makes itself out in his image dedicate themselves to this work of classification, turning the chaos that is Ahab into a veritable symptomatology, as
clear and precise as taxonomy.
In this sense, wherever the critical literature furthers the work of character diagnosis, it might reasonably be asked whether it also continues
that brand of literary diagnostics in which the exhibition of a now-systematized chaos is supposed to stay the onset of real chaos. In such descriptions and diagnoses, each component, each feature noted by the critic is assigned a tendency, a future that feature need not in itself contain,
but does; as a result, each becomes the sign of fate, of the death Ahab
will meet, of the death Ahab deserves. In this way, the critical tradition’s
diagnoses, forming as they do a collective symptomatology of Ahab, are
also a form of prophecy, an anticipation of doom the critic must delay. So
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the question pursued by the critical tradition is not only “What are the
constituents of this chaos called Ahab,” but also: “Why must Ahab be
killed?”
If Ahab is the cipher of all that is dangerous and destructive in semblance and in fact, then pursuing such questions should also shed some
light on how this aesthetic ideology secures for itself, within the artwork,
the necessary training ground for preparing impressionable readers and
citizen-soldiers for a fight at once mythical and real, at the same time as
it ensures the inner coherence of the American canon through the myth
of a maniacal, purely destructive figure driving the ship of state to its end
in Melville’s Moby-Dick. According to this myth, Captain Ahab becomes
the prototype of doom, symbol of all the American Leviathan must resist
lest it meet an equally catastrophic end. As a result, Moby-Dick is not so
much a tale of the great Leviathan as it is the study of Behemoth, that
other terrible monster of Jewish history, which, in the words of Franz
Neumann, heralds “a non-state, a chaos, a rule of lawlessness and anarchy,
which has ‘swallowed’ the rights and dignity of man, and is out to transform the world into a chaos…”58 On this point there is universal consensus: Ahab must be combatted.
*

By varying paths, nearly all of Moby-Dick’s commentators have reached
the same conclusion: ‘Ahab is forever Ahab’; or, Ahab is forever the name
of generalized destruction and nothing more.59 From the Melville Revival
of the 1920s to contemporary efforts informed by poststructuralist analysis, the last hundred years of American Studies could also be rewritten on
the basis of the invariant that is Ahab’s imperative exclusion. It is surely
one of the most peculiar paradoxes of the field that proponents of the
Myth and Symbol School should here find themselves in agreement with
that destruction of myths and symbols that is the work of deconstruction. Though the reconstruction of such a history is beyond the scope of
the present essay,60 it is nevertheless instructive to consider a more recent dispute over Moby-Dick, this time between Donald E. Pease and
the late William V. Spanos, which brings out the terms of this unlikely alliance in a way that underlines how seemingly opposed ideological
investments can capitalize on a more essential accord. In many respects,
however, Pease and Spanos are natural allies. The former is the longtime
director of The Future of American Studies Institute whose books have
led to a shift in American Studies away from the Cold War consensus
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of literary and ideological nationalismAmerican Studies, and towards an
orientation guided by “postmodernity,” “postnationality,” and “postcoloniality”61; the latter, co-founder and longtime editor of boundary 2, was
an advocate of political radicalism, postmodern culture, and a fierce critic of American exceptionalism. Pease and Spanos, both close readers of
Moby-Dick, situated their own critical work within the wider context of a
movement within American Studies and literary criticism opposing past
and present efforts at turning literature over for ideological gain. Despite
such shared political sympathies and intellectual trajectories, Pease and
Spanos developed contending interpretations of Moby-Dick that are in
constant dialogue with each other about the novel’s significance for contemporary cultural politics, and the role of literature in the construction
of the American imaginary. Before demonstrating how this apparent discord is belied by a more essential conformity with regard to each critic’s
treatment of Ahab, one that is itself consonant with the longer tradition
of American Studies against which each situates itself, it is first worth
noting the stakes involved in this dispute.
Against a history of criticism that had too often marshaled forth a single character from the novel in order to fight on the front lines of that
“scene of persuasion” that is the theater of American cultural politics,
Pease’s own work abjures the typical move of character endorsement for
reasons both textual and historical. In a recent essay on C.L.R. James and
transnational American Studies, Pease provides the historical context
necessary for understanding this break with tradition. With the 1949
publication of Richard Chase’s Herman Melville: A Critical Study, an
“allegorical understanding” of Moby-Dick emerged that worked in the
service of American exceptionalism by, in Pease’s words, positing “Ahab’s
monomania as the signifier of the totalitarian other in opposition to
which Ishmael’s Americanness was defined, elaborated upon and defended.”62 And it is this opposition that will, in Pease’s words, “dominate readings of the novel in the field of American literary studies for the next 50
years.”63
For Pease, by contrast, the figure of emancipatory resistance within
Moby-Dick is not to be found in either Ishmael, the crew, or any other
character, but in the text itself, in its singular capacity for undermining each and every attempt at appropriation. According to Pease, “Moby
Dick, the book...is not persuaded by [the doctrine of self-reliance]”64 axiomatic for the Cold War consensus’s designation of Ishmael as the herald
of a new world order. And later: “Melville imagined a reading experience
utterly at odds with what we have described as the internalization of the
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sovereign will...[he] imagined the release of the reading public from the
sovereign will of the national second person.”65 In Visionary Compacts,
Pease claims that Moby-Dick, as text, “resists the procedures involved in
forming a modern canon, just as its subject matter resisted or more precisely disarticulated the ruling mythos in the nineteenth century.”66 In
Pease, the text of Moby-Dick functions as a kind of unassimilable real
unwilling to serve any single master discourse. By undermining the oppositions structuring the field of Melville studies, Pease’s intervention
forecloses the possibility of recuperating Moby-Dick’s individual characters. Pease interrogates, instead, a space anterior to oppositions (“the
little layer lower,”67 as Moby-Dick would have it), and thus reveals the
collusion at work between those customarily regarded as enemies. This
work is nowhere more disabling to tradition than in Pease’s commentary on Ishmael, that bearer of a so-called “compensatory unconscious,”
a structure of devaluation and overvaluation in which “the inability to
perform any particular action recovers the sovereign capability to perform all actions...[and] the sheer impulse to action assumes priority
over any particular action.”68 While earlier critics had lauded Ishmael’s
re-coining of all things into “pure possibilities,” Pease claims that there
is a far more dubious process at work in Ishmael’s narrative and its compulsion to “invest possibility with the voice of conviction.”69 Such a procedure produces what Ishmael called the “hypos”; that is, the very boredom that drew him to Ahab’s ship in the first place. “Ahab’s compulsion
to decide,” Pease concludes, “compels Ishmael not to decide.”70 After
having advanced the proposition that “Ishmael’s obsession depends on
Ahab’s compulsion,”71 Pease claims that “the question remains...whether
Ishmael
in his need to convert all the facts in his world and all the events in his life into
a persuasive power capable of re-coining them as the money in his mind, is
possessed of a will any less totalitarian than Ahab’s? Is a will capable of moving
from one intellectual model to another...any less totalitarian?72

Ishmael thus stands accused, not so much for his inability to rise up
in mutiny against Ahab, but for the type of structural necessity that joins
him to the Captain of the Pequod. This, let us call it, symptomal mar‑
riage is not only legible within the narrative of the story, but is perhaps
even more explicit in the very style and “errancy” of its composition,
in what one of Moby-Dick’s earliest reviewers described as the novel’s
“wordmongering.”
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Thus implicated, Ishmael would appear to be an unrecoverable figure for all those who follow in Pease’s wake. It is for this reason that the
Ishmael-centered reading of Spanos’s The Errant Art of Moby-Dick proceeds with a bad conscience. Because, as Spanos is well aware, his particular re-fashioning of Ishmael can easily be regarded as an endorsement of
Ishmael little different from those which prevailed during the Cold War.
“A New Americanist might object,” Spanos writes, “that my...ideological
reading...reinscribes the Old Americanist discourse in even a more overtly ideological way.”73 This anticipation is prescient because, as Spanos suspects, “it might be said that [his] reading affiliates itself with that earlier
displacement of the center of critical attention from Ahab to Ishmael.”74
Spanos will not, of course, concede these points, but their very status as
interlocutive moments testifies to the stakes of the contest. To meet this
New Americanist objection, Spanos is at pains to underscore the ontolog‑
ical character of his analysis; or, to be more precise, the ontological disclosure he credits Ishmael with having made possible. It is this thematization
of the ontological site that Spanos will repeatedly employ in order to both
distinguish his project from his predecessors and undermine the merely
“cultural and/or political discursive practice” of New Americanists like
Pease.75 Against Pease’s denunciation of Ishmael, in which, as Spanos
writes, Ishmael is made “complicitous with the totalitarian Ahabian
will to absolute freedom,”76 Spanos regards Ishmael’s narrative as a “decisive critique of ontological naming,”77 “an act of mutiny against [the
Pequod’s] mystified ‘concentrated’ authority.”78 By making Ishmael the
mouthpiece of poststructuralist theory and its “disclosures of the repressiveness of Western logocentric thinking,” Ishmael’s narration of MobyDick performs the work, in Spanos’s rendering, of furthering theory’s
revolutionary politics;79 Moby-Dick is, for Spanos, a “delegitimation of
the American intervention in Vietnam and justification of the multiple
subject positions, hitherto repressed or spoken for, that e-merged spontaneously during the Vietnam decade as contradictions of the dominant
order’s “benign” logic.”80
Recall that, for Pease, the figure capable of resisting appropriation is
neither Ahab nor Ishmael but the text of Moby-Dick itself. “Melville,”
Pease writes, “[aims] to alienate the obsessive-compulsive character capable of putting a totalizing logic to work.”81 Note here the valorization of
that which resists the tendency towards totality, a wish for the incorruptible and non-totalizable that is, of course, also at work in Spanos’ analysis. There Ishmael’s narrative is not only credited with delegitimizing
the Vietnam war some hundred years in advance; it is also celebrated as
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a “destructive project that escapes–indeed, exists to undermine–the totalizing hegemonic American discourse.”82 For just as the uncorrupted
‘first’ principles of ontology exist in order to provide a “mast-head” from
which the great unwashed can be overseen and sovereignly directed, so
too do such ‘incorruptible points’ in both Pease and Spanos guarantee
the contaminated status of all that does not escape the compulsions and
tendencies toward totality each diagnoses within Moby-Dick. The purity
of such points, this prerogative of the incorruptible, is bought at a price
Americanists and their critics agree to pay–namely, the restriction of
Ahab to the totalitarian corset. In spite of the strident critiques to which
each subjects the other–Spanos, for example, attributes a “vestigal–untheorized–nationalism” to the New Americanists,83 while Pease claims
that “in acting out the logic of this opposition as if it were a revolutionary
activity, deconstruction only maintains its cultural power”84–the two are
in fundamental accord about the status of this figure called Ahab.
The logic of ontological difference Ishmael is said to disclose must,
according to Spanos, always be read against “Ahab’s ontological monomania.”85 In contrast to Ishmael’s impulse to “accept the white whale as
a manifestation of being’s unspeakable mystery,”86 to “let the whale’s ineffable being be,”87 Ahab’s representation of the white whale is said to
be a work of “naming that gathers being at large, in all its terminal and
spatial multiplicity, into a concentrated image–a single, undifferentiated,
inclusive, and finally predictable ‘world picture,’ as it were–of universal
Evil.”88 Unlike Ishmael’s “liberation of the ontological other–the differences that temporality disseminates–from the imperial metaphysical/
spatial imagination,”89 Ahab “anthropomorphizes being into the single
image of Moby Dick” and thus continues the tradition of Western philosophy in its “recuperation of Identity from difference.”90 Ahab is said to
be determined by an “ontology of the One, of Presence, that drives him
on toward the murderous and catastrophic end.”91 And lest one forget just
how close literary criticism of the Americanist sort has always been to underwriting the task of furthering the aesthetic–and thus political–education of man, Spanos reminds us of “the totalitarianism latent in the logic
of self-presence”92 and the way in which oaths–like the one that bound
the Pequod’s crew to its purpose–are forced upon us by “the symbolizing
totalitarian consciousness.”93 As a character who does not “dwell among
ambiguities,”94 Ahab is driven by a devastating “objectification” that “enables the practical ‘final solution.’”95 In Spanos’s account of Ahab one
finds repeated all the old barbs of preceding decades: “Ahab’s grand and
untouchable hubris,”96 his “dehumanization,”97 his “monomania,”98 “the
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spell his totalizing rhetoric has cast over the crew,”99 and so on. Though
the accents Spanos places on the text undoubtedly reconstitute MobyDick as a sort of ontological rhapsody, the reader there finds the figure of
Ahab in the same state in which decades of criticism had earlier left him.
Little surprise then that Ahab’s function in Spanos’s later work comes
to echo the post-9/11 popular consensus: “[T]he Bush administration,”
Spanos writes, “in an awesome reduction of historical reality reminiscent
of Captain Ahab’s ontological reduction...personified the complex and
volatile history of the Middle East...in the figure of Osama bin Laden to
make ‘it’ ‘practically assailable.’”100 This is what criticism looks like af‑
ter it has denounced tradition for having subjected literature to political
ideology.101
Instructive, then, to turn to Pease’s account of Ahab in order emphasize the structural homology that seems to function as a kind of repetition
compulsion conditioning the work of Americanists writing on Ahab.
According to Pease, “it is Ahab’s need to justify this sense of loss...that
leads him to turn his will...into the ground of his existence.”102 “Ahab,”
Pease continues, “attempts to turn the coercion at work in his rhetoric
into fate, a principle or order in a universe without it. But since this will
is grounded in the sense of loss, it is fated to perfect that loss in an act of
total destruction.”103 In Pease, as in the tradition at large, a straight, unbreakable line connects Ahab’s will to fated destruction. The “coercion”
that is said to be so central to Ahab’s constitution–and consequently,
to his perdition–is further examined in Pease’s “Melville and Cultural
Persuasion,” where the famous quarterdeck scene between Ahab and
Starbuck is read, not as a debate between two like partners, each capable
of besting the other, but as a “cosmic struggle Ahab alone can fathom”104
and through which “he wanted to resolve the conflict between his purpose and [the crew’s] everyday activities–but at the cost of their lives.”105
Melville, according to Pease, ultimately regarded Ahab’s rhetoric as
“otherworldly,”106 and thus aimed to condemn, in the figure of Ahab, the
“self-interest at work in the oratory of the nation’s politicians.”107 Like the
speeches of those politicians, Ahab’s rhetoric is said to operate so as to
best “impose his will on the crew.”108 The purportedly coercive, essentially
destructive and anti-democratic nature of Ahab’s rhetoric cannot be overemphasized if one bears in mind the type of “voice” Pease claims will be
heard once “such totalizing oppositions [have] been ‘worked through.’”109
In a footnote, Pease characterizes such a voice as a “zero line of dissent
that makes room for an exchange that cannot be assimilated by the dominant scene of rhetoric.”110 The contemporary critics’ longing for this type
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of unassimilable dissent will later result in valorizations of Melville’s
Bartleby,111 as well as Pease’s later endorsement of Moby-Dick’s Pip.112 If
one recalls the equivalence Pease draws between the Cold War and Ahab
in terms of their joint prohibition of dissent–“the Cold War scenario silences dissent as effectively as did Ahab in the quarterdeck scene”113–one
can perhaps better understand the necessity compelling Pease to attend
to the corset so many have worked on before him. But this should in no
way prevent us from marking the joint task Spanos and Pease have, in line
with their predecessors, taken on in such earnestness–namely, the work
of denouncing, for crimes against humanity, a peg-legged captain who
can only serve as a cipher for interminable evil so long as literary criticism
remains committed to a cultural politics of the good. The indestructible
bond tying together the generations is made from the condemned man’s
tattered clothes. Eulogies are not permitted.
*

But if they were, if readers no longer saluted Ahab’s ritualized killing,
would it make any difference? Would the text now open itself up to new
and previously unthinkable interpretations? After the tradition of oppositions that have determined Melville criticism have been undermined,
what results is the fundamental undecideability, the incontestable sovereignty of the text. But as the text’s long-hardened form begins to fall away,
as the critic rubs off generations of marks readers’ long stares have left on
the artwork, will the work finally become capable of returning the reader’s gaze? The problem is not, however, lodged solely within the artwork
and its history of reception. Even if the text, now liberated from tradition,
were to be emptied of historical opposition and unbent by generations of
ideological prejudices, it would still have to contend with the historical
sedimentation that has calcified around the eyes of all. In other words,
the problem belongs, not only to the text and its interpretation, but to
a subject otherwise incapable of resisting impulses that have long since
become second nature. Because subject and object have only a relative autonomy, because each penetrates the other, interpretation cannot ignore
the historical, ideological conditioning of both.
For this reason, contemporary criticism must not only reconstruct the
whole history of an Americanist tradition that has long determined its
own supposedly spontaneous experience of the artwork. To know the
art-object from within, eyes otherwise trained in terror must be held
open at the exact moment when, wide-eyed and unsure, they typically seal
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themselves shut in fear. The tradition of Frankfurt School critical theory
is no stranger to this attempt at isolating, within the otherwise undifferentiated, that which stands in the service of an ossified culture from that
which resists ossification through its own immanent movement. Indeed,
such problems are at the heart of Theodor W. Adorno’s aesthetic theory,
in which the difficulty of interpretation is determined, not only by the
relative inscrutability of artistic material, but also by the field of aesthetics’ perennial refusal to cede to artworks a form of knowledge and materiality aesthetics must today approximate if it is comprehend in the artwork something other than itself. In “On Subject and Object,” Theodor
W. Adorno writes that “[k]nowledge of the object is brought closer
by the act of the subject rending the veil it weaves around the object...In the
places where subjective reason senses subjective contingency, the primacy of
the object shimmers though: that in the object which is not a subjective addition.114

In the case of Moby-Dick, Ahab’s unanimous condemnation is one
such point of “subjective contingency,” a point where, as Robert Zoellner
and Harold Bloom “admit,” the reading subject could go either way. In
his How to Read and Why, Bloom writes, “After more than sixty years
rereading Moby-Dick, I have not swerved from my reading experience as a
nine-year-old: Ahab, to me, is primarily a hero.”115 Sacrilege!–but Bloom
soon catches himself, wary of breaking the pact decades of critics have
ratified: We must, he continues, after all “recoil from [Ahab’s] monomania.”116 Similarly, Zoellner, at times seduced by a sympathetic portrait of
Ahab, ultimately deems this temptation a mark of perversity and permits
no trace of his unconscionable perversion to interfere with the monstrous
picture of Ahab he crafts.117 The task of contemporary interpretation
would thus consist in determining and “rending” those forces that forced
the moment of subjective uncertainty felt by Bloom and Zoellner to turn
over into necessity, such that Ahab’s status as the indelible sign of automatic atrocity came to appear self-evident.118
When necessity does not present itself as self-evident, aesthetic experience
comes to know the object by abandoning itself to it, by giving itself over to
experience without reservation. This is why Bloom still mentions his “heroic,”
nine-year-old reading of Ahab; this is why Zoellner finds a sympathetic reading of Ahab “perversely” “compelling.” In a certain sense, Ahab is the hero of
Moby-Dick. But when wizened by age, something prevents the critic from af-
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firming the moment in which the reader is enthusiastically seized by Ahab’s
course. If it is admitted at all, it must be dressed up in the outfit of “perversion.”
Yet aesthetic experience, the experience of reading and interpretation, has as
its condition the relaxing of the subject to the point that it begins to fade into
the object. Everything that prevents this experience–from the artwork’s critical
reception to the process of ideological recalibration through which historically
determined reflexes are confounded with individual spontaneity–must be isolated and known in their individual and collective contribution to obstructing
an experience in which the subject would be able to assume a position of freedom towards its object, and in which the object itself is able to articulate the
many ways in which it knows us better than we know ourselves.

If interpretation still has as its condition that critique of society
through which it creates for itself that most minimal of distinctions between itself and socially necessary illusion, then a contemporary interpretation of Moby-Dick would do well to attend to the figure of Ahab
so closely that this character begins to lose its century-old semblance of
obviousness. In its critical and popular appropriation–as well as in the
theoretical categories associated with it, like monomania and totalitarianism–this figure is everywhere regarded as the immediately recognizable sign of what must be forever foreclosed. But Ahab is, in itself, nothing at all. Like every social phenomenon, Ahab is the crystallization of a
history that is eminently social, produced at the precise point at which
the discourses of philosophy, psychology, politics, and history become
themselves antinomial. Because what appears is nothing other than its
own process of becoming, interpretation must today resist the comforts
of being and ontology, character analysis and empty edification, and turn,
instead, to an analysis of the material and immaterial forces that have coagulated within objects that are both semblance and real. In line with
this conviction, interpretation must hold fast to Adorno’s claim that “The
faculty for interpretation is essentially the ability to perceive that which
has become, or the dynamic arrested within phenomena.”119 Despite the
clear image he assumes in the critical literature, Ahab is, first and foremost, a social phenomenon one cannot say the first thing about until one
has determined under what compulsions this phenomenon has internally
transformed itself. These compulsions include the philosophical, literary, political, and psychiatric paradigms under which the past two centuries have been forced to prostrate themselves.120 As concept, Ahab is
the combination of these compulsions. To deny that this is so is to forget
that everything–even our “innocent” apprehension of literary figures–is
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historically conditioned through and through. If criticism is the rending of this historical veil, the de-familiarization of obviousness that, in
demonstrating the ways through which a given phenomena has become
one thing and not another, then it must also recognize that whatever this
phenomena is, it still contains within itself the possibility that it might
become something entirely different from how it now appears.
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(Do Not) Read the Comments:
Mr. Robot and the Limits of Critique
in an Age of Narrative Excess
Maarten Arnoldus

ABSTRACT
Television is currently lauded by a generation of scholars as a complex
medium that can engage and educate audiences in novel ways, but
the medium is still potentially hampered by the commercial form it
comes in, and even if it was not, how can we, for instance, assess if
a critical message comes across to its audience? In fact, should such
pieces of criticality be considered critical by scholars, if audiences
do not receive it as such? This article takes up these questions, draw‑
ing on insights from the fields of American Studies, literary theory
and cultural studies, and combining these with methodological tools
developed in the field of digital ethnography. The sections that follow
analyze both Mr. Robot and, in an effort to incorporate some empirical
data into the ongoing scholarly and theoretical discussions about the
potential limits of critique, its reception in recap blogs, websites that
rehash what has happened on a particular TV‑show. Indeed, this arti‑
cle will show that what I will characterize as “narrative excess,” namely
an overemphasis on the inter‑relational aspects of character develop‑
ment, its relation to the plot, and the purposeful obfuscation which
is typical of “complex TV,” undermine the counter‑hegemonic work
such a piece of narrative culture can do. In doing so, the article aims
to clarify in quite granular detail the limits of the kind of counter‑he‑
gemonic work that such mainstream narrative culture appears to be
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able to do. For while it would be going too far to say that such obvious
examples of oppositional narrative culture as Mr. Robot are entirely
incapable of doing the work of counter‑hegemony, my research shows
that (to the extent that it happens at all, and to the extent that it can be
measured) counter‑hegemonic consciousness‑raising appears to be
happening on a remarkably small scale as far as the audience recep‑
tion of Mr. Robot goes (which shows us that the audience’s engage‑
ment with critique is distracted from the critical potential of Mr. Robot
by narrative excess). Furthermore, when the audience does engage
with the critiques in Mr. Robot, they tend to be dismissive because
of a pervasive cynical attitude towards the possibility of change, and
instead focus on the diversification of the status quo. Hegemony, so it
seems, has incorporated so much of critique as to adversely influence
its usefulness within this form of narrative culture.
Keywords: Popular culture, narrative, counter‑hegemony, critique, Mr.
Robot

In 2012, Christian Lorentzen predicted, in an article for Bookforum, that
in “the fall of 2013 or 2014, if not before, we’ll probably be reading a novel
about Occupy Wall Street.” “What would such a book look like, and what
would it tell us about money?” Lorentzen asked. “You can bet,” he continued, “that the narrator will be omniscient and the telling panoramic.”1
What Lorentzen did not predict, however, was that the most prominent
cultural product that has dealt with the financial crisis, its causes, and
its meaning for the future, has been not a novel but USA Network’s Mr.
Robot, an example of so‑called “complex TV,” a new type of narrative culture that, for some, marries the artistic prowess of cinema with the perceived narrative complexity of the novel.2
Mr. Robot, which premiered in 2015 and has run for three seasons,
presents itself as protest fiction for the downtrodden masses. It tells a story of a hacker‑induced debt cancellation while chronicling a possible revolution. Debt, money, alienation, and exploitation are among the series’
driving plot devices; it mashes Fight Club with American Psycho using the
aesthetics and politics of Occupy and the anti‑capitalist hacktivist group
Anonymous as well as a reflection on a (then) looming Trump presidency.
One might say that Mr. Robot carefully dissects the shape of the human
condition as it mutates under duress from the distorting power of neoliberal capitalism. Leftist critics have certainly praised the series as “a thought
experiment on the ontology of capitalism, and how to get beyond it.’3
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To be clear, Mr. Robot is not an image of a dystopian future, common
in many critical narratives. It is not a vision of a fire‑breathing hellscape
like Ridley Scott’s Los Angeles is in Blade Runner. Rather, it positions the
New York inhabited by its protagonist, Elliot Alderson (Rami Malek) as
existing in our actual world. American society, the show seems to suggest,
is already a capitalist dystopia that tries to convince its citizens it is the opposite. Elliot lives in a constant state of anomie and drug‑induced happiness, the exemplification of a millennial generation that is not able to elicit pleasure from consumption and harvests psychological stress instead.4
He describes his predicament to us in growing degrees of intimacy, trying
to overcome the loneliness that is such an important factor in his life.
Furthermore, Mr. Robot shows how the tactics of protest movements it
emulates are compromised by capital. The show demonstrates this with
its tale of failed or co‑opted revolutionary impulses. Mr. Robot not only
shows audiences where their grievances stem from but also how reactions
to the issues of capitalism are dysfunctional.
Mr. Robot, then, is an example of Lorentzen’s prophetic view of popular narrative culture. Mr. Robot denormalizes the reality of capitalism and
by doing so presents itself as a critique of capitalism. That self‑presentation
prompts the relatively compact question that lies at the core of this article:
if Mr. Robot carefully dissects the configuration of the human condition
as neoliberal capitalism shapes it, is it a viable way to critique the system
of which it is itself a part? Alternatively, and more succinctly: does Mr.
Robot offer an effective critique of the present, neoliberal, configuration
of capitalism? This question is, in fact, more complex than such compact
formulations suggest.
We need to understand the cultural critique in Mr. Robot as part
of the counter‑hegemonic process, and address it in light of the complexities of that process. Counter‑hegemonic initiatives such as cultural critique are often eventually (partly) absorbed into the status quo, effectively
neutralizing their revolutionary potential.5 Popular culture, according
to Stuart Hall’s influential interpretation of Antonio Gramsci, constitutes a pivotal site for the establishment and contestation of hegemony
itself.6 Counter‑hegemony, in this context, refers to sites of revolutionary
potential, or confrontations with the existing status quo that can take the
form of protests but also expressions of opposition in, for instance, the
cultural sphere of society. By such standards, a TV show like Mr. Robot
may appear an obvious example of counter‑hegemonic critique. However,
as Hall argued, counter‑hegemony is always in danger of being incorporated into the status quo, precisely because of the dominant ideology’s
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capacity to absorb small losses. Moreover, recent developments in the field
of cultural studies have left both critique and ascriptions of criticality
to popular culture in something of a crisis themselves. Rita Felski, among
others, has noted that the way the humanities utilize critique is primarily
a way to contemplate the worth of narrative culture. Academics are attempting to legitimize their work in a neoliberalized context; by arguing
that narrative culture is something worthy of study, scholars of narrative
culture are at the same time arguing that their own work is valuable.7
Critique is thus being adapted in order to be legitimized. TV is currently
lauded by a generation of scholars as a complex medium that can function
as a counter‑hegemonic vis‑a-vis its audience. In that light it becomes vital to assess if a counter‑hegemomic, critical message really comes across
to its audience. Which in turn begs the question whether such examples
of criticality can be considered critical by scholars when audiences do not
receive it as such.
This article takes up these questions, drawing on insights from the
fields of American Studies, literary theory, and cultural studies, and combining these with methodological tools developed in the field of digital
ethnography. The sections that follow analyze both Mr. Robot and, in an
effort to incorporate some empirical data into the ongoing scholarly and
theoretical discussions about the potential limits of critique, its reception
in recap blogs, websites that rehash what has happened on a particular
TV‑show. The users of the A.V. Club website, comment on important aspects of the show. These comments interact with aspects of the recap but
primarily function as an online community that articulates users’ ideas,
judgments, and theories about Mr. Robot’s episodes. These comments,
some 15,000 by approximately 350 users, harvested from the AV‑Club
website in August of 2016 are combined with the location of “criticality”
in the analysis of Mr. Robot’s content and will help support the central
argument of this article. Indeed, it will show that what I will characterize as “narrative excess,” namely an overemphasis on the inter‑relational
aspects of character development, its relation to the plot, and the purposeful obfuscation which is typical of “complex TV,” undermine the
counter‑hegemonic work such a piece of narrative culture can do.8 In doing so, this article aims to clarify in quite granular detail the limits of the
kind of counter‑hegemonic work that such mainstream narrative culture
appears to be able to do. For while it would be going too far to say that
such obvious examples of oppositional narrative culture as Mr. Robot are
entirely incapable of doing the work of counter‑hegemony, my research
shows that (to the extent that it happens at all, and to the extent that it
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can be measured) counter‑hegemonic consciousness‑raising appears to be
happening on a remarkably small scale as far as the audience reception
of Mr. Robot goes, which shows us that audiences’ engagement with critique is distracted from the critical potential of Mr. Robot by narrative
excess. Furthermore, when the audience does engage with the critiques in
Mr. Robot, they tend to be dismissive because of a pervasive cynical attitude towards the possibility of change, and instead focus on the critiques
that address the issues of identity. Hegemony, so it seems, has incorporated so much of critique that has a detrimental effect on its usefulness,
especially within this form of narrative culture.
Critiquing Critique

Exactly what critique might mean in relation to a show like Mr. Robot and
its reception requires careful definition. As Michel Foucault argued in
his 1997 essay “What is Critique,” critique has, since the Enlightenment,
asked us to contemplate how our political and social arrangements might
be different. Indeed, Foucault defines critique as a question in itself: it
asks “how not to be governed.”9 As such critique dreams of a better future,
but it does not necessarily know what that will be. Critique might help
us then to understand the way in which the social issues in contemporary
Western society–namely, growing austerity, the collapse of public health
and education, the rise of nationalistic populism, an epidemic of depression, and the destruction of the environment–are all part of the structural
economic and ideological makeup of late‑capitalist or twenty‑first century society.
Perhaps more importantly for our discussion here is that popular culture is argued to perform the role of critique. Indeed, Terry Eagleton has
argued, in his 2003 book After Theory, that the critical contributions after
the golden age of critique (1965–1980) have primarily focussed on applying
critique to popular culture (or eliciting it from it).10 Rita Felski has, more
or less, repeated this argument in her recent book The Limits of Critique,
suggesting it is still the dominant way in which academics make sense
of popular culture; as a source of critique itself.11 Narrative popular culture (i.e. novels, films and television series), are considered to harbor and
disseminate critique. Stories, in that articulation, help visualize or manifest ideas of a substantially different world. The academic then teases out
these hidden meanings to show that narrative culture is indeed capable
of harboring such critiques. It is consequently a logical step to investigate
what role its readers and viewers of these stories have in this process of articulating different realities.
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The role of the audience in its interactions with narrative popular
culture has had an oscillating theoretical nature, both celebrating the
relation as well as condemning it. The 1940s saw the Frankfurt School
famously argue that the popular culture industry was a site of distraction and oppression as well as a disseminator of false consciousness (so
naturally not capable of harboring critique). This all‑out dismissal of the
possibility of an active audience is not a useful definition for our discussion here, nor does it take the nuances of medium‑audience relationship
into account. Stuart Hall and his colleagues at the British Centre for the
Study of Contemporary Culture (CSCC) argued in the 1960s in favor
of a cautious but open‑minded approach to the utilization of popular culture as critique. The CSCC’s work during this era focused on studying
contemporary culture and its influence on society as well as culture’s potential capacity to effect political change.12 Indeed, it seemed that popular
culture had the capacity to become a de facto site of counter‑hegemonic
potential separate from, for example, social movements. The CSCC similarly established that audiences are not always being duped by movies, as
audience members construct wildly different opinions on the meaning
in stories then perhaps intended by its distributors.13 Now, the internet
has turned into a playground for the non‑academic, or, non‑professional
critic, ostensibly creating a valuable feeding ground for Gramscian counter‑hegemonic transferral. There is an obvious sophistication to online audience interactions with television. The recap fora allow audience members to position themselves opposite television shows, as such they can be
regarded as evaluators of content. Audiences interpret, do research, argue
and reformat their conceptualizations concerning television.14 We know,
vis‑a-vis the cultural studies work, that audiences actively construct
meaning from popular culture, so why is Mr. Robot not instantly creating
anti‑capitalist revolutionaries. How is critique modified in our current
capitalist reality, and how might that, in turn, modify narrative culture
and the critical experience its audience has? For many critics, Foucauldian
critique and its dissemination have been eroded by the forces of capitalism, making the possibility of critique, in its current state, a seemingly impossible task. Mark Fisher has argued that, in the capitalist realist age, the
audience has trouble taking critiques’ tenets seriously because they do not
see capitalism as something that society can surpass.15 For audiences, this
means that they might be constructing meaning (as argued above) but
that they are in fact not creating it directly in relation to aspects of narrative culture that envision the radically different futures. Alternatively,
those critiques that audiences do take seriously, Walter Benn Michaels
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insists, have to do with questions concerning diversity.16 Here critique is
utilized to diversify the white male hegemony by calling for greater and
more visible representation of other races, genders, and identity categories
other than class and as such, cannot do anything to change class inequality itself. The value of messages of diversity is higher than those that address class, which is an economic incentive to feature these critiques more
extensively in information networks. This problematizes, as Jodi Dean
has argued, the communication system that disseminates critique in our
current age. In that system value of a message boils down to its exchange
value; its content, or use value, is deprioritized.17 In that articulation, it
becomes more important how many people will watch a certain show
or how many times a critical article is shared online. The sheer volume
of content seems to, on the surface at least, drown out any ideological
component or political engagement. According to Dean, this is a factor in
the way that neoliberal politics structures the information sphere of society. Dean states that “the circulation of content in the dense, intensive
networks of global communications relieves top‑level actors (corporate,
institutional and governmental) from the obligation to respond.”18
There is an internal issue of volume reflected in the current media
landscape; a phenomenon that I deem narrative excess. Irving Howe long
ago noted that there is a delicate balance between critique and story. That
balance might be hard to strike, even, as Howe puts it, for the nimblest
of dialecticians.19 Indeed, James Wood described this issue in relation
to the lack of human characters in contemporary novels. He suggested
that an abundance of narrative description was essential in hiding the fact
that few modern novels actually contain well‑rounded, human characters.20 Here, however, the demands of story drown out the critical aspects
of narrative culture. The historical journey of critique, the audience, and
its relation posits different possible approaches to understand a critical
piece of narrative culture such as Mr. Robot, this article shows a methodology to empirically assess these different approaches. This methodological approach does not have its own horse in this race, but rather attempts
to show how audiences make meaning from the critical aspects of a specific piece of narrative culture, particularly online.
Locating the criticality of Mr. Robot

Before we examine in detail the fate of Mr. Robot as narrative content,
it is important to understand just how openly critical of contemporary
capitalism the show appears to be. Critiques of capitalism in popular culture are by no means new. Mr. Robot differs from its predecessors in the
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sense that it very much directly identifies and addresses the problems that
stem from capitalism but also critiques the ways in which we are currently trying to get beyond capitalism. Mr. Robot actively asks what would
happen if everything was different, if, as Elliot articulates, if we save “everyone from the invisible hand.”21 This section unpacks different aspects
of this approach to critique, reminding us of the current theoretical approaches to popular culture while showing that Mr. Robot is exemplary for the state of complex TV. First, it will show that Mr. Robot points
directly toward the normalization of the desperate state of the world. In
this manner, it demands its audience to at least entertain the idea of the
abnormality of our current socio‑economic situation. Second, Mr. Robot
addresses how current ways of resisting contemporary issues do not work
properly anymore. Finally, it explains to its viewers that waiting for an
all‑encompassing revolution that will reset the world is not a feasible solution. Simply striving for revolution without acknowledging the necessity
for a plan that extends beyond revolution is, in Mr. Robot’s narrative, considered futile.
Narrative culture has long used science fiction dystopias to critique
those aspects of society that seemed to cause problems for its citizens.
These dystopias, by taking these problematic aspects to the extreme,
held mirrors up to audiences forcing them to think about the inconvenient outcomes of their modes of living. An unrecognizable, naturalized
capitalist dystopia is worth undermining, at least for its critics, and Mr.
Robot reminds us that, through the coupling of the real world to the story world, we all live in Elliot’s dystopia. E‑corp, the mega‑corporation,
and Mr. Robot’s prime antagonist is an amalgamation of different aspects
of Enron and Apple. Aesthetically, E‑corp mimics Enron’s slanted E logo,
but also its prowess as a financial powerhouse is a part of Mr. Robot’s plot.
Apple is reflected in the multitude of digital devices that can be seen in
the show that bear the E‑corp logo. By doing so, it demands that we see
Elliot’s and our own experiences as connected.
Elliot exemplifies how capitalism steers the way we are able to live and
how we illicit happiness from needs that are not our own. Elliot explains
to his audience that most of our wants and needs are mere arbitrary distractions. Many of these explanations are rolled into charismatic monologues that either Elliot or his alter ego, Mr. Robot, eloquently perform
to different characters on the show. Elliot feels that committing to a role
of heteronormativity and complacent consumption might save him from
anomie when he explains: “maybe Sheila can be my girlfriend. I’ll go see
those stupid Marvel movies with her. I’ll join a gym. I’ll heart things on
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Instagram. I’ll drink vanilla lattes.”22 Elliot has a need to live in the reality of a capitalist dystopia for him to feel normal. It helps to reevaluate the dread that is behind the trinkets and pleasures of capitalism, as
Jodi Dean explains: “[I]t is ultimately a hideous sort of blackmail where
we have given up equality and solidarity in exchange for entertainment
and communication.”23 Mark Fisher, in conversation with Dean, retorts
by saying that it is exactly “the drip‑feed of digital stimulus” that makes us
feel alone, as “entertainment and pleasure have become so easily available,
[but] depression is on the rise.”24
On the other side, Mr. Robot critiques the way that society tries to resist current forms of oppression and governance, where protest has become
a less useful tool. The temporality of protest is caused by society’s quest for
the instant gratification of outrage. Revolution dies down when there is
no idea about what happens after the protest. A general theme that runs
through both seasons one and two of Mr. Robot is the uncertainty that
comes with saving the world from debt. It immediately becomes apparent
that erasing debt is not the end‑all that some of fsociety deemed it to be.25
Debt, in the wake of the 2008 credit crisis, had become the quintessential
evil with which American society needed to manage. Debt was no longer
seen as a reliable economic resource but rather as a “system of dispossession” that threatened the basic fabric of social life.26 When Elliot wakes
up after two days of slumber, finding out the hack worked, he is confronted with a big line in front of an ATM. The economy is still dependent on
money. The critiques that were deployed against Mr. Robot’s first season
have been essentially negated by the second. The producers of the series
seem to be well aware of the ineffectiveness of the premise of their show.
The second season focuses on the boardrooms and executives that have
to deal with the aftermath of the fsociety hack, and they do not seem
bothered at all. The chaos that hacks create only strengthens E‑corp’s
power. In fact, it becomes clear that E‑corp had anticipated resistance
on such a scale. It is in a conversation with the Minister of Finance that
E‑corp’s CEO mentions that “this was always going to be the future. The
5/9 attacks just accelerated it.”27 Here E‑corp’s CEO gestures to the total
capitalist takeover of the government. To counteract the lack of money
in circulation, E‑corp makes their E‑coin, becoming the sole owner and
distributor of currency. fsociety has not succeeded and needs to undertake another hack to disrupt the analog data that is still left. The second
season thus concludes the same way the first had, with another attempt
to take down capitalism. Imagining something new, an alternative to capitalism, is always harder than imagining the end of something.28 Elliot
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and his fellow hackers are stuck in capitalist realism. Their stories show us
what is like to live in a capitalist dystopia, where we are all residing in an
eternal present that cannot change without a severe shift in the dominant
ideology.
Audience reception

The narrative culture website A.V. Club hosts digital reviews for the Mr.
Robot series. Under these reviews, the website allows its users to comment
on the review but, more often than not, users post their own, smaller,
reviews. These micro‑reviews address the different aspects of an episode.
Similar online comment sections have been approached as an “online
knowledge community.”29 From this perspective, such communities
are “transnational networks” and “dominant social formations of our
age.”30 As Andrea Hemetsberger and Christian Reinhardt articulate, online communities utilize coding, transactive group memory, instructive
content, discourse, and reflective discourse to make sense of all manner
of cultural and technical products, constituting a “virtual re‑experiencing.”31 This re‑experiencing takes place in so‑called recap blogs. This constitutes the data that was harvested from the different comment sections.
These comments were consequently compounded into Excel sheets and
here the individual comments were labeled with codes pertaining to their
overall content.
The compact question regarding the effectivity of Mr. Robot’s critique
that lies at the heart of this article can be answered through the aid of the
data from such communities. This will aid in empirically testing theoretical speculations from this article’s framework; namely, whether the
overt critiques present in Mr. Robot are compromised by aspects of capitalist realism, communicative capitalism, and identity politics. However,
equally interesting, it will supply data to a question regarding the activity
of audiences. Indeed, Henry Jenkins and Ien Ang, among others, have
been able to show exactly how active audiences can be regarding their role
in the cultural meaning‑making process. However, the analysis of such
activity does not take the type of engagement into consideration, primarily celebrating the counter‑argument to The Frankfurt School’s presumed
audience docility. What is interesting about the research in this section is
that it attempts to show exactly how (in)active audiences may be regarding their role in the transmission and appropriation of counter‑hegemonic, or “critical,” messages transmitted by Mr. Robot.
For that reason, in order to test how audiences engage with a specific critical piece of narrative culture, this section documents a content
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analysis of the audience’s interactions with Mr. Robot that I undertook
using 15249 comments harvested from the A.V. Club site. My analysis locates specific aspects of user engagement, based on coding labels, as they
pertain on a more general level to the engagement with either narrative or
critical aspects of a product (see Fig. 1.1). Then, to further emphasize the
different aspects of the two types of engagement I specify, I focus on more
in‑depth codes. Giving a label to every micro‑review within each subset
allows patterns of viewer engagement to become apparent. For “narrative
engagement,” this relates to comments that pertain to aspects of narrative through sub‑labels of plot, character, actors, dialogue, close reading,
aesthetics, normativity, and production. For “critical engagement,” the
subdivision I used was as follows: capitalism, identity politics, dismissive
of critique, activating, and finance. After the labels of narrative and critical engagement show us exactly what aspect of the show garners the most
attention I can further emphasize which aspects of both narrative and
critique harvest the most attention.
In complex TV, narrative excess, so central to its form, would unwittingly or unavoidably cover up the critiques a show like Mr. Robot also
undeniably harbors. Narrative excess may well be a product of the necessity to enhance, in Jodi Dean’s words, the “exchange value” of the message.
Asking whether this critique can sustain itself amidst the flurries of narrative gives an important insight into the way critique holds up. After
all, my results show that of all 15249 comments, only a fraction concern
themselves with critical aspects of the show (Fig 1.1).

Fig. 1.1. A macro division of audience engagement

The macro‑level picture suggests that critique gets compromised
by narrative because these narratives get connected to the micro‑level
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narration of interrelational storytelling. In other words, even though
we are talking about large‑scale problems like unsuccessful resistance
to economic oppression, we only understand them through the individual histories of the characters. This makes sense from a production
standpoint because characters and recognizable actors are the aspects
of a TV‑series which are most appealing to audiences.32 This appeal functions as a way to keep audiences watching since they become invested in
the personal journeys of the characters.

Fig. 1.2 A division of the largest engagement aggregates

The importance of characters in drawn‑out narrative plots is reflected
in the ways the AV users engage with Mr. Robot. Plot wins out to characters and actors. When plot takes center stage in an episode, critique
suffers the most. Mr. Robot is so plot‑driven because of the doubts that
exist with its audience about the character of Mr. Robot being real. This
research shows that users engagement with the critical aspects of the show
decrease especially when plot is favored, as exemplified by the two distinct
dips in audience engagement with critique in fig 1.3. This is where the
writers introduce new plot points for the audience to mull over. When
these doubts get accelerated we can see that in a lack of audience engagement with critique, even though those “dip” episodes contain significant
elements of critique.
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Fig 1.3 The engagement with critique dips most when episodes with an emphasis on narrative are
aired.

In episode three of the first season, for example, the protagonist is going through withdrawal because of his heroin addiction. The accompanying Lynchian fever dream is filled with aesthetic and textual clues. Some
make sense; others do not. They make great cannon fodder for an audience that is taught to read the narrative of a TV series for clues closely:
Commenter1: From

the first shots of the withdrawal Elliot was experiencing,
I felt like I was the one having increased sensitivity to light and sound and
I was the one writhing in pain. Then down the rabbit hole into the her-
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oin den, blue skies suburb, talking fish, applauding restaurants, Angela in
a wedding dress and back to his main delusion–Mr. Robot–I was literally
shouting WHAT THE FUUCKKKKK out loud, to no one. It was freakin
awesome. (Did everyone realize it was not real from the get go? As soon as
the heroin house bouncer spoke to Mr. Robot and acknowledged he and
Elliott were both real, I knew the experience wasn’t).There is truly no other
show that breaks the fourth wall so well and gives the viewer the experience
of being part of the show’s world like Mr. Robot does.
Commenter2: wait, how do we know the whole heroin scene was a hallucina-

tion? when he wakes up it looks like he’s been shot in the arm, and maybe
Mr. Robot was able to get him out of the heroin den and back to the hotel.
i didn’t even think it was a hallucination until i came upon this review.
Commenter3: I liked this episode’s descent into absurdity. I knew right when

Elliot’s withdrawal symptoms began that the episode was going to mimic
the craziness of detox.Mr. Robot has to be in Elliot’s head (I know I say
it every week)–Angela and Shayla’s kiss was smokin’ hot.–Bad gal Angela
fucking up Ollie’s life at the end was great too.–Really enjoyed the Darlene
+ hijabi girl duo. Even more glad that hijabi girl got some characterizing
lines.

The excess of narrative filler can also be explained by Mr. Robot originally being conceived as a feature film. Transforming the intellectual
property of feature films into Complex T.V. has a habit of of transforming feature films in to television series. It is a common way production
teams attempt to ensure the prestigious nature of the medium.33 Esmail
explains that the end of season one was originally where the first act of his
movie would end. In traditional movie making movies have three acts:
set‑up, confrontation, and resolution. Sam Esmail admits to this when
he says: “[I]t was just my setup. It was just my initial setup.”34 The average
length of a movie is about 111 minutes, but even with a longer runtime
they hardly ever top 180 minutes.35 The first act of a movie counts for
roughly twenty‑five percent of total runtime, meaning that, in the most
extreme case, Esmail would have used forty‑five minutes for all the set‑up
in the movie. Season one of Mr. Robot, which according to Esmail is also
mainly set‑up, has a runtime of 501 minutes, an increase of 1013% regarding running time. Season two has 591 minutes, totaling eighteen hours
and twenty minutes. Would it be unfair to characterize this as narrative
excess? In order to fill all those minutes, there certainly needs to be an
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abundance of narrative filling, and Esmail has explained that its runtime
increased so much because he felt that he needed to develop the narratives
of all the different characters fully.36 This means that the critical component of the show now had to share the narrative space with an increased
number of story arcs. This means that in an average episode of Mr. Robot’s
critique risks being diffused by all this testimonial baggage that is meant
to teach the audience about the different characters:
Commenter4:

[Angela] is self‑interested, not selfish. And if we are to parse
what we know of her character, then this is a new thing for her. Though she
has been shown to be concerned with/having money problems.

Commenter5: There is a special kind of tension to be wrung from making your

main character the most socially anxious person on the planet. I was biting
my nails basically any time Elliot had to have a conversation with someone,
because he is SO BAD AT IT. He can’t fake confidence, or ease, or normalcy, or much of anything really. All he can do is convey his customary blankness and hope other people will fill in the blanks themselves.
Commenter6:

Tyrell is such a unique villain. The man is about domination
(gay assistant, bum punching bag). He knows how to read people and break
them but he does his probing and destruction to their face. Elliot is more
comfortable around a computer screen. He obviously has a hard time doing
it to someone i.e. Bill. I loved Tyrell’s scene with the CFO’s wife. After her
initial brush off of his comments, he knew that their had to be something
he could exploit.

This focus on character and interrelationality is typical for complex
television and has eager recipients in the audience. Commenter 4 shows
a sophisticated understanding of Angela’s character. So sophisticated
indeed that she is capable to test a sort of behavioural hypothesis about
whether Angela’s behaviour in this particular episode is actually in line
with her character. Moreover, as exemplified by Commenter 5, audience
members are capable of combining these aspect of character with that
of television production and make sense of the show and its writing in that
sense. Commenter 6 shows us that appreciation for character, and assertions concerning character inform qualitative analyses of scenes featuring
character. These engagements underline the sophistication of Mr. Robot’s
audience and makes it all the more remarkable that they ignore or refuse
to pick up on the critical aspects of the show.
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Engagements with character and interrelationality envelop critical engagement, as can be seen by the way that Mr. Robot’s story is produced.
A drawn‑out narrative like Mr. Robot’s Season Two allows the maker to fully tell the story of the (lack of) ramifications of a revolution. It
has an abundance of narrative space to tell the story of its “revolution.”
However, one cannot linger on just the dreariness of nothing happening, which was one of Mr. Robot’s main critique of fetishized revolution.
This will make viewers tune out. Episodes need a story arch and preferably a cliffhanger to motivate an audience to keep watching. To attract
a large audience that keeps watching an enhanced focus on narration
drives the production of Mr. Robot. The displeasure of the audience with
E‑corp does not get directed through the oppression of “the people” but
rather through their liability as the killer of parents. Elliot is unable or
able to avenge his dad. Instead of focusing on the macro‑level oppression
that these companies represent, audiences are told the story of the individual because this is what the medium demands. Oppression itself gets
turned into a narrative, and the critique is part of that narrative instead
of the other way around. It can, for instance, be seen in the way that Mr.
Robot represents the ruling class of people in the story world as relentlessly scheming to make it understandable for the audience that oppression
is being manufactured by powerful people at the top of society. However,
the nuance of explaining this through the way the economy works, although present, gets clouded by the stories surrounding the antagonists.
Character‑driven narratives are most commonly employed in the making
of TV‑series. Mr. Robot is no different.
To be critical in contemporary US society is to be critical of issues
of identity. A sizeable portion of all critical engagement with Mr. Robot,
in fact, the biggest at twenty‑eight percent, reflects on the way that issues
of non‑class are represented. These are considered as critiques of dominant ideological concepts surrounding race, gender, and sexuality. One
of the supporting characters, for example, identifies as transsexual, and
whenever she is featured in an episode, the comment section fills up with
discussion concerning pronoun use, current issues surrounding gender,
and references to other television series that deal with the issue. The politics of identity get a warranted amount of attention; however, this diverts
attention away from the politics of class. There is a notable dynamic in
Episode 1.6. In this episode Elliot’s love interest, Shayla, who had been
missing at the hand of Elliot’s antagonist, is revealed to have been in the
trunk of Elliot’s car for the duration of the episode, her life taken at the
hands of one of the antagonist’s henchmen. The loss of a beloved character
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tends to spark much debate in the recap communities, this example being no different. Most comments under the recap for this episode reflect
on Shayla’s personality traits, her role in the overall plot, and the quality
of the acting:
Commenter7: God

I’m going to miss Shayla. I was honestly cheering for her
and Elliott. Everything is terrible.

Commenter8:

For me it was the scene with...the sweet phone call last week
which really enlivened Shayla and gave depth to her character. This is really
good, effective (manipulative–in a good way?) writing. Bye Shayla, thanks
Frankie Shaw for the acting.

Commenter9: That was too dark for me. Shayla was a source of hope and good-

ness for Elliot and now she’s gone. Mr. Robot explains it away by saying that
she was dead as soon as she started working for Fernando.

Here again it becomes apparent that the commenters have a significant attachment to character. This does not however completely obscure
critique. In fact, audiences can be critical of apparent power structures in
Mr. Robot when they refer to structure that, when reorganized, do not
threaten the status quo (see Commenter10 and Commenter11 below).
Despite the fact that most comments (forty‑six percent) deal with the
different aspects of the show that relate to character and plot, there are
still some commenters that are capable of engaging with the critique
of this episode. These comments, however, deal with the representation
of female death and its function in contemporary popular culture. Of the
critical comments (three percent) over half of them deal with the significance of Shayla’s gender in her dying. Most refer to a common trope
called “fridging,” where development in the hero’s story comes at the
hands of the death of a female love interest. Some of them refer directly
to the “equal exploitation” Walter Benn Michaels describes in his writing:
the idea that the workforce that is exploited under capitalism needs to be
diverse as it most important feature (instead of focusing on the aspects
of class oppression inherent in such an economic system).37
Commenter10:

This is only a problem because most protagonists are males.
Killing someone important to a character is, and always will be, a great way
to push them forward, add stakes to the story, ratchet up the tension, etc.
And the most important person in anyone’s life is usually their significant
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other. The fact that most protagonists are male and heterosexual, means
that this will happen most often to women. It is a problem, but the solution
is to have more stories with female/non‑hetero protagonists. Not to simply
never kill a love interest in a story. Now, like any trope, it can be done lazily
and sloppily and come off as exploitative. But tropes in themselves are not
inherently bad. It’s all about the execution (no pun intended).
Commenter11: Characters aren’t alive–they act as their creators decree. If a cre-

ator feels that the murder of a female character is a shorthand, ‘meaningful,’ ‘exciting,’ etc. way for the male character to have more to do then that
creator is a knob and has fridged their female character and deserves to be
raked upon the coals of comments sections the world over.

For critics like Mark Fisher and Slavoj Žižek, the capacity of critique
to engage people is being hampered by a dwindling trust in the ability
of the world to change. The sentiment that Fisher describes in his book
on capitalist realism suggests that at least a part of the critical engagement of the analyzed audience will be cynical of the political propositions
put forward by Mr. Robot. As Žižek explains “[T]he prevailing ideology is that of cynicism; people no longer believe in ideological truth; they
do not take ideological propositions seriously.”38 This idea of not taking
ideological propositions seriously, resonates in the comments under several recaps.
Of all the comments that engage critically with the content of Mr.
Robot, about 18 percent display some type of cynical or dismissive sentiment. The comments that are dismissive of Mr. Robot’s politics continuously label them as sophomoric or juvenile. Here resistance against the
problems that arise from neoliberal capitalism gets framed as coming from
sources that are to ignorant of actual reality, as if they are saying, sure, this
might all be well‑known and true, but all these ideas are not going to help
anyone, this is just how the world is, and resistance is only for people that
are too naive to realize that the world is never going to change:
Commenter12:

There is nothing profound being revealed [in Mr. Robot]
beyond the increasing dangers to our privacy etc. The rest is old news
or conspiracy stuff.

Commenter13: That’s the thing, I don’t find [Mr. Robot] edgy or thought pro-

voking at all. Sure, it has that veneer but gets past that and there’s nothing
except for a bunch of borrowed pieces and parts from other, better movies
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and shows that add up to nothing. The pilot was interesting but it’s gone
downhill from there. There are too many intelligent and interesting programs
on TV right now to waste time with something as juvenile and sophomoric as
this. Too many.
Commenter14: It’s a second‑rate Fight Club rip off without the insight or sto-

rytelling panache and I’m tired of pseudo intellectuals writing vaguely anti‑establishment stories when they don’t have anything new or worthwhile
to say. Wow, The Man sucks. Our things are controlling us. Being slaves
to capitalism is so hard blah blah whatever.

These engagements stand in contrast to individuals that try to subvert
this kind of thinking. These are users that feel that the characteristics
which are mentioned above do not grasp the truth that is present in Mr.
Robot.
Commenter19: I’m 52, and Mr. Robot speaks to truths in the world that most

TV shows won’t touch. Nothing revealed here beyond increasing dangers
to our privacy? The larger theme of the show is the corporate takeover
of our country and the world. Which is very real.

Commenter20:

So much of the criticism of Eliot’s manifestos/monologues
and of the political perspectives of the show seems to be based on the idea
that it’s just sooooo unsophisticated, like somehow being outraged at injustice and corporate malfeasance is some juvenile pose and we should just
really grow up and accept a life of mindless materialism in a corporate oligarchy. Needless to say I found absolutely nothing off-putting about Eliot’s
perspective. His critique of society, as in for instance the internal monologue iPhone rant, seemed pretty spot on to me. But I guess it’s better to just
not think about these things, lest you be seen as unsophisticated.

If Mark Fisher is critical of critique, or the capacity even to be critical,
then these particular users might be deemed to be critical of the critique
of critique. These users exemplify that this cynicism is not a blanket cynicism. For example, in relation to Commenter20 it can be argued that
there is an active attempt to quell the cynicism that Fisher describes. Even
though Fisher prefaces much of his book with a cynicism about the capacity for change himself he does talk about the necessity for a new type
of political subject, perhaps these findings here show us that such subjects
do indeed organically exist. However, the total amount of comments that
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try to divert some of the cynical thinking is slightly less than half of all
the comments that are dismissive.
Conclusion

There seems to be historic and theoretical precedents that suggest that
narrative culture has the capacity to effect change. However, in the case
of Mr. Robot, we can perhaps begin to ask whether we have overestimated
the potential of narrative culture as such. Mr. Robot, as a critical product,
suffers from narrative excess. It demands that we ask whether critique can
be bound up with narrative and still be considered an effective critical
product. The difficulty being, in this case at least, that the two do not
come apart so easily. A prevalent idea in the study of literary and popular culture is indeed that the two can be together and still be effective.
However, even though we are able to establish that Mr. Robot is capable
of combining the two, its audience, the A.V. Club community, in this
example, by and large, is not capable to separate the two. What can be
said about Mr. Robot in that respect is that its medium demands volumes
of story to keep its exchange value up, causing the narrative excess that
obstructs the counter‑hegemonic potential of the show. Mr. Robot’s critiques are being hidden by specific aspects of storytelling in the golden
age of television. Precisely those aspects of television–interrelationality,
long, drawn‑out plots, and mystique–that make a show like Mr. Robot
a successful commodity in the network of messages. It is issues of narrative excess combined with the aforementioned issues of critique in an age
of capitalist realism that helps explain why Mr. Robot is not completely
doing the work of counter‑hegemony at this particular time in history
even as its critiques are being displayed so plainly and clearly.
A number of conclusions can be drawn with regard to the intersection
of user, popular culture, and cultural critique. It is not that a TV‑series
like Mr. Robot does not contain critique (it does); it is not that we cannot
find it (we can); it is not that the audience cannot discern the critiques
are there. Rather, it seems that in this particular moment in history these
critiques fail to fulfil their counter‑hegemonic purpose in full. This has
at once to do with narrative excess, as it has a profound influence on the
ways in which counter‑hegemonic processes can do their work. A remarkably small proportion of the audience (on this particular website, for this
particular show) seem to engage with the critical aspects of a show when
it is so clearly wrapped up in narrative. While narrative can, of course,
be critical in itself it is especially when these narrations relate to (superficial) relation between characters that engagement dips. It especially this
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aspect of these types of narrative shows that make them marketable and
exchangeable in an age of communicative capitalism. Which is not to say
that the audience is inactive, this is clearly not the case, but that activity and politically engaged activity are not the same thing. Suggesting
that the audience automatically understands any meaning they are supplied misunderstands their agency and the way that agency is directed
by capital.
Mr. Robot is not producing anti‑capitalist revolutionaries while its
broadcasting is timed after one of the largest crises of capitalism, what
does this tell us? Considering counter‑hegemony as a pocket of revolutionary potential it problematizes the way it does its work. There is no
instant transformation of the audience, as some of the celebratory views
of popular culture sometimes seem to insist upon. Rather this research
suggests that audience response research is a very valuable tool to discern
whether we can even consider this particular form of popular culture as
doing the work of counter‑hegemony.
This article should be regarded as a proof of concept of a wider project
that might explore the connections between critique and contemporary
narrative culture in greater breadth and depth. When so much of critical analysis today is either stressing the ways in which popular culture
be “problematic,” or emphasizes the ways in which popular culture itself
might be critical how then do we criticize critique? How can scholars be
critical in a way that is useful and not just recycles the current, compromised, nature of critique? Furthermore, it seems that an awareness of the
effects of narrative excess on the criticality of popular culture is necessary.
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How the Women’s March Happened, Or,
Adventures in Digital and Material
Feminist Solidarity
Christina Riley

ABSTRACT
This paper asks if and how the affective dynamics that occurred online
during the formation of the Women’s March of 2017 influenced its ma‑
terial manifestation. To answer this, I intend to highlight how feminist
collective’s affective dynamism online was informed by conjunctures
where neoliberalism’s identitarian politics of redress abutted second
wave feminists’ understanding of a more uniform version of collectivi‑
ty. Drawing on affect theorist Sara Ahmed’s notion of affective econo‑
mies as well as Deborah Gould’s work in Moving Politics, I hope to un‑
cover how digital affect informs collective coherence, both on and
offline, and how this creates space for a new sort of feminist solidarity.
Keywords: affect, Women’s March, feminism, collectivity, intersec‑
tionality
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I invest no ultimate political hope in the possibility of avowing identifications
that have conventionally been disavowed... But here a reformulation is in
order, for it is not, strictly speaking, that a subject disavows its identifications,
but rather, that certain exclusions and foreclosures institute the subject and
persist as the permanent or constitutive spectre of its own destabilization
Judith Butler, Bodies That Matter

When I originally began writing on the Women’s March of 2017, I argued
that it demonstrated a sort of failure of feminist politics. As I re‑approach
the problem of the march, more than a year later, I realize that to designate the movement as more or less successful not only misses the point,
but misconstrues the event itself. The Women’s March of 2017 would
begin as a massive march on Washington, DC, with simultaneous offshoots around the world; post-march, organizers insisted on the effort’s
continuation as a feminist movement in the age of Trump. And with over
3 million people marching in the US alone, this march proved to be one
of the largest mass protests in US history. A microanalysis of the event
would highlight its appropriation of POC feminist organizational tactics
without due acknowledgement, manipulation and disregard for the time
and sacrifices of local organizers, and repeated displays of inept planning
and strategic organization.
And yet, a more comprehensive consideration of the event understands
its merits as working towards the terrain of a new sort of feminist solidarity. But what does solidarity mean in this sense? Working off of Deleuze
and Guattari’s understanding of molarity,1 Jeremy Gilbert notes in his text,
Common Ground (2014), relations of solidarity revolve around expressions
of shared interests. This requires no affinity towards an explicit purpose,
identity, strategy or leader. Butler’s political hope expressed above further
suggests that identity itself is the site of coalitional struggle, and to act at
all as a political subject, we are inevitably dis/avowing certain possibilities over others. Thus, collectivity, particularly at the level of the Women’s
March of 2017, renders forth a certain destabilization of identity which
enables productive ground for motion within the feminist movement.
The Women’s March of 2017 is nestled within a reactive chain of feminist
digital collectives, after #YesAllWomen and before #metoo, where social
media provided an expansive platform to confront the struggles that have
separated feminists for the last century. Yet, what makes it distinct is that
it did have an offline correlative–the march itself. This paper asks if and
how the affective dynamics that occurred online during the formation
of the Women’s March of 2017 influenced its material manifestation.
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I propose that this feminist collective’s affective dynamism online
was informed by conjunctures where neoliberalism’s identitarian politics
of redress abutted second wave feminists’ understanding of a more uniform version of collectivity. Drawing on affect theorist Sara Ahmed’s notion of affective economies as well as Deborah Gould’s work in Moving
Politics, I hope to uncover how digital affect informs collective coherence,
both on and offline, and how this creates space for a new sort of feminist
solidarity. Specifically, I will analyze the march’s Diversity Statement as
posted on their Facebook page as a cultural text to help decipher the affective currents of this feminist collective.
Defining Terms: “Collectivity,” On and Offline

To provide clarification on the utilization of the term “collective”
throughout this text, a brief explanation is in order. In Social Movement
Studies, collectives are considered groups of individuals who have gathered together in a horizontal manner without an overarching figure or
organization directing their coalescence. This includes both spontaneous,
unconscious groupings like in a riot after a soccer game, or more deliberate, political collectivity such as seen with the Occupy movement of
2011. Digital activism also includes “crowd” events termed “collectives”
by Bennett et al.;2 these are coherent, defined online groups that are not
managed by a particular leader or organization. They often sprout spontaneously around expressive appeals and interconnected, chained narration. Bennett et al found that the coherence of these digital collectives
was enabled by “connective actions,” coordinated via information sharing
practices amongst peers. These exchanges are often linked to material social struggles, political institutions and discourses; however, initial participation in digital collectives does not revolve around tactical initiatives
unlike on‑the‑ground activist collectives. The semiotic association utilized by digital collectives is expressed by URLs and/or hashtags which
maintain the coherence of the digital discourse. Bonila and Rosa further
describe the usage of hashtags as not merely performing a search function3, but as a mechanism to categorize a mentality or state of being. They
describe this process of linking oneself to others as “indexing.”4 Broadly
speaking, both terms indicate groupings of individuals without direct
leadership that manage the greater group.
Feminism’s Rifts: The Second and Third Wave Disjuncture

Because this paper argues that historical feminist movements directly inform the dynamics of the Women’s March of 2017, a brief background
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of Western feminism’s historical “waves” is in order. Feminism, or the
women’s liberation movement, involves a wide variety of political campaigns seeking to address the improvement of women’s condition legally, socially and economically. Historically, feminism encompassed
political campaigns concerning everything from women’s right to vote
to more contemporary struggles over reproductive rights. I will focus on
Westernized understandings of feminist studies as three distinct “waves”;
specifically, I will broadly outline differences among second and third
wave feminisms as a backdrop informing the rifts exhibited in the discourse surrounding the Women’s March’s Diversity Statement.
Western first wave feminists sought legal equality during the late nineteenth to early twentieth centuries in the Global North; this resulted in
US suffragettes garnering women the right to vote in 1920. Second wave
feminism sprang up during the early 1960s and lasted until the 1980s.
More broadly concerned with women’s social and economic standing,
this movement attempted to address sexism exhibited in the home, workplace and bedroom, focusing on crusades against the prevalence of domestic violence and marital rape. The key text of this feminist movement
was Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique (1963), which included interviews Friedan conducted with suburban housewives as well as a survey
of psychological concepts, pop culture artifacts, and advertisements.
Many white, middle class, heterosexual women empathized with the
plight of the suburban housewife trapped in her sphere of domesticity.
They became emboldened by the text, finding solidarity in their dissatisfaction with domestic drudgery and support of the feminist cause.
bell hooks’ Ain’t I a Woman: Black Women and Feminism (1981) elaborated on many principles which informed the third wave. hooks deconstructed the racist, anti- women mythologies that have plagued Black
women and reified patriarchic, capitalist Western systems. Audre Lorde’s
essay, “Age, Race, Class, and Sex: Women Redefining Difference,” (1980)
discussed further themes that afflict Black womanhood–heterosexism,
homophobia, and the continued, unconditional support of Black men
despite the prevalence of physical and emotional abuse they inflict on
Black women. Lorde elaborates on Black women’s doubled subjugation
by both the patriarchy and Black men, writing “[b]ecause of the continuous battle against racial erasure that Black women and Black men share,
some Black women still refuse to recognize that we are also oppressed as
women, and that sexual hostility against Black women is practiced not
only by the white racist society, but implemented within our Black communities as well.”5
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Third wave feminism, consolidating into a coherent movement in
the 1980s, was spurred by second wave feminism’s inability to adequately address the concerns of women who were not white, Western, middle
class, heteronormative or other versions of normatively privileged women.
These struggles in feminism challenged an essentialized concept of the
“universal woman,” and actively incorporated postcolonial, Global South
women’s concerns. 1989 was the year that birthed Kimberlé Crenshaw’s
notion of intersectionality which was further elaborated by Patricia Hill
Collins.6 Collins’ Intersectionality (2016) is defined as an analytical method that systematically considers the ways in which power relates on interpersonal, disciplinary, cultural and structural levels. Collins asserts
that these intersections of social inequity form what she terms the matrix of domination which are trajectories, or “vectors of oppression and
privilege.”7
Intersectional approaches to feminism caused it to splinter or sprout,
depending on which iteration of the movement one subscribed to. Black,
Chicano, Arab, Native American, and queer feminisms became more
visible in the public sphere. Postcolonial feminism also developed under
the banner of third wave feminism; it attempted to harness many of these
new feminisms under the umbrella of women’s cultures which had been
marginalized by European colonizers. A pivotal text for this movement included Gayatri Spivak’s 1988 essay, “Can the Subaltern Speak?”
Subalterns are the invisibles in society; they lack citizenship and the affordances that citizenship provides. Spivak asserts that those that are visible
should not impose voice on the subaltern because narration has been the
territory of hegemony. Spivak speaks of the figurative “suicide” of woman
and how death necessitates a rewrite of representation. Such violent erasure is further echoed in Chela Sandoval’s Methodology of the Oppressed
(2000) in which she notes that Frederic Jameson’s “discovery” of the postmodern self as a place of fracture and alienation has forever been the space
of the colonized person. Yet, there is hope for change, for such fracturing
allows an opening for politics.
Constructing a counter‑revolution to mid‑twentieth century’s social movements fighting sexism and racism (MLK‑styled racial equality
movements), Black feminists labored against the calls for egalitarianism
such civil rights efforts upheld. POC feminist groups like the Combahee
River Collective were involved in consciousness‑raising sessions, or safe
spaces where a diverse group of community members could come together to discuss sociopolitical issues concerning everything from gender roles
to penal abolition. These meetings were structured with horizontal power
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distribution–there was no one leader or organization that “ruled” over
the meetings; it was an attempt at establishing a sort of dialogic incubator where knowledge, sentiments, and opinions could all be freely shared
amongst the greater group.
The lack of representation that third wave feminists felt during the
second wave informed strategies such as these. Seeking paths around erasure, third wavers actively worked to make space (linguistically, materially, fiscally, consciously) for all marginalia in the movement. The very term
feminism itself went under fire, for the feminisms of the past had rendered women’s experiences as predominately that of the Western, white,
middle class, heterosexual female. Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble (1990)
deconstructed the naturalized ontology of gender itself, arguing that instead of being born with a gendered identity, we “perform” our identities.
Butler utilizes J.L. Austin’s concept of “Speech-Act Theory” to describe
this process, “Gender is the repeated stylization of the body, a set of repeated acts within a highly rigid regulatory framework that congeal over
time to produce the appearance of substance, of a natural sort of being.”8
While Butler reframed discussions of gender, Barbara Tomlinson investigated the multiplicity of feminisms. Rather than finding despair in
the conflictual demands of third wave (and beyond) feminists, she finds
such struggles for empowerment and recognition as generative of progress. Feminism must maintain flexibility when seeking out new social
issues, goals, and audiences. Social conditions oscillate as does the populace, and feminism must be fluid–it cannot be transhistorical or universal.
When contestation occurs, Tomlinson encourages feminists to consider
how agency may emerge. She surveys pre–existent conflicts–how older
feminists may claim superior knowledge regarding future demands which
foreclose discussions of the present while green, amateur feminists may
deride the lessons of the past. She writes, “Sure of the value of the feminism we have experienced, we sometimes cannot hear the voices of others,
who are framing their own needs and desires for the future they live in
too.”9 These “others” may be arriving at feminism from variant theoretical, historical and political positions which will inevitably complicate
abilities for “a knowable set of commitments, a historical origin, or an
agenda of political acts and obligations.”10
Perhaps it is no surprise that, for Marxist feminist Jodi Dean, the multiplicity of feminism is directly related to its subsumption under global
capital, for it relates to the façade of democratization and array of choice
in the marketplace. In her essay, “Feminism and Technoculture,” Dean
notes that multiple feminisms are conceived around a lack; there are
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always spaces to be filled. Thus, questions such as “how does race complicate this?” are frustrating and necessary. Attempts at blanketing such
problems under banners of inclusive, totalizing intersectionality obscure
the schisms feminism needs to be productive. Dean applauds “power feminists” defined as “media‑friendly, pro‑capitalist, pro‑sex feminism” (24),
and how they represent feminism’s more radical core. The subversive interplay of embracing media capital as a space for empowerment demonstrates the ways in which communicative technologies work to create
new spaces for female agency. Ultimately, feminism is about power, and
to emphasize care, empathy, and equality disrupts empowerment’s potential. Dean, undoubtedly inspired by the work of cyberfeminists such as
Donna Haraway or Sadie Plant, included new media channels as tools
feminists could use in their empowerment efforts.
The Women’s March of 2017

This is a women’s march and this women’s march represents the promise
of feminism against the pernicious powers of state violence. And inclusive and
intersectional feminism that calls upon all of us to join the resistance to racism, to Islamophobia, to anti‑Semitism, to misogyny, to capitalist exploitation.
Angela Davis, Women’s March 2017

“Let’s march together through this darkness and with each step know that
we are not afraid, that we are not alone, that we will not back down, that there
is power in our unity and that no opposing force stands a chance in the face
of true solidarity.”
Madonna, Women’s March 2017

Toted as perhaps the largest march in US history, the Women’s March on
Washington on January 21st, 2017, would be heralded as one of the greatest demonstrations of civil solidarity and resistance. With an estimated
500,000 people in D.C. marching (3–5 million worldwide), there was
much praise regarding the march’s peaceful demonstration for female empowerment. It all began the day after Trump was elected into office, when
Teresa Shook, a Caucasian grandmother living in Hawaii, created a private Facebook group whose aim was to march on Washington. She invited a couple of friends from Facebook and, by morning, the event had been
posted on pantsuitnation.com with over 10,000 members “interested.”
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Spreading with the ferocity of a country reeling from the recent presidential election, creating Facebook march event pages and sharing with one’s
friends allowed members to feel a sense of civic engagement. And because
feelings of utility, purpose spur positive self conceptions, these efforts
were not difficult to engender amongst the greater group. According to an
LA Times interview, Shook said, “That night I just did it because it made
me feel better in the moment, I hoped that people would get on board.”11
Simultaneously, New York fashion designer Bob Bland offered
a “Million Pussy March.”
Pantsuit Nation soon picked up the event as well; this was a private
Facebook group and Twitter hashtag used by Hillary Clinton supporters
during her second presidential bid. More than a year after the march, the
official Facebook event page for the Women’s March has over 700,000
members interested which does not include the unofficial event pages.
Though the Women’s March would hardly be called a single issue effort,
it did bring together nearly 500 different nonprofit and grassroots organizations from a variety of different platforms and member bases. Lead
march organizers emerged separately but then melded into one, originally
dubbed the Million Women March.
Social media, in particular Facebook, undoubtedly enabled participants to organize in ways that felt personal by inviting friends to join
while also stimulating feelings of collective impassioned support. The
movement flourished on Facebook as a sort of catchall for liberal concerns which felt threatened under the impending new administration.
Attendee numbers were bolstered by the general breadth of progressive
issues espoused by the march, an inherent advantage for the event’s visibility. Their website’s “Mission Statement” claims no specified goal, policy, or agenda. They repeat HRC (Hillary Rodham Clinton’s) mantra that
“women’s rights are human rights.”
Unfortunately, this positive groundswell of support was to be replaced
by great division.
Many supporters found the name “The Million Women March” offensive and racially insensitive, for it appropriated the name of a Black
feminist march in Philadelphia in 1997 with no explanation or rationale.
The original Million Women March was formed as a response to popular
[white] feminists who disregarded the struggles of POC–“The [original]
march provided a forum for issues that many blacks feel some women’s
groups do not focus on. Among them were human rights abuses against
blacks, the start of independent black schools and a demand for an investigation into allegations of CIA involvement in the crack trade in black
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neighborhoods” (CNN).12 Organizers quickly sought to remedy the naming controversy by hastily underscoring intersectionality as a core value
on their website while hiring women of color activists–Linda Sarsour,
Tamika Mallory, and Carmen Perez–to lead the effort. Further, they
changed the name to Women’s March on Washington which still echoed
racial justice movements, specifically the Martin Luther King Jr.-led black
worker’s rights march on Washington in 1964, popularly known as the
event spawning his “I Have a Dream” speech.
Post‑march, the “movement” was maintained through their “100
Days/100 Actions” program which provided explicit directions for civic
involvement. A particularly large push was exerted for a Women’s Day
Without Work strike and march that same year, but much lower numbers
of attendees took part (roughly 300). On January 20, 2018, the anniversary of the Women’s March of 2017, thousands again took to the streets,
marching in major US cities from LA (with the largest attendance), New
York, and Chicago to Mar‑a-Lago and abroad with cities like Rome and
London also boasting substantial crowds. Today, the Women’s March of
2017 is still an active organization which alternates focus on issues like
youth empowerment to supporting women running for political office.
Affective Economies and Feminism

I will be utilizing Sara Ahmed’s affect‑based analysis to probe The
Women’s March of 2017’s Diversity Statement as a cultural text derived from schisms amongst the feminisms. Ahmed’s Cultural Politics
of Emotion locates affect as feelings that circulate amongst subjects/objects; it is feeling that develops amongst our social relations and finds
resonance in the body. Ahmed inherits this outside‑in model of sociality of emotions from the sociological tradition; it was Durkheim who
insisted that emotions are constrained by the social, not autonomously,
individually generated.13 But Ahmed also finds this outside‑in approach
problematic, for it presumes that emotions are inherently something the
crowd possesses, rather than something which is constructed within the
crowd–“It is through emotions, or how we respond to objects and others,
that surfaces or boundaries are made.”14 Because objects have histories,
when we interact with an object, we are inevitably interacting with its history which creates an emotive response in us, whether we discern this or
not. Affect is then a relational emotion, or the feeling of changing bodily
states. Thus, Ahmed’s critical task is “how emotions operate to make and
shape bodies as forms of action, which also involve orientations towards
others.”15
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This dynamic of emotional co‑production she terms an affective economy. Ahmed writes, “the movement between signs or objects converts into
affect. Passion accumulates over time. Affect does not reside in an object
or sign, but is an effect of the circulation between objects and signs. The
more signs circulate, the more affective they become.”16 Such emotional
circulation amongst signs produce boundaries, a surfacing of individuals
and groups where identity and culture is understood via difference. Using
a Marxist understanding of capital as the movement of commodities and
money that in their exchange create surplus value,17 Ahmed asserts that
the more affective exchanges circulate, the more affective accumulation
develops.
By not separating emotions from affect,18 Ahmed interrogates Hume’s
notion of “impressions” where affective interchanges in the socius stimulate feelings in bodies expressed via emotional expositions which work
to construct social identities and groups. For Ahmed, affect cannot
pre‑exist meaning, separating our physiological response from histories
we perceive. In Ahmed’s case examples, she analyzes speeches, advertisements, literature, films, and political propaganda, considering the rhetoric
and language used with particular attention given to references, cultural
reception, connotations, and the physiological impact of the texts. She
considers affective triggers embedded in cultural texts, and the reactive
chain(s) that encountering such speech or literary acts incite in us; this
process culminates into a “cultural politics of emotion.”
Ahmed asserts that these culturally‑induced emotions are crucial
to feminist work and pedagogy. She argues that the anger that feminists
are accused of harboring should not be stigmatized. Rather, we do not
have to agree as feminists, and that the discomfort that the greater group
may experience is to feminist work.19 In many ways, feminism is a politics of redress regarding the pain of others,20 and its collective project responds to this pain via shared stories that cannot be the same story. Thus,
this discovery opens up a future for feminists.21 These emotional journeys
define the collective and create solidarity. Ahmed asserts that feminists
must challenge the notion that there are “right” types of feelings or subjects.22 In particular, anger as a reaction to patriarchy’s oppression (and
other hegemonic forces) reminds us that there is no “originary” feeling.23
Feminism’s shape‑shifting encourages its capacity for movement.
In Living A Feminist Life (2017), Ahmed designates a collective as that
which never stands still and is the product of feminist‑inspired movement. Through this process of relaying personal histories, women then
enter into a sharing collective, and by doing so, this collective becomes
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a feminist collective. It is this intensification and localization of sensation that creates a feminist; as we begin to identify the patterns of this
affective accumulation in others, then the feminist collective congeals.
Ultimately, when these cultural artefacts or events become digitally mediated, they carry with them not only the woven histories which initially
inform the object itself, but they initiate a further process of becoming
which encounters with the object induce. As Ahmed’s understanding
of affect demonstrates, when we encounter the object, we alter it. It continues its process of becoming, and a co‑constitution of subject and object emerges. I will use Ahmed’s understanding of affect and feminism
to probe this digital process of collective constitution exemplified by the
Women’s March of 2017.
The Moving Politics of the Women’s March

As an analytical model for an affect‑based case study of a social group,
I will also be working from Deborah Gould’s Moving Politics, which considered the HIV advocacy group, ACT UP. Gould’s text interprets affect
as a motivational factor found in human response that is often unconscious, precognitive, irrational/linguistic. Gould finds this integral for
stimulating political action.24 By applying Gould’s case study to digital
environs, affective frameworks speak to the murkiness of embodiment’s
role in digital communication, for much like affect itself, the body sits
behind the screen of “virtualities, potentialities, eventualities.”25 Social
movements effectively rationalize affect, acknowledging certain feelings
and actions while dismissing others. Gould uses the term “emotional habitus” to describe the emotional predispositions of a social group, allocating a sense of what and how to feel. Affective response shapes the way people feel in a collective, thus the emotional habitus generates insight into
the forces that stimulate sociopolitical movements. Like Ahmed, Gould
understands emotions as not simply interior states, but molded by social
interactions. Affect uncovers power dynamics in social relations, for ideologies and politics emerge through its circulation.26 Gould finds promise
for future activist efforts via affective studies, for “affect has the potential
to escape social control, and that quality creates greater space for counter‑hegemonic possibilities and for social transformation.“27
The ‘Real’ Trump Effect

Gould notes that affective studies must include contextual information
of time and place which inform the motivations behind social exchanges.
For my own case study, I will focus on the night of the march’s i nception
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– the election of Donald Trump. Many political analysts, as well as the
public, felt assured that the veteran politician Hillary Rodham Clinton
would win the nomination. Running high off eight years of the “liberal” politics of the first Black president Barack Obama, many had hopes
for a new precedent to be set with HRC’s election. The “Barack Obama
effect” had idealistically proposed a post‑racial era where racism would
no longer define sociopolitical relations. In actuality, the “Barack Obama
effect” directly related to (after his initial year in office) a jump in gun
sales by Midwestern men, speaking to a sense of fear and unrest regarding
many POC’s perceived newfound equality. White America, particularly
white middle America, felt threatened. Such a sentiment amidst high levels of unemployment in Midwestern and Southern states caused a backlash against popular assumptions of newfangled American progressivism.
Trump was the antithesis to the liberalized Obama, mythologically
distributing uniform access to all. For how does egalitarianism compute
to a working-class white man who has lost his historically informed social
value (gendered, racial, sexual privilege) while watching those formerly
at the under‑rung climb past? He narrowly surveys the closing of factories while his insurance deductibles extend upwards. The neoliberalized American dream promised social and material privileges garnered
through an individual’s competitive strength and superlative ability. For
this sector, a longing for the heyday of white privilege, for the returning
reign of heteronormative hegemony became poised as a potentiality for
“making America great again.” This was not an electoral crowd which
worked from logic. Trump supporters felt pain and anger, displacement
and anxiety. A structure of feeling spread from the South to the Midwest,
from Pennsylvania to Alaska–a tide of aggressive alterity which whipped
backwards in an irate spray of reactionary force.
Yet, when Trump was elected, many Americans were shocked over the
poorly predicted election results. Women, in particular, felt great dismay
over dashed hopes of a female president. Trump’s cavalier sexism was seen
in media leaked statements denigrating women as well as lodging a now
infamous critique against HRC during the presidential debates. An article in Politico reported on a 3,000‑member psychologist manifesto which
charted the effects of Trump’s candidacy on patients–Trump’s combative and chaotic campaign had stoked feelings of anxiety, fear, shame
and helplessness, especially in women, gay people, minority groups and
nonwhite immigrants who felt not just alienated but personally targeted
by the candidate’s message.”28 43% of the national public felt emotional
distress from his political appearance.29
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Aiding in Trump’s visibility were Alt Right news organizations, headed by the soon‑to‑be‑appointed White House Chief Strategist Steve
Bannon. Breitbart News starred shock pundits like Milo Yiannopolous
who mocked Holocaust survivors and scorned feminist organizations.
“Fake news” ironically made national headlines; these were false news stories which circulated rapidly via social networking sites such as Facebook.
Trump’s election relied heavily on fake news which bolstered support for
Trump and simultaneously sewed seeds of distrust amongst the general populace. Fear also became a prominent emotion experienced directly after Trump’s election; fear of heightened discrimination circulated
throughout the nation due to Trump’s political platforms which purported building a wall to keep “Mexicans” out (whom he had previously associated with rape and criminality), imposing a “ban” on Muslims, revoking Obamacare, amongst dozens of other implicitly (and explicitly) racist,
sexist, xenophobic, and big business‑oriented policy plans. The “Trump
effect” purportedly reflected increased reports of school bullying, specifically directed against minorities. There were reports of Black churches
set aflame while hate crimes increased against queer and Muslim targets
throughout the nation.
What further shocked many Americans beyond Trump’s election was
the repeatedly publicized statistic that more than 50% of white women
voted for Trump. Many women around the country felt betrayed by their
gender for not supporting the would‑be first female president. Perfidy was
further felt amongst a schismed Democratic party where a vibrant youth
vote was energized by the socialist‑democratic ideals of Bernie Sanders
who refused to support HRC. Therapists across the country were advising
nail-biting women post‑election to join the Women’s March of 2017 for
a sense of enhanced solidarity and support.
Oh, Audrey…

All of this swirling sociopolitical milieu worked to color the tone of the
digital dialogues abounding on the Women’s March of 2017’s Facebook
page. I will begin my analysis with The Diversity Statement and its ensuing commentary.30 I will employ this document to understand how
identitarian battles within this feminist effort produced certain affects
that shaped this feminist digital collective as well as the ‘on-the-ground’
marchers.
As mentioned earlier, after the Million Women March naming debacle, organizers issued a “Diversity Statement” on the group’s Facebook
page. The statement was posted on November 20th, 2017, by founder Bob
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Bland. It was intended to be contrite, correcting the appropriation of the
black feminist Million Women March, which suggested transparency,
concern and responsiveness by the organizing team. The statement was
presented as an “origin” story of sorts, acknowledging in an apologist
tone that all founders of the movement were white women. The motif
of intersectionality (presented sans definition) was a necessary component to the march’s goal of inclusivity, and this was repeatedly stressed
via four repetitions of the term “together” as well as the repetition
of terms “inclusive,” “united” and “ALL.” Further emphasis was placed
on the call to carry the march’s energy into a movement which would
go far beyond the material march’s date. The Diversity Statement had
892 shares and 4.6k likes which up until that date represented one of the
most visible posts.31 This inevitably changed as the march loomed closer–enthusiasm and participation spread resulting in more and more post
likes, ranging from the thousands to, at its zenith, thirty thousand likes
for posts encouraging attendance days before the event. It is worthwhile
to note that likes and shares tapered off post‑march, with most posts
in the last two months averaging several hundred likes and peaking at
a couple thousand.
As for the Diversity Statement, the initial comments were ones of support though they pointed out the (ironic) misspelling of Audre Lorde’s
name as Audrey (an anglicized spelling of the name) whom the writers
had quoted in the introduction–“It is not our differences that divide us. It
is our inability to recognize, accept, and celebrate those differences.” This
mistake was quickly corrected through four early comments which pointed out Bland’s mistake. Such negligence is indicative of the racialized
discord and non‑communication which haunted the Women’s March of
2017. Overall, nearly 400 comments mentioned such terms as ‘solidarity,’
‘support,’ ‘oneness,’ ‘inclusivity,’ and ‘all.’ intriguingly, most comments
exhibited a polarity in response. Half supported the name change as an
effort to be more inclusive while others, predominately white women,32
felt the name change indicated ‘infighting’ and ultimately led to feelings
of rupture. Questions of what solidarity meant resurfaced– did the term
represent the universality of womanhood as second wave feminists maintained, or must solidarity encompass intersectional concerns?
Over 220 comments dissented entirely–either over the lack of the name
change effectively righting the wrongs of racial appropriation or defending the name change against detractors (generally arguing under the rhetoric of ‘unity’). Many who fit into the latter category argued that white
women who were offended over the name change did not understand
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what “white privilege” was (with repeated links to a Huffington Post article titled, “What is White Privilege?”. A sampling of these categories
of commentary may be seen below:
Person 1: I was appalled when I first saw the name of this march, and am glad
some efforts have been made to change that, but this thread makes me sad and
I do not know how I can participate if I know the voices of so many are unwelcome because they have experiences white women find threatening.
Person 2: We are trying to stand united against a system that is looking dangerously like it wants to set women’s rights back. We simply do not have time for in
fighting! Those who stand against us use the infighting to divide and conquer.
Person 3: I will have to check it out because growing up dirt poor from the
wrong side of the tracks and I’ve never felt privilege and I have been fighting
for equally for all women since I was in jr high I’m now 61 and here I go again
guess I’ll be fighting for it until the day I die
Person 4: [to Person 1] I am at an awe as to why this Facebook post needs to be
a discussion of anything but organizing a march and its details. That is what the
post is called! Women’s March...why it became a discussion of other issues is
beyond me. Keep up the hard work.

The top response expressing “shame” was repeatedly stated, nearly ten
times through the chain though not nearly as often as angered “white
privilege” responses were given. Gould suggests that shame provides productive grounds for partnership building–shame does not necessitate
shaming, but rather when done in a way that is non‑moralizing and educative, it can illustrate the ways in which a white person may feel “shame
about her ignorance, about her complicity in structures of racism…here…
the feeling of shaming itself might elicit a positive political effect.”33
Of particular note was that ‘white privilege’ was only briefly mentioned in the Diversity Statement–“It is important to all of us that the
white women who are engaged in this effort understand their privilege
and acknowledge the struggle that women of color face.” Yet, the gross
majority of dissension and debate throughout the nearly 900 comments
addressed the issue of white privilege. Many of the white privilege deniers
were middle‑aged to older white women who argued against a literal reading of the term “white privilege” which was never defined by the organizers. Citing difficulties of poverty, sexism, and various health, physical
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disabilities, many of these women refused to acknowledge that their
whiteness granted them a certain degree of social access or preference.
Many also expressed anger over perceived moralizing responses suggesting elements of racism in denial of such privilege (including several “F*
you” directives). Gould noted similar racialized tension in her work with
ACT UP members, stating, “Whatever one’s tone and intention, challenging whites to consider how they are actively working to erode their
own privileged position in society might provoke or amplify already existing “white liberal guilt”—that is, whites’ guilt about racism (and fears
of appearing racist), along with resentment at being made to feel guilty
about historical and contemporary events in which they may have had
no part.”34
Several “diversity dissenters” arguing against white privilege attempted to defend themselves against what they perceived as indictments of racism by stating that they had worked in feminist efforts before, and such
discussions on race only worked to factionalize the greater group as seen
in the following example (notice too the emphasis on capital investment):
Hey stop the white privilege crap. This is simply about protesting the trumpster
and all of his views. I am 64 and veteran protester. Y’all are over thinking this.
It’s for everyone who wants to go and protest his ridiculous and very dangerous
views. I have invested a ton of Money on this and hope y’all calm down and focus on getting a permit along with the logistics. It should be for everyone. Just
say that and quit the stupid squabbling. we are all protesting the same thing,
right?

Many stated they had “black husbands” or worked in “black school districts,” in an attempt at unifying racial discord, demonstrating what Gould
noted as notions of “universalism and progress” which seek egalitarianism
despite overt theoretical or political impediments.35 Older white females
are historically more familiar with the overt racism displayed during the
segregation era of the 1950s and 60s. Consequently, they are more inclined
to argue in favor of substantive progress towards racial equality efforts,
for racism today looks unlike its past manifestations. Repeatedly, these
comments exhibited how the democratizing comfort of second wave feminist notions of equality butted contentiously with third wave feminism’s
schisms which could have produced an alienating effect for many feminists of previous generations. Racially‑imbued dissension in this context
produced a variety of passionate reactionary responses. Perceived identity
difference can thus produce feelings of “resentment, anger, guilt, hatred,
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fear of betrayal, and fear of loss of power and recognition” which were all
displayed throughout the “white privilege deniers” responses.36 When attempts at recognition and understanding are not achieved effectively for
the majority, a perceived moralism may erupt through this sense of loss–
loss of the potential for egalitarian inclusivity.37
Creative social interactions erupting during digital collective organization are certainly capable of producing political and/or social change,
but for such demands to be met, one must recognize the endurance of social and political structures that continue to persevere around movement
members. Christina Dunbar‑Hester’s study of media activists notes the
ways in which communicative technologies are material, bodily, and
discursive sites “where social identities and social structure may be reinscribed and/or resisted” (130).
Though those that combatted the “white privilege deniers” included both white and POC respondents, it is worthwhile to note that the
emotional habitus occupied by marginalized groups inevitably is shaped
by their individualized experiences of oppression. This works for white
women claiming economic impoverishment as well as POC commenters
speaking from their personal encounters with racism that is both recognized and unrealized. Further discord circled around demand for other
marginalized groups who were not named–most notably, disabled persons. There were calls for conservative women and Trump voters to not
attend as well as squabbling over if the march was a protest, rally, or had
a specific aim.
Many comments called for POC women to abstain from the march
in solidarity for POC feminist resistance; these included links to former
local march organizer Brittany Oliver’s blog which provided a sampling
of POC dissension responses. Oliver was a former Women’s March organizer in Pennsylvania who publicly blogged about her “silencing” over not
only the initial name change, but the second name change as well. Oliver
asserts that she was not alone, that there were multiple other state administrators upset over the renaming. One direct repercussion of this naming
appropriation is that when one Googles the search terms, “The March
on Washington,” the 2017 march’s results populate first, once again erasing POC history from mainstream knowledge banks. She writes that
her and fellow name‑dissenters were consequently kicked out of private
Facebook groups, and their comments were blocked on their own event
pages. Throughout my own research of not only the Diversity Statement,
but further consideration of posts on the Women’s March page, many
comments mentioned that they were “waiting for their comment to be
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approved” or the administrators needed to continue to block “trolls”
whose comments were not presently shown on threads. The administrators and Facebook moderators (working off of “flagged” community
posts) kept tight control over displayed community content, perhaps also
complicating the ability for productive, dynamic dialogues.
Brittany Oliver’s blog (among others) also noted that what ultimately quieted dissenting local organizers’ voices was the acknowledgement
that their role forced them to take full liability for any illegal actions due
to the lack of a national umbrella organization which could absorb their
legal accountability. These march organizers filed no legal paperwork, nor
were they educated on what the legal ramifications were for starting an
unincorporated association. Many had started fundraising pages which
opened them up to fiscal liabilities such as repayment due to fraud, tax
evasion or direct responsibility for any civil suit filed against their state
organization.
The Diversity Statement thread indicated further fragmentation via
anxieties over earlier media coverage reporting the lack of the organization’s march permit. Over one hundred comments were concerned about
the permit not having been received by the movement’s founders. Some
comments even decried trusting “bougie New York social advocates” asking if “anyone knew what they were doing?” Issues of class were not addressed except when a few stray comments maintained that they could not
afford to go to the march. Comments asking about free rides or cheaper
places to stay were met with impractical responses that suggested creating
a GoFundMe page. Lastly, dozens of comments inquired about the actual
focus of the march–was it anti‑Trump? Was it for universal human rights?
Women’s rights? Women’s reproductive health? And intriguingly, specific
to the Women’s March of 2017’s presence on Twitter, their comment‑feed
during this time featured vocal contestation from men who wished to be
involved but felt the movement alienated them by not directly appealing
for their inclusion.
Over‑responsiveness by organizers caused a certain air of ambiguity in order to maintain high member numbers; they were continually
trying to mollify each demographic sector. The Women’s March of 2017
originally edited out a statement published on their website in support
of sex workers’ rights, and days later edited it back in. The iconography
utilized by the march overtly attempted multicultural, multiracial inclusivity. Nearly every image featured multicultural women, and in one
example, their multiracial hands are clutching together to support a tiny
white bird.38
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Shepard Fairy, the artist behind the renowned Obama “Hope” image,
was even called to contribute to their intersectional imagistic plight. All
of the Women’s March of 2017’s imagery felt overt in its attempts at inclusion, so much so that January 5th ’s Washington Post Express printed
a cover story of the march which may have been positive publicity except
they published the gender symbol for male instead of female.
On the day of the march, there was a sea of pro‑life feminists who
showed up with a huge banner which read, “Abortion is a tool of the
patriarchy,” offending many women who supported one of the march’s
main sponsors, Planned Parenthood. Many transwomen felt that the sea
of pussy hats prioritized ciswomen’s representation. Oh, and perhaps the
most widely shared photograph of the march? Angela Peoples, an activist
and political strategist, created a sign for the march that would be shared
a million times over; it simply said, “Don’t Forget: White Women Voted
for Trump.”39 The image showed Peoples holding the sign, sucking on
a lollipop and staring off into the distance while three white women in
pink pussy hats took selfies with the White House looming behind them.
This image spoke to the unresolved racially‑imbued dissonance that continued to divide not only the Women’s March of 2017’s attendees, but
women in the voting booth.
As mentioned previously, the day of the march proved to be widely successful in regards to the number of marchers who turned out–3–5 million
worldwide- with almost 3 million marching in the US alone. Crimson
Hexagon, a data analytics company, compiled social media data throughout the month of January. After pre and post‑election social media listening, they found that the sentiment which grew the most was that of joy.
To better understand this change in sentiment, researchers considered
the widely shared hashtag #whyimarch. They found that the most used
words–equality, human rights, equity, respect, democracy, and racism40–
were all directly associated with the march. This suggests that marchers felt
the promise of change despite a lack of consensus on what the march’s principle objectives sought. Despite–or perhaps because of–the struggles over issues such as inclusion and white privilege seen via the Diversity Statement’s
issuance and response, the primary affect exhibited throughout this march
was joy. The wide‑ranging issues marchers were invigorated by undoubtedly influenced this digital affect. Though there was discord regarding the
lack of specificity in the march’s agenda, it was it’s lack of central focus that
encouraged such broad participation and approbation. Intriguingly, 94%
of the march’s participants were protesting Donald Trump while 26% (the
second highest march motivator) were there to support Women of Color.41
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Other stated reasons for marching including supporting leaders and organizations like HRC and Planned Parenthood.
Jeremy Gibson’s, Common Ground, explores the intricacies of solidarity
and collectivity in a post‑neoliberal world. As the hegemony of neoliberal
bourgeois ideology crashes, individuals begin to reawaken themselves to the
political potential of collectivity. Liberalism taught individuals that groups
gathered around authority figures or symbols–a leader, organization, or nation–and that without these, the group dissolves. However, in the wake
of gross inequality and socioeconomic disillusionment, these beliefs are
eroded. He writes that collectives emerge as, “Decisions are taken, or rather
they emerge, but they are not, as the liberal imagination presumes, the actions of individuals or of meta‑individual institutions: rather, they occur in
the interstices between bodies and between conscious intentions.”42 Much
like Ahmed’s affective economies, the digital collective of the Women’s
March of 2017 rallied around the sentiment of fear post‑Trump’s election
and was able to engage in instantaneous, wide‑reaching online dialogues
which addressed longstanding fractures within the greater movement.
This dialectic further cohered a collective of individuals voicing their opinions online which created a sense of solidarity that was further cemented
amongst bodies moving together in symbolic political spaces.
The feminist movement’s reliance on solidarity, particularly a decentered, discordant type of solidarity, is a defining feature and advantage for
the movement. Gibson notes that the women’s movement “never cohered
into a singular organization with a coherent identity but operated through
decentralized networks of local groups and complex sets of federated and
affiliated organizations, with the most famous form of organization being the leaderless and mutually constituting ‘consciousness‑raising group,’
a nonspecific site for the general intensification of militancy and empowerment.”43 It worked to make visible cultural conditions that had previously been invisible–such as patriarchy, sexism and hegemony–and it worked
on legal, social, economic, and cultural fronts. It is no surprise, then, that
intersectionality would emerge amongst the terrain of women’s empowerment work, for feminism has historically worked amongst the apertures
of gendered oppression. These struggles do not require a shared identity;
rather, they rely on common desires like fights over gender equality.44
Fittingly, Gibson has recently written about “joy” as a result of solidarity–a non‑universal, horizontal, decentered form of solidarity–“[a]cting
in solidarity or expressing solidarity is often difficult, but difficult things
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can enhance our capacities and our creative and relational potential. And
that’s what joy means, technically speaking.”45 It is no surprise then, that
the Women’s March engendered the dominant sentiment of “joy.” A productive form of solidarity was reached amongst the identitarian battles
over race, class, and ideology that were demonstrated online as the future‑marchers congealed. In this digital space, feminists gathered in
a shared reaction of pain and fear over Trump’s victory, and together they
would move forward in the streets of Washington, DC, New York, L.A.,
Boston, London, and Paris to protest an assemblage of oppressions… replete with in‑fighting, non‑consensus, and an arsenal of emotionality. It
is as if digital spaces like Facebook or Twitter were able to provide an
analogous terrain for debate that Black feminists historically held with
their consciousness‑raising sessions.
As of today, it is difficult to point to direct concrete social or legislative
effects of the march or its continuing efforts.46 47 This does not mean that
the march was a failure; it may be a failure in its status as an isolated event
that directly engendered a new social movement, but as an extraordinary
occurrence which provided a sense of support and solidarity for many
women, it was ingeniously successful. And in regards to critical consideration of the march, to neglect the dynamism of feelings as intrinsic to the
feminist cause is to deny the ability to reappropriate that which served as
a catalyst for our past and present disenfranchisement. Feminists’ interest in the work of emotion and its pertinence to the movement towards
equality range from Marxist feminist Silvia Federici’s call for housework
wages (“They say it is love. We say it is unwaged work. They call it frigidity. We call it absenteeism.”48) to Barbara Tomlinson’s empathetic support
of the angry feminist trope (as well as its associative emotions of betrayal
and ridicule). To study feminist collectivity–both on and offline– thereby
necessitates a focus on the role of affect/emotion in inspiring a new genera
of women’s empowerment. What the Women’s March of 2017’s collective
strikingly represents is a feminist effort that successfully garnered the energies produced via the thorny, contentious attempts at solidarity cultivated amongst the chasms of member dialogues, identities, and foci. No,
the Women’s March of 2017 did not topple the Trump regime, nor did it
stabilize the status of women’s organizations like Planned Parenthood.
But what the Women’s March of 2017 did do was engender an alternative
example of feminist solidarity that still able to cohere, in all of its necessary entanglements, both on and offline.
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“Americanists in Unexpected Places”:
An Interview with George Blaustein

George Blaustein is assistant professor of American Studies at the
University of Amsterdam and the president of the Netherlands Amer‑
ican Studies Association. His recent book out from Oxford University
Press, Nightmare Envy & Other Stories: American Culture and Europe‑
an Reconstruction (2018), is a considered and thoughtful look at the
conditions under which American Studies developed in Europe in the
immediate months and years following the end of the Second World
War. Using the Salzburg Seminar in American Civilization (now Amer‑
ican Studies) held at Schloss Leopoldskron in Austria as a touchstone,
Blaustein teases out how the involvement of F.O. Matthiessen, Marga‑
ret Mead, Alfred Kazin, and Ralph Ellison, among others, in its early
years contains the initial strains of what was possible for an incipient
movement now taken for granted.
In this interview, which took place across several email exchanges and
video conference, Blaustein discusses what brought him to the topic
of his book, the significance of the Salzburg Seminar, the curious case
of American Studies in Europe, and the historicization of American ex‑
ceptionalism as a key concept in the development of American Stud‑
ies in the United States and abroad.
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1. How did you arrive at this project? Was there any particular text or
situation which piqued your interest?
I had written an essay about the origins of American Studies while in
grad school, and it took me some time to settle on a dissertation topic. Familiar story. My advisor, Werner Sollors, was working on the book
that became The Temptation of Despair, and he sent me a tip that the
Salzburg Seminar had an interesting archive. A mostly untapped archive
related to post‑1945 American occupations in Europe appealed to me—
this was in the era of American occupations of Afghanistan and Iraq.
And the Salzburg Seminar’s archive satisfied the nagging sense I had that
whatever account I’d received in grad school of “American Studies” as
a project was incomplete. That’s the abbreviated grad school prehistory
of this book.
2. We share an interest in the first years following the Second World
War. How did you arrive at the decision to focus only a matter of a few
years? What led you to periodize as you did?
It’s customary for standard history textbooks to jump from “World War
II” to “Cold War.” But those years from 1945–1948 attract cultural historians because of their vividness and weirdness: cultural expression and
politics that would be less likely in the years to come. I also knew very
little when I began graduate school about the American occupations
of Germany and Austria. I put all of this away for awhile after finishing
the dissertation; when I came back to it, to reimagine it as a book, the
scope extended backward in time rather than forward. I wanted to understand the interwar period, and to make the Cold War my endpoint.
3. Since I have moved to Poland, I have been more conscious of small
moments of American exceptionalism inhabiting the writing and
utterances of my American colleagues. Your book historicizes the
modern usage of the concept and situates its use in the post‑war peri‑
od against more recent understandings. I was wondering if you could
summarize how the term threads through your book?
What a weird term. In the book I suggest that it has become American
Studies’ founding heresy: our reason for being and the thing we have
to purge. One scholar even speaks of driving a “stake through the heart
of the unquiet corpse of American exceptionalism.” But it isn’t one corpse,
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and anyway that might be a less than illuminating metaphor. The term, it
seemed to me, needed more splitting and less lumping.
It was originally a Stalinist coinage: in 1929, the American wing of the
Communist Party suggested that communism might succeed in the
United States without a violent revolution. Stalin dubbed this the “heresy
of American exceptionalism.” Midcentury Americanists in the U.S. hardly used it. Only in the Reagan era did the word “exceptionalism” become
a thing to believe in or not believe in. And it is preposterous to demand
belief in a premise while also insisting that the premise is not a premise
but a fact. This should go without saying. Scholars arguing about exceptionalism were often using a vocabulary that had been hijacked.
The book offers a disaggregation of “exceptionalism,” not an endorsement of it, whatever such an endorsement would mean. Joyce Appleby’s
old observation that exceptionalism is the Americanist’s “unique form
of Euro‑centrism” strikes me as quite true. This includes the obsessive
need to differentiate; it also includes the tendency among social scientists
in Margaret Mead’s generation to read “America” into so many non‑European places. My second chapter, on the career of “national character”
as a concept, considers the unlikely cross‑national and cross‑cultural
projections to be found in the writings of Mead, Ruth Benedict, and
David Riesman. Mead on Samoa and New Guinea, Benedict on Japan.
Riesman’s 1950 bestseller The Lonely Crowd: A Study of the Changing
American Character, is an argument against Americans’ own self‑understanding. For instance, he describes an experiment with his students:
he makes them read Ruth Benedict’s classic Patterns of Culture (1934),
an ethnographic typology of the Kwakiutl (aggressive!), the Dobu (paranoid!) and Hopi and Zuñi Pueblos (gentle!), and then asks those students which character most resembles American character. All of the
students say Americans are aggressive or paranoid, but surprise!, the
very fact that these students say so suggests our gentleness. (I have made
this sound ridiculous, which it often was, but Riesman was a brilliant
writer.)
That’s one example. The book offers varieties of exceptionalism,
partly reflecting my own agnosticism and indecision. The first chapter,
“Americanists in Unexpected Places,” is a sprawling, centrifugal history
of American Studies. The field has never had the disciplinary coherence
of, say, history. So it takes some ingenuity to bring together the “radical
roots” of American Studies inside the U.S. with the 1920s/30s‑era trajectories of American Studies outside the U.S., and then to arrive at a consideration of the postwar period.
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Within the U.S., the key gesture of Americanist scholarship was
to figure America as alternately unique and exemplary, and then very
often to explode that mystique of uniqueness. One could, say, contemplate the United States as the exemplary multi‑ethnic democracy, or demystify its claims to exemplariness. After 1945, insisting on a distinctly
American historical path was not necessarily the same thing as claiming
the United States was exempt from the forces of history—although it
would be poignant for an entire field to be built on a wish for such exemption. “America” was defined by non‑catastrophe. European disaster
was the norm; America was the exception. It can seem as if Americanists
desperately cordoned off America from the world, or from “Europe.” But
casting the American experience as singular did not inoculate American
culture against a European future. Americanists might have imagined
an America exempt from European disaster, but could also realize that
the exemption was provisional, more wish than reality. And having lived
through the same period, they saw a measure of irony in it. In that sense,
at least, I could suggest that what we look back on as a pernicious “exceptionalism” was in fact a layered and halfway‑hopeful posture toward
a ruined world.
That’s the U.S. side of things; preoccupations with uniqueness followed very different trajectories outside the United States. The book follows some of them. The most cogent thing I’ve read on the subject is Peter
Bergmann’s powerful historiographical essay, “American Exceptionalism
and German Sonderweg in Tandem.” Behind the dry topic of academic
American Studies lies a meta‑drama of exceptionalism, Sonderweg, and
Japanese uniqueness. Bergmann notes that these discourses “ran on parallel tracks, not only countering but also bolstering each other.” All three
countries had, supposedly, arrived at modernity by exceptional routes:
an incomplete modernity in Germany and Japan, or, in the American
case, by the absence of anything truly pre‑modern. All had violent frontier traditions. The founder of American Studies in Germany, Friedrich
Schönemann, framed the U.S. as both unique and paradigmatic during
the heyday of Nazi Amerikakunde. In Japan, Yasaka Takagi entirely absorbed Frederick Jackson Turner’s frontier thesis (Takagi studied with
Turner in 1919) and directed it toward Japanese expansion.
This has become a long answer. But to complete the summary: the third
and fourth chapters of the book are the most tightly focused on institutions and people. Chapter 3 is about the Salzburg Seminar in American
Civilization, the founding institution of American Studies in occupied
Europe. In 1947, Mead, F.O. Matthiessen, and Alfred Kazin were among
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the Americans “carrying the word abroad” (Kazin’s phrase), bringing
American literature and culture to European ruin. The Europeans were
former Nazis, some communists, displaced people, Jews. Some of the
former Nazis had been in American POW camps (themselves racially
segregated), where they’d drank heartily the democratic draught of Walt
Whitman or James Truslow Adams’s “American Dream,” and in the archives they’re the ones really waxing rhapsodic about American democracy. This is not to say their image of the United States was true—only
that the archive reveals a powerful myth of America in creation. So that
chapter suggests that what we now call exceptionalism was not a form
of nationalism but was understood to be an antidote to nationalism.
The book’s last chapter is about the literary scholar F.O. Matthiessen.
When people speak of the radical roots of American Studies in the U.S.,
Matthiessen is one of their protagonists: the gay Christian socialist best
known for the 1941 book American Renaissance. That book found in
Emerson, Hawthorne, Thoreau, Melville, and Whitman the expression
of a democratic culture. Matthiessen committed suicide in 1950; it is possible to see him as an allegory of the left and a casualty of the Cold War.
I also think he is stranger and more vivid than that. I cover that terrain
but also follow him after the war, to western and eastern Europe.
4. This is immediately related to the previous question, but I want
to set it apart. We had discussed your reading of all the ASA president
speeches. Do you wish to comment on how the similarities and dif‑
ferences between how American Studies exists in the US as opposed
to elsewhere? I suppose we could perform this exercise between the
Netherlands and Poland as well. So, as a follow‑up, to what extent
do you think, to paraphrase your formulation, American Studies con‑
tinues in the form of national movements as opposed to a more or less
homogeneous field?
To answer this question we should back up and think about how we tell
the history of American Studies. If we tell it as ONE story, and if we start
that story in 1945, then we would probably use one of these narrative
arcs: from Cold War consensus to Vietnam Era dissensus; from blindness about American imperialism to the exposure of American imperialism; from a blinkered exceptionalism to a critical transnationalism; from
complacency to critique; from complicity to resistance, and so on. These
are the familiar arcs of American Studies in the U.S. The transnational
turn in American Studies cemented that account of the field. I was in
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grad school at the high point of that turn; this book is a product of it.
But at the time—years into a disastrous and unilateral War on Terror—
that research agenda was bundled with a polemical transnationalism.
“Exceptionalism” seemed related, as homonyms are related, to the insidious “state of exception” that Carl Schmitt theorized for Nazi Germany.
But the binary—“exceptionalism” vs “transnationalism”—struck me as
false.
My main premise is that we shouldn’t be telling just ONE story
about American Studies, because that one story will be incomplete and
uninteresting. I don’t find the usual broad arcs all that instructive for
the present, and they start to crumble when we approach the histories
of American Studies with a finer grain. My book is, among other things,
a catalog of things left out: other trajectories, hidden histories, ironic
twists. I wanted to highlight some of the less familiar stories from the
Americanist century: the European pre‑histories of American Studies
between the wars; Nazi prisoners of war reading Whitman in American
POW camps; the place of American Studies in the American military occupations of Germany, Austria, and Japan. Those were the things I found
most surprising as a researcher, so I foregrounded them.
But your question hints at the politics of American Studies today.
Working in Europe, especially now, has made me think differently about
this question. In the U.S., American Studies is defined by dissent, in the
sense that righteous dissent is the prevailing, common‑denominator justification of the field. Consider the American Studies Association’s call
for a “dissent mixtape.” This is not new; Winfried Fluck diagnosed the
pattern quite well back in 1993, in an essay called “The Humanities in
the Age of Expressive Individualism and Cultural Radicalism.” The situation is simply more pointed now. Good scholarship persists, obviously—
centrifugally as ever—but it persists despite, rather than because of, the
field’s governing polemic. While claiming to broaden the field geographically, the transnationalist polemic narrowed it ideologically—or maybe
narrowed it temporally, in the sense that scholarship ends up trapped
in a hyper‑presentism or pseudo‑presentism that can be paralyzing or
self‑defeating.
This is not an argument against dissent itself, obviously. It is an argument against a merely decorative academic dissent, or against dissent
per se as the justification for an academic field. My own politics probably
aren’t very different from the standard American Studies scholar’s politics. But I have my doubts about whether righteous resistance can sustain
scholarship, and I worry that we exaggerate our power and importance
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when we justify ourselves in those terms, especially when American
Studies faces the same crisis of employment in a neoliberalized university
that all endeavors in the humanities face.
The disaster that Trump represents, I suspect, will challenge or superannuate justifications of American Studies as a field, in ways that are
hard to predict. I sometimes think American Studies both was and wasn’t
primed for that disaster. The field had consolidated around magisterial
critiques of imperialism and neoliberalism. Yet it is hard to shake the feeling that as a field it was unprepared for older‑style authoritarianism on
the one hand and actual imperial breakdown on the other. It is a curious
predicament.
I don’t have a satisfactory answer to any of this. But it is worth noting
that the American polemics don’t necessarily apply to the European scene
in the same way. Certainly the way Americanists periodize the history
of their field doesn’t apply to American Studies abroad, and the tendency
to see the history of American Studies in terms of complicity vs resistance
leaves out so much: other dynamics of the national, the international, the
supranational. Hence my casting about for earlier origin stories, other
origin stories, other configurations. From a European perspective, the
exceptionalism/transnationalism “debate” was a tempest in an exceptionally American teapot, insofar as the best European scholarship surpasses
American scholarship in its transnational and comparative scope, and it
has done so without self‑congratulation or self‑flagellation.
5. Could you briefly explain what the Salzburg Seminar(s) in American
Civilization were and how you see them as the start of modern
American Studies in Europe?
The Salzburg Seminar in American Civilization was founded in the summer of 1947 by an Austrian émigré named Clemens Heller. Together with
two Harvard students and a Geneva‑based student‑relief organization
called the International Student Service, they set up a summer school on
the subject of “American Civilization,” even though none of them had
any connection to American Studies. 100 European students came from
different countries, including some of those former Nazi POWs as well
as DPs. I already mentioned Matthiessen, Kazin, and Mead. As I elaborate in the book, Ralph Ellison set part of his unfinished novel there,
and I include some other details from his weird Salzburg manuscripts.
Saul Bellow, Richard Hofstadter, Eric Bentley, and Randall Jarrell also
get a fair amount of attention. (Buried in the book is a reading of Jarrell’s
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poems about Salzburg and his rather delightful novel, Pictures from an
Institution. I’m proud of that section for some reason.)
The setting was an eighteenth century castle, Schloss Leopoldskron,
that had been owned in the 1920s and 1930s by Max Reinhardt, the theater impresario who established the Salzburg Festivals, that staple of cultural Europeanism. Reinhardt had fled Nazism to the U.S. in 1938, where
he died in 1943. The castle was then Hitler’s reward to a Viennese princess—herself Jewish. “Princess Steffie” used it as a political salon until
she fell out of Nazi favor. During the war, it housed one Nazi Gauleiter
and then another. A legend persisted that the second shot himself and his
family as Allied Forces approached Salzburg in May 1945. Years later (after it had become an American Studies spot) parts of The Sound of Music
were filmed in its gardens, which somehow makes sense.
The Salzburg Seminar can seem like a utopian enclave, a Black
Mountain College transplanted to Mitteleuropa. Or it seems like a bald
overture of the Cold War—the fact that it was eventually funded by the
Ford and Rockefeller Foundations seems like a smoking gun. Or it’s an
“intellectual Marshall Plan,” as it would sometimes be called later. I tried
to hold those things in suspension, and draw out its stranger contours,
especially in the early years. Liam Kennedy called it the “primal scene”
of American Studies in Europe, in the Freudian sense that it was experienced and then repressed in the later self‑conception of the field. For me
it was a strange and perfect miniature for cultural exchange, military occupation, reconciliation, reinvention, and so on. Here was a founding site
of postwar American Studies in Europe that also operated as an idiosyncratic displaced‑persons camp. In the archives I found other intriguing
paths not taken, and connections to eastern Europe despite a calcifying
Cold War. They almost moved to Budapest, and they planned but never
realized a Russian‑language “Seminar in Slavistics” in Prague—a bizarro
Seminar imagined on the other side of the Iron Curtain.
As an institution it brings us as close as we can be brought to the setting of military occupation and cultural diplomacy. And it points to other experiences of nation and nationalism that fueled the rise of our weird
field.
6. In relation to the Salzburg Seminar you write, referencing Seminar
participant Margaret Mead’s belief that Austria had a cultural tradi‑
tion it regarded as European, that “American culture thus functioned
as common ground for the creation of a European usable past and an
operable European identity” (141); that it gave the European attendees
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a working model of identification beyond a stringent nationalism.
How accurate was Mead’s assessment of the role the seminars per‑
formed then?
The accuracy of it is hard to measure. In the book I suggest that the governing impulse of the Salzburg Seminar was in many ways a wish: the
making of a new generation within the old space of Mitteleuropa. When
Mead articulated this idea—American culture as the ground for an operable European identity—she said it was something the Europeans
themselves didn’t yet realize. Before even asking whether she was right,
I had to parse the projection involved in such a statement, the idealism,
the naïveté, the forward‑thinkingness, the nostalgia. This founding site
of American Studies in practice became a kind of European Studies, in
which the American participants imagined themselves bringing a gift
of Europeanness to Europe. (Gifts are another key motif in the postwar
period. Gifts vs bribes.)
Mead and F.O. Matthiessen—though very different ideologically,
with Matthiessen on the left and Mead eventually quite dismissive of the
left—both came to Salzburg with this nostalgia for a pre‑nationalistic
Europe. (In the culture at large I think a similar American nostalgia
can be seen in a movie like The Grand Budapest Hotel, although I’m not
sure it’s been talked about in that way.) Other figures who went there—
Edmund Wilson and Alfred Kazin, for instance—had little patience for
that nostalgia, for different reasons. That axis of nostalgia and anti‑nostalgia cuts across more familiar ideological binaries, and so it was interesting to me. And then there are the Europeans themselves, making sense
of their environment with American books.
7. Thinking about today and the retrenchment of racialized nation‑
alisms in the U.S. and in different European nations, is Mead’s view
of a more cosmopolitan form of identification needed to challenge
these developments? And is American Studies as it exists in Europe
capable of confronting such challenges?
Is any field capable of confronting such challenges? I am going to orbit an
answer, because I honestly don’t know. Maybe the vivid founding of the
Salzburg Seminar does resonate now (Mead was one spokesman for what
you describe, but we don’t have to put her at the center of it), but I’m not
the one to say how. I need others to tell me. I suspect that Americanist
institutions in Europe—Warsaw’s is a good example—would find in
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the book some harmonies or inspirations or models or countermodels.
Maybe that is why I made the thing so damn detailed, to give modern
Americanists in Europe more points of entry and identification. I don’t
know.
What I am after is a different kind of narrative for American Studies.
I call it a field ever and everywhere in search of a justification. That sounds
like a dig, but remember that the field has usually found one. My point is
that there was nothing natural or foreordained about it. So even at the
high point of the American Century—when American Studies was part
of the cultural Cold War, or a kind of academic Marshall Plan—even then
it needed a justification, and it took different shapes in different contexts,
some of them strange or unpredictable. This is where specific national
contexts become interesting, not merely as things that are complicit or
resistant to the American empire.
American Studies was an oppositional field that dissected something
called “America” when “America” was the international currency, or the
supranational currency. Americanists coming to Europe after the war
were “carrying the word abroad,” but they didn’t really know what the
word was, and Europeans could read the word differently. American
Studies abroad has thus usually occupied a curious intersection between
American culture and other people’s nationalisms. The historian Richard
Pells offers an account of American Studies in Europe in a book from
1997: Not Like Us: How Europeans Have Loved, Hated, and Transformed
American Culture Since World War II (1997). Pells’s premise (clear in the
title) is that is that Europeans were not passive receivers. I don’t think anyone would argue with that premise now. I am making a different point.
I will put it this way—and this is the closest I can come to a unified
narrative of American Studies vis‑a-vis the American Century. The signature assumption of the American Century was that the American experience is universal, and that in fact the United States was exceptional for
being universal. The paradox of it made it more powerful. The signature
assumption of the Americanist century was that certain emancipatory
cultural expressions were translatable. Translation is the key dynamic
there, and this is one reason the book culminates with the figure of F.
O. Matthiessen, who began his career as a student of translation. That is
why these cultural expressions could form an avenue of European reinvention, or European self‑reinvention, even during military occupation
and the early years of the Cold War. That is why post‑Nazi “reeducation”
in Germany and Austria is an interesting moment for American Studies.
That is why the image of Europeans reading Moby‑Dick in the ruins could
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seem iconic at the time. When we approach it that way, American Studies
emerges as many things rather than one thing: area studies, enemy studies, idol studies, collective narcissism, collective projection, and so on.
And then we can ask better questions about it. It may also help us think
about how to be Americanists after the American Century.
Nightmare Envy & Other Stories: American Culture and European Reconstruction
is available from Oxford University Press
(https://global.oup.com/academic/product/nightmare-envy-and-other-stories-9780190209216).
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Caren Kaplan. Aerial Aftermaths: Wartime from Above.
Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2018. ISBN: 9780822370178.
312 pgs. Illus. Pbk. $27.95

In his reflection on photography, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” Walter Benjamin likened photography to psychoanalysis: “The camera introduces us to unconscious optics as does
psychoanalysis to unconscious impulses.” Caren Kaplan’s meditation on
aerial photography, Aerial Aftermaths, brilliantly excavates these unconscious optics–and the conscious and unconscious impulses and practices
that create them.
The central argument of the book is that “the entanglement of ways
of seeing from above and modes of warfare begin much earlier than the
early twentieth century and that this visual culture is less monolithic and
seamless than the usual account would admit” (141). Further, Kaplan lucidly and persuasively shows that the certitudes about “knowing” that
seemed to have come with the “god’s eye view” in fact had very little relation to what was seen or what could be seen; and the fragments seen
in these provisional and contingent ways can be interpreted in a variety
of ways in any case.
To make this argument, Kaplan focuses primarily on three ways
of seeing in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and one from
the early twentieth century, all of which acted as precursors to today’s
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processes of aerial vision. The book’s middle chapters interrogate British
military surveys of Scotland in the 18th century, ballooning or aerostation
(as a progenitor to both aerial vision and warfare), panoramas, and aerial
photography/warfare in early twentieth century Iraq. Her last chapter is
about how the medium of aerial photography can also be used to destabilize its militarized uses and bring into question its peculiar spatial politics
and curious attachment to desert spaces.
The chapters on the British military survey of Scotland and of the
aerostats are particularly fascinating because they show the strange affective continuities between military surveyors, artists, and other knowledge producers. In the chapter on aerostation, she acknowledges the sense
of joy that comes with this aerial view, and with the dialectical, contradictory sensations of control and freedom that “flying” must have engendered. This chapter’s emphasis on the affects of knowing is particularly
revelatory, because it shows the sensation of power that must come from
the possibility of vision from a height. Kaplan’s subtle and powerful writing shows this particularly modern vision of godlike power is entangled
with conquest and rule.
While military surveys or aerostation may have engaged scores, even
hundreds, of people, Kaplan’s chapter on panoramas of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries delineates how an all‑encompassing vision, first
produced through surveys and aerial viewing, was brought to a larger
public. In so doing, panoramas produced a kind of popular attachment
to the possibility and power of viewing from heights, and from a position
that inevitably stands as a metaphor for political domination (the similarity to panopticans further confirms this). Kaplan persuades the reader
that panoramas were pedagogic tools that taught British publics to associate the panoramic displays of battle scenes, “endless war and colonial
territorialisation” (p132), as something affectively intimate, long‑distance
images brought into “immediate sensation” (131).
In writing about aerial photography and air control in Iraq in the
early twentieth century, the conjugation between vision and violence is
most starkly illustrated. Her account of the aerial bombardment of the
country as a modality not only of control but also of weapons‑testing
and war‑training is horrifying. Kaplan also illustrates how such atrocities
were intentionally left out of the archives, official reports, public narratives, and popular memories in Britain. Here the military men weren’t the
only people interested in mapping and “knowing” Iraq and re‑narrating it
through a vision from the heights. Kaplan quotes Rashad Salim as saying
that Iraq is “one of the most extensively mapped and imaged areas on the
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face of the planet” (qtd. on 179) and tells the reader about archaeologists
and geologists who helped efface the story of the atrocities committed
by the Royal Air Force in Iraq by celebrating aerial photography for its
“scientific” potential.
There is a fascinating (though grim) continuity then, between the
chapter on early twentieth century Iraq being bombarded by the British
and the Iraq of the late 20th century being bombarded by the United
States and its allies in the First Persian Gulf War (1990–91). Here, though
she writes of the “shock and awe” doctrines of the US military (with its
aim of forcing Iraqi submission through terror of massive aerial bombing), she is also interested in how such aerial visions can act as something
other than a manual of military terror.
Kaplan forensically analyses three contemporary cases where artists/
scholars have taken the methodology of aerial vision and destabilised
its ends and meaning. She discusses Sophie Ristelhueber’s photographs
of the Aftermath of the First Gulf War (1990–91), Janine Al‑Ani’s The
Aesthetic of Disappearance filmed from the air in southern Jordan, near
the borders with Saudi Arabia and Iraq, and Fazal Sheikh and Eyal
Weizman’s aerial photography of the militarized spaces of the Negev
Desert in Israel. Ristelhueber and Al‑Ani attempt to provide a new way
of reading photography from a distance. Al‑Ani has spoken in an interview about how she
was seeking ways of bringing together long‑distance shots and macro‑photographic details, the very large and the very small. I wanted to find ways
of merging the two and creating ambiguities of scale. And although there may
be something quite endearing in the tiny ants and their labours, my experiments with scale were informed by research I’d been doing into the media
presentation of the 1991 Gulf War: for instance, from looking at aerial footage
shot by US fighter pilots of trucks being targeted and blown off roads, the
scale effectively reducing the targets to tiny, insect‑like life forms. I wanted
to look again at that mechanism and how it allows for the de‑humanisation
of the subject.1

Sheikh and Weizman by contrast try to transform aerial photography into
forensic evidence of the workings of power. Kaplan is more circumspect
1

See “The Aesthetics of Disappearance: Conversation with Jananne Al‑Ani”
(7 June 2011). Accessed on 4 March 2018. http://www.rachelwithers.com/
the‑aesthetics‑of‑disappearance‑conversation‑with‑jananne‑al‑ani/
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about this possibility and argues that “[n]o matter how critically staged,
to engage in critical forensics via something like an aerial photograph is
to assume that evidence can be sensed…But evidence is not waiting, fully
and perfectly formed, to be viewed as if through a telescope. Evidence is,
Thomas Keenan reminds us, not in and of itself a fact, or ‘true’” (205).
The book then ends with an epilogue about drones and the “observational and remote sensing capacities” (33) they make possible. She recounts the particular ways drones are narrated by both their proponents
and opponents: as an always‑present “eye in the sky” that can allow a powerful state like the US to engage in war from a distance and at little cost in
blood and treasure. But Kaplan exhorts her readers “to view these certainties about the powers of aerial views with skepticism” (211), because “[t]he
reconfiguring elements of visual formats, transformations in military
practice, and geopolitical shifts among other instantiations of difference
have required caution in constructing any kind of through line or declaring any form of cohesive medium for aerial views” (215).
Throughout the book, Kaplan forces her reader to engage with the
complexities of each instance of aerial representation–the role of military
and civilian institutions, the technology of “god’s eye view” used in different eras, the underlying political logics that define such ways of seeing,
and the affective worlds they create. This book is an intelligent, engaging tour‑de‑force bringing into conversation with one another a variety
of different media, images and texts, and persuading the readers through
its thoughtful reconstruction and deconstruction of historical instances of all‑encompassing vision to learn something even about the unconscious ways they may view the world themselves.
Laleh Khalili
SOAS University of London
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Lisa Parks and Caren Kaplan eds. Life in the Age of Drone Warfare.
Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2017. ISBN: 978–0822369738.
448 pgs. Illus. Pbk. $29.95

Life in the Age of Drone Warfare, released just ahead of Ariel Aftermaths
by Duke University Press, can be seen as a companion volume to Caren
Kaplan’s fine investigation into what Laleh Khalili has described as the
“unconscious optics” of ariel photography, particularly as the pertain
to military strategy. In this co‑edited volume, Kaplan with Lisa Parks,
recognize the dearth of drone scholarship since 2012 and structure this
collection of fifteen essays around the multiple discourses which intersect
in any consideration of the newfound ubiquity of drones: from media representation to military functionality, terrorism and securitization, lawfare and biopolitics, technology and materiality, and more.
The three sections of the book–Juridical, Geneaological, and Geo
political Imaginaries; Perception and Perspective; Biopolitics, Automation, and Robotics–bring some order to the dizzying array of potential
threads that could be pursued without shackling the essays into a disciplinary narrative. Juridical, Geneaological, and Geopolitical Imaginaries
“presents chapters that situate drone technology and warfare within different juridical, historical, and territorial constellations to draw attention
to the technology’s constitutive relation to concepts such as sovereignty,
territory, borders, and verticality” (12). Perception and Perspective “provides historical and contemporary accounts of the relationship between
aerial drone technology and modes of perception, meanings of “perspective” and the production of worldviews” (14). And Biopolitics, Automation, and Robotics “features chapters that engage with the sociotechnical
dimensions of drones, theorizing their relation to biopolitics, robotics,
and automation” (17).
One of the core strengths of the book is while Kaplan and Parks
strongly signal that the plenitude of approaches towards drones presents a coherent and necessary area of study, they stop short of calling
it a new discipline. Any single one of these essays is worth an extended mention from Derek Gregory’s exploration of borderlands as “spaces of exception” for targeted killings in “Dirty Dancing: Drones and
Death in the Borderlands” in the first section to related approach in
the second section. Madiha Tahir, in “The Containment Zone,” looks
at the security organization of the Federally Administered Tribal
Areas in northwestern Pakistan to analyze how bodies become subject to containment and filtration. Lisa Hajjar’s “Lawfare and Armed
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Conflicts: A Comparative Analysis of Israeli and U.S. Targeted Killing
Policies and Legal Challenges against Them,” an examination of the
concept of “state lawfare,” or the ways in which state officials reinterpret international human rights law to construct justifications for
extrajudicial killings, can be read alongside Peter Asaro’s “The Labor
of Surveillance Bureaucratized Killing: New Subjectivities of Military
Drone Operators.” Asaro approaches the subject of targeted killings as
a form of labor whose psychological stress is managed by the state as
a technological inefficiency to be mitigated by revised forms of practice. The military drone operator is present in this collection also in the
person of Brandon Bryant, whose “Letter from a Sensor Operator” is
a fascinating insight into the life of a drone crew member. Bryant was
a “sensor operator” from 2006 to 2011, a role which involved providing imagery for intelligence analysts and providing targeting support
for the drone pilot. Bryant’s account, presented as a letter to Lisa Parks
following a series of email exchanges, is a self‑reflexive detailing of the
mix of boredom of the space and the pain and depression the awareness
of the killings produced.
What makes Bryant’s inclusion additionally notable is that the volume makes some effort to remedy the gap between scholars approaching
military and security studies from the outside, as it were, and those work
in, or a step removed from, the US military which itself funds a tremendous amount of scholarship on “cultural operations” and “population
management.” While this may not be news, the real strength of this book
is its keen awareness of the configuration of concerns drones raise, and
how, if we are to have a meaningful conversation on how all these sectors
converge, we must do a better job of studying those institutions in which
we are critical.
The collection concludes with Inderpal Grewal’s “Drone Imaginaries:
The Technopolitics of Visuality in Postcolony and Empire.” Grewal,
using the short story by Hari Kunzru “Drone” about a “dystopic India
of the future” and George Brant’s play Grounded about the “contemporary politics of drone warfare” focused on the life of an American female drone operator, sets about analyzing how the “drone has emerged
as the latest avatar for a literary and cultural critique of technoscientific
rationality, the security state as both empire and postcolony, and its imbrication with neoliberal economic processes” (344–5). A pressing effect
of this, as Grewal notes in her conclusion, is that “drones evoke insecurity and exploitation” (362). It is with this haunting reminder the book
also closes.
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Life in the Age of Drone Warfare is a masterful document, as fraught
and anxiety‑inducing as its topic is, the book is, as they say, required reading. For my part, I am eager to read more from any one of the authors
included in it.
Matthew Chambers
University of Warsaw
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Safiya Umoja Noble. Algorithms of Oppression: How Search
Engines Reinforce Racism, New York University Press, 2018.
ISBN: 9781479837243. 256 pgs. Illus. Pbk. $28.00

To suggest that systemic biases exist in even the most supposedly scientific models of information organization seems to me, now, to be an obvious claim. And yet, although Safiya Noble’s Algorithms of Oppression is
already considered by many digital humanities scholars to be “essential
reading” (@ETCLatUVic), any discussion of its value or import must at
least consider the internet‑based uproar surrounding its launch. When
Noble’s book‑length study of the intersections between web searches and
critical race theory was being publicized, historian Alexander Magoun
posted from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ (IEEE)
Twitter account to discredit Noble’s central argument—that algorithms
can and do reflect the systemic biases of programmers, users, and corporations—based on his own Google search.
Magoun argued not only that his search for “black girls” did not return the same results as Noble’s, but that “Images for <white girls> [were]
arguably far worse” (@IEEEhistory). Magoun has now apologized, and
the original tweet has since been removed, but his knee‑jerk reaction
signals two important contexts for Noble’s work: first, that the work
of women of colour continues to be treated with suspicion (at best) and
derision (at worst), particularly in STEM‑based fields; and second, that
readers are still ready to accept an unbiased, unracialized, ungendered
conception of computing as machine‑driven rather than human‑driven.
Never mind that Noble identifies as early as the third page that Google
continues to update its software, noting in particular the Panda update in
2012 that made it less likely to have pornography appear in the first‑page
results of a Google search. Never mind, also, that Noble searches and
re‑searches to find and update her results not only throughout the book,
but presumably constantly throughout the nearly ten years’ writing and
researching process that produced this “essential” work. Magoun’s reaction tells us not only that we need to rethink how we consider race in light
of the study of computing, but also, and perhaps more urgently, we need
to reconsider how race intersects with the ubiquitous technologies we use
all the time, particularly those, like Google search algorithms, that purport to present us with an objective and wide‑reaching survey of the internet’s vast corpus.
Though Noble clearly states at the start of the book’s introduction that her goal is to write “about the power of algorithms in the age
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of neoliberalism” and how that power can “reinforce oppressive social relationships and enact new modes of racial profiling” (1), a truer and more
nefarious thesis appears a few pages later. Noble hints there at “something
other than the best, most reliable information output … driving Google”
(5). That “something other” is at once intensely human in its propensity to reflect and reinforce discrimination, and intensely corporate in
its driving force. And, in fact, Noble’s quotation of Susanne Kappeler’s
The Pornography of Representation (1986) seems to me an excellent way
of drawing attention to this human dimension of search engines. In
Google searches, as in pornography, “Somebody is making them, and
somebody is looking at them” (Kappeler qtd. in Noble 100). Somebody,
something other. The terminology of these quotations suggests a kind
of conspiracy theory, a man‑behind‑the‑curtain who is injecting racism
into our otherwise pure information. But, Noble’s work in Algorithms
of Oppression is anything but conspiracy theory. Indeed, the book is full
of acute and articulate discussions of the applications and SEO terms
that technologically reproduce systemic biases, and pragmatic discussions
of ways into this critical discussion, and ways out of the cycle of producing
and producing bias.
In the chapters that follow, Noble traces, questions, and suggests
means of remedying the “digital divide” that continues to separate users
based on class, race, gender, and other identitarian lines. Central to this
digital divide, she argues, is the question of access, an issue that humanities computing only occasionally recognizes. But, Noble does more
than merely recognize the issue of access. She argues that, “Closing the
digital divide through ubiquitous access, training, and the provisioning
of hardware and software does address the core criticisms of the digital
technology have and have‑not culture in the U.S.” (161), but that access
alone cannot and will not eradicate these issues. Instead, Noble argues
that increased access has not avoided discriminatory uses of other technological advancements: “like the provisioning of other technological
goods such as the telephone, it has not altered the landscape of power relations by race and gender” (161). Moreover, Noble also points to the issue
of funding, both corporate and governmental, to encourage only certain
kinds of study, to produce and reproduce (mis)information, and to continue a “neoliberal political and economic environment [that] has profited
tremendously from misinformation and mischaracterization of communities” (185).
So, what do we do with all this information, Noble’s and Google’s, if
there is no way to access or organize it outside of systemic bias, racism,
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misogyny, corporate and government interest? Lest you think from this
review that Noble’s outlook on the future is bleak, the final page of her
epilogue resounds with a radical hope and a call for communities to engage critically in these discourses. “My hope,” she announces almost jubilantly at the book’s end, “is that the public will reclaim its institutions
and direct our resources in service of a multiracial democracy” (186). If
there was ever a time for a communal reclamation of libraries, universities, schools, and the vast array of contemporary information resources,
this is it. Algorithms of Oppression seeks to arm us as readers with the tools
and resources needed to intervene critically, thoughtfully, and politically
in those systems that would perpetuate this cycle.
Dani Spinosa
York University
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Charles Dorn, For the Common Good: A New History of Higher
Education in America . Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2017.
ISBN: 9780801452345. 320 pgs. Illus. HC. $35.00

Charles Dorn’s new history of American higher education is daring in its
breadth. Covering more than two centuries and nearly a dozen institutional forms, his book argues that America’s colleges and universities pursued the common good even as competing social, economic, and political
priorities challenged their core mission.
Dorn’s organization introduces readers to a full range of institutional
histories, which he arranges into a new, four‑part chronology of American
higher education. The “four socially widespread preferences and attitudes,” he writes, overlap but each takes precedence at various times (3).
The first, which he names “civic‑mindedness,” is the ethos of the early republic when colleges committed to educating young men for the selfless
task of cultivating public virtue. By mid‑century, “practicality” eclipsed
the founding generation’s idealism as colleges rebelled against the classical curriculum and turned instead to the agricultural and mechanic arts
and to teacher training. Here, the famous Morrill Act of 1862 ushered
in this second period when colleges and universities emphasized research
and applied science.
Dorn’s third period, from the Gilded Age to World War II, witnessed
the expansion of a “commercial” ethos that coincided with industrialization and what Alan Trachtenberg described in 1982 as the “incorporation of America” (116). During this third period, universities such
as Stanford, increasingly embraced a business model, and graduates expected their degrees to confer “an advantage in securing employment
in a competitive job market” (121). The goal drifted from civic‑mindedness and practicality toward personal success and achievement. This was
true, Dorn argues, for both Howard University (founded in 1867) and
Smith (established in 1871). They expanded educational opportunities
for African Americans and women. By the early twentieth century, he
says, like Stanford, they emphasized “occupational success and individual gain” (170).
“Affluence,” Dorn’s final period from the Cold War to the present,
takes its name from John Kenneth Galbraith’s 1958 book, The Affluent
Society. Dorn argues that in this most recent period, colleges and universities sought wealth accumulation, especially in the face of diminishing public financial support, and their students pursued degrees leading
to financially‑enriching careers. He cites a Higher Education Research
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Institute survey revealing wealth and status as leading reasons given
by freshmen for attending college. This “new vocationalism” marked
four‑year colleges and universities, but it is especially visible in the nation’s
thousand‑plus public two‑year community colleges, which Dorn notes,
educated more than twelve million students in 2015 (224). Community
college students, like many of their four‑year peers and their parents, increasingly see higher education as preparation for work. Admissions officers and reluctant faculty have adopted the language of “outcomes” and
“marketable skills” when chatting with parents at spring and fall open
houses. This pursuit of private wealth through work muffles the early republic’s devotion to the common good through service.
Dorn’s neat four‑part chronology helpfully organizes a broadly conceived history of American higher education. Still, as he admits, colleges
and universities across the two centuries of his study have always claimed
the advancement of the common good as fundamental to their mission,
despite the predominance at various periods of competing ideals. His
distinctions, while often clarifying, remain somewhat artificially drawn.
What is the significant distinction between the “new vocationalism”
of the era of affluence and the pursuit of occupational success of the earlier commercial period?
One wonders if his case studies skew his generalizations. When Brown
University attempted in the mid‑nineteenth century to institute a more
useful curriculum, students rebelled. The same was true even at the practically‑bent A&Ms. The Morrill Act did not preclude the classical curriculum or the liberal arts. Many farmers’ sons enrolled in college to become
gentlemen, not better farmers, though this is the period when Dorn says
they should have embraced practicality. And, it should be said, enrollment in college Latin classes continued to climb until around 1915; most
colleges and universities maintained Latin as an admission requirement
into the twentieth century, a decidedly non‑commercial subject in a commercial era.
That said, Dorn’s larger achievement is to draw attention to the fascinating range of institutions comprising America’s higher education history: private liberal arts colleges, public‑supported universities, parochial
schools, normal schools, land‑grant colleges, Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCUs), women’s colleges, research universities, and
community colleges. Unlike many other histories that focus on one institutional type or a narrow periodization or geographical focus, For the
Common Good’s catholicity attempts to bring under a single unifying
narrative a diverse and richly textured history. Rare is the book that joins
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Stanford, Smith, and Howard universities with the Community College
of Rhode Island and Santa Fe Community College.
Ultimately, Dorn argues for unity, despite differences. Stanford is in
the same conversation with the Community College of Rhode Island
because they both profess their commitment to advancing the common
good, even if they defined the common good is ways that differed from
each other and from the eighteenth century liberal arts college. Across
the centuries, across institutional forms, and in a variety of regions, that
ethos remained a constant note bridging differences. It remains a vital
part of the rhetoric of colleges and universities today even as they rush
to demonstrate the relevance of their “product” and to assure tuition and
tax payers of the value of their investment. He notes optimistically that
Wisconsin voters rejected Governor Scott Walker’s proposed tinkering
with the state’s flagship university. Despite the public’s skepticism of the
humanities and the role of the university, when threatened, citizens rallied around the university’s expansive public ideal and rejected the governor’s narrow “workforce” mission.
America’s colleges and universities have always leaned toward the common good. Even when their mission stretched to embrace other ideals,
a public commitment underscored their identity. Dorn hopes that truth
helps them weather the acrimonious public debate regarding the value
of higher education. His long perspective might reassure higher education
advocates that his hope is well‑placed.
Kevin B. Sheets
SUNY Cortland
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J. Michelle Coghlan. Sensational Internationalism: The Paris
Commune and the Remapping of American Memory in the Long
Nineteenth Century. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2016.
ISBN: 9781474431583. 232 pgs. Illus. Pbk. $29.95

In the summer of 1891, thousands flocked nightly to Coney Island to watch
an immense pyrotechnic display that included elaborate costumes, colossal
scenery, and acrobats (Coghlan 81). “Paris, from Empire to Commune,” as
this extravagant spectacle was called culminated in a firework display that
gave recast the staged city in flames—recalling to the delight of the assembled, the notorious carnage of the Bloody Week, which concluded the revolutionary moment of the Paris Commune of 1871. J. Michelle Coghlan’s
comprehensive study, Sensational Internationalisms: the Paris Commune
and the Remapping of American Memory in the Long Nineteenth Century
recovers stunning scenes like this one to explain the Gilded Age’s surprisingly unexamined fascination with the Paris Commune. To do so,
Coghlan amasses a broad archive of texts—from Henry James’s novels
to pulp fiction, from political tracts to anthologized poetry, and from spectacles like this tableau of mass summer entertainment to avant‑garde theater. Making connections across this diverse range of material, Coghlan
show how the Commune has had variety of “sensational afterlives” (3) in
the US imagination from the Reconstruction through student organizing
of the 1960s, and she demonstrates how these afterlives have implications
for the way in which we have understood the relation between gender,
urban landscapes, imperial ambition, and radical politics ever since.
Central to Coghlan’s study is an interest in upending myopic understandings of nineteenth century American thought and aesthetics. Her
method recognizes the way in which fin de siècle American culture and
politics developed beyond the boundaries of the nation‑state. For instance, she charts the way in which the gender diversity of the revolutionary communards was taken up by mainstream publications, like Harper’s
Weekly. Coghlan carefully unravels the way in which preoccupations with
the image of the female revolutionary—figured in particular as the incendiary pétroleuse—transmitted anxieties about the destruction of norms
and property into gendered and foreign registers. By attending to the persistent circulation of a single international event in American discourse,
Coghlan demonstrates how disciplinary constraints create false notions
of isolation and independence and how an appreciation for international
exchanges can enliven not only considerations of imperial expansion but
also national formation.
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This externalized memory comes, of course, at a time in American cultural history when notions of remembrance were particularly potent. As
historians like Drew Gilpin Faust has shown, the confrontation with the
mass casualties of the Civil War deeply affected postbellum culture, and
issues of commemoration and mourning had implications for how the
conflict was understood for generations. While Coghlan’s study is comprehensive in its attention to representations of the Commune, she seems
to pull back from describing the relationship between America’s “memory” of the Paris Commune and those of its own recent insurrection. She
suggests, for instance, that Margaret Junkin Preston’s poem “The Hero
of the Commune,” “allows the exemplary boy of the Commune to stand
in for the possibility that our own fractured nation might be made whole
through the glorious future re‑absorption of a rebel boy who was spared,
and with him a defeated South, into the annals of future American memory” (45), but she does not dwell on this moment long enough to untangle
what kind of understanding of the politics of either the Commune or the
Civil War one would have to have to sustain such a hope for the rebel boy.
Likewise, in her consideration of the way in which travel writing treated the physical destruction of the city of Paris after 1871, Coghlan makes
the interesting observation that Americans tended to compare the images
of Paris in ruins to the aftermath not of famous war photography of the
ruins of Charleston but to the recent scenes of the devastation of the
Chicago Fire (112). Coghlan does not, however, explain this absence. She
says only that such remembrances of Paris might in some way “facilitate
forgetting...of the postbellum US’s own war‑ravaged cities and landscapes of loss” (112). But this then raises the question—what is the politics
of this kind of overlooking or forgetting? What would have been political
consequence, for example, of comparing the Union army’s destruction
of Charleston with the burning of the Tuileries by the embattled French
National Guard? It may simply be that the political concerns of these
events and their participants are simply outside the scope of Coghlan’s
project, but what I want to suggest that it is in fact Coghlan’s commitment to the same kind of affective interpretive structures deployed by the
Gilded Age writers she studies that keeps her from fully accounting for
the politics implicit in these episodes of international memory.
Even when Coghlan is sympathetic to the political concerns of those
whose work she considers, she attends to the appeal of their affect and
not the resonance of their causes. Radicals like Emma Goldman remember the Paris Commune with a spirit of optimism and possibility, and in
them Coghlan sees the chance to be rescued from “leftist defeatism” and
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“to resist melancholic nostalgia” (85). In Goldman’s understanding of the
Paris Commune, Coghlan finds the opportunity to recover “radical modalities of feeling” (85) that might find in the past, hope for the future.
But whether you feel pessimistic or optimistic about the Commune’s rise
and subsequent crackdown has nothing to do with whether you believe in
the rightness of the cause that precipitated it.
One could, after all, be optimistic about either the radical left of the
rebel Communards or the radical racism of the rebel Confederates.
We must be careful with our memories, Frederick Douglass reminded the
crowds on Decoration Day 1877, “There was a right side and a wrong side
in the late war, which no sentiment ought to cause us to forget.” Douglass
knew that already spectacles were inspiring a unifying hope, or what
Coghlan might call “a modality of feeling” an “experience of memory as
a sensation and affiliation” (159). Douglass feared that these feelings might
(as they did) eclipse people’s memory of the cause for which the war had
been fought. No doubt, Goldman, and Coghlan herself would agree with
Douglass that there was a right side and a wrong side to the Civil War and
to the Paris Commune, but affect does not draw such firm distinctions.
Coghlan, in fact, concludes by celebrating the spirit of the Communards
in activist student groups calling for the removal of Confederate statues.
She does not, however, recognize that those statues were themselves erected in a kind of revolutionary optimism—aided by the translation of the
cause into feelings and spectacle—an optimism that believed a once suppressed rebellion ought to be redeemed. This was, of course the wrong
rebellion—and certainly the wrong cause. But it is for this reason, we cannot lose sight of the cause itself in our reading of our sensational memories. Remembering the Communards requires that we remember their
demands.
Mary B. Hale
University of Illinois at Chicago
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Jennifer Harford Vargas. Forms of Dictatorship: Power, Narrative,
and Authoritarianism in the Latina/o Novel. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2017. ISBN: 9780190642853. 280 pgs. HC. $65.00

Jennifer Harford Vargas’ Forms of Dictatorship: Power, Narrative, and
Authoritarianism in the Latina/o Novel analyzes the “transnational lives
of dictatorship” in five English‑language novels written by Latina/os in
the United States (5). She distinguishes Latina/o novels as those written
outside of Latin America, while examining the ways Latina/o authors
in the diaspora engage with familial heritage, especially of violence, and
with Spanish‑language Latin American novels. Vargas’ work crosses
many boundaries, as do the primary materials she engages. The five authors she analyzes – Junot Díaz, Salvador Plascencia, Francisco Goldman,
Héctor Tobar, and Cristina García – have all achieved popular and
critical success. The chapters are both thematic and focused on a novel
by each author. This selection of a single novel per chapter allows Vargas
to demonstrate an archetype for recurring tropes in dictatorship novels
more broadly. However, Vargas does not only locate Latina/o literature
in Latin American literary heritage but global literatures as well, noting
influences from Forster to Melville to Achebe.
Vargas’ interrogation of dictators and dictatorship as trope, plot, and
characters is timely, given the shift from the United States functioning as
empire and propping up Latin American dictators to a farther right internal political landscape with domestic fears and practices of authoritarianism on the rise, especially related to Latina/os in the U.S. “By representing
dictatorship but literally as a political system and abstractly as a discursive
system, Latina/o novels highlight more ubiquitous modes of domination
and expand the ways we conceptualize dictatorial power” (7). The book’s
title emphasizes Vargas’ methodology as “part of a renewed interest in formalist criticism” (16). She crafts her book around the double meanings
of terms such as “dictate,” “plot,” and the slippage between author and authoritarianism. Dictatorship wields power, but novels engaging it reveal
two underground sites of power: the torture and murder sites of Latin
American history as well as clandestine resistance (20).
In chapter one, on Díaz’s Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, Vargas
analyzes how narrative structures of power and how Díaz navigates countering dictatorial structures while reckoning with his own authorial position. As interesting is her examination of how Díaz creates “new and
bilingually witty words to name Trujillo’s abuses” in the Dominican
Republic and their transgenerational affects in the diaspora (37–43, 54).
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These words along with margininalizing Trujillo as a character – relegating him frequently to footnotes–constitute ways to articulate the lives
of everyday Dominicans’ experiences and to counter dictatorship. Vargas
shows how Salvador Plascencia’s People of Paper demonstrates an example
of nearly opposite tactics to address questions of dictatorship and authoritarianism, “figuring the dictator as a writer.” Vargas analysis demonstrates
that this new trope of “writer‑as‑dictator” exists alongside traditional
themes in Chicana/o and Latin American literature. These new tropes
set Latina/o literature apart from previous generations of Latin American
authors and those addressing Latin American dictatorships in situ (61).
The People of Paper is exemplary of Vargas aim to lay bare the limits
of Latina/o novels to demonstrate the repercussions of social stratification due to the location of literature in social systems of power. However,
Plascencia nevertheless successfully illuminates some experiences of people without paper, bringing the specific experience of Chicana/o people
between Mexico and the United States into conversation with other
hemispheric questions of authoritarianism and marginalization (63).
Vargas shows that ‘traditional novels’ must be seen not only as verbal
text but visual culture. Plascensia’s use of varying structures of columns
and paragraphs as well as absent and blacked out text serve as a contrast
to the naturalization of certain structures. By showing alternative models
of writing–and thus power–Plascencia tactically resists authoritarianism
and “denaturalizes reading for us” (71–81).
Of all the examples that Vargas collects, Francisco Goldman’s The
Ordinary Seaman perhaps best illuminates the various forms of authoritarianism across the hemisphere (and globe) and time. Vargas argues
that The Ordinary Seaman “captures the destruction wrought be slavery,
imperialism, dictatorship, and neoliberal capitalism” (87). In this way,
Vargas shows that Latina/o literature reckons not only with local sites
such as Guatemala or the traumas experienced in the Latin American diaspora, but also the United States as not only complicit but active in the
physical and psychological violence and abuse. Goldman exemplifies the
tendency of Latina/o literature to turn away from Cold War‑era politics
to a less mainstream critique of neoliberalism and free market capitalism.
Turning to the sea, ship, and shipwreck, Vargas argues that Goldman’s
work highlights hypertransnationalism and the United States’ denial
of its own imperialism (89–93). The ship is not merely a metaphor but
also calls to mind the slave ship. As a “technology of subjectification,” the
ship robs subjectivity, or prior individual and collective self‑understanding of those enslaved. Emphasizing Goldman’s attention to these powers
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of dictatorship, Vargas shows how Latina/os have continued to use novels
as technologies of subjectivity, means to (re)gain and (re)create self‑understanding not imposed or broken by globalization and disenfranchisement
(98–9). “Transhistorical, transnational, and transracial comparisons
are key” (116). Vargas shows that Goldman’s novel exemplifies the work
we must do as readers and critics, even when this trans‑work is not overtly
embedded in a single text or canon of literature. We must reframe canon
and how we analyze it.
Similarly, Héctor Tobar’s The Tattooed Soldier narrates and draws
comparisons between life in Guatemala and the United States, specifically addressing retributive justice following ethnic cleansing in Guatemala
and Rodney King’s beating in Los Angeles. Vargas argues that not only
must our criticism be transnational but it also must be intersectional.
This highlights how state‑perpetrated violence crosses national borders
and the ways that oppressed communities can create coalition against
that violence without losing a sense of specificity or stratifying whose
suffering has been worse (118–121). Lastly, Vargas includes one woman’s
work, Cristina García’s King of Cuba. Though off the continent, Cuba
has of course interacted with the United States, Caribbean and continental Latin America, and global powers. García’s work reaches toward
similar tropes and tactics as the other novels that Vargas analyzes, such as
dealing with the dictator as a character and the use of footnotes, metafiction, scraps, and political juxtaposition. However, more than the others,
García critiques multiple embodiments of masculinity. She makes plain
the failure of rejection of dictatorship to break down machismo or empower Latina women. Vargas argues that García adapts and pushes the
narratological formation of “foil characters” not to highlight something
about the protagonist but to show the deep‑rooted problems the figures
of dictator and exile. Both become “foiled and failed hero[es].” By denying both foiled figures success in achieving heroic status, Vargas argues
that García “attempts to kill the myths attached to both the old conservative exile generation and the generation that unquestionably celebrates
the revolution.” (151–160).
Vargas shows that Latina/o novels use space, but geographical and
within the text, differently to represent localized violence and trauma
and to connect those traumas transnationally without erasing the specificity of local iterations of suffering. Furthermore, she shows that characters are not a matter of protagonists/antagonists but character space as
well. Some authors center dictators to undermine them, while authors
literally marginalize them as characters and in the visual space of the
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page. Furthermore, Vargas argues that while these novels may shed light
on Latina/o experiences and the destruction of various forms of dictatorship, they do not offer prescriptive models for how to achieve justice (146).
Vargas collecting of a new canon implies the importance of first recognizing the history of injustice and sitting with the realities of multiple
groups’ mistreatment and attempts to reconfigure individual and group
life in the United States, in the context of its ongoing abuses of power that
nevertheless differ from Latin American dictatorship.
Jessica Carr
Lafayette College
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Hollinger, David A. Protestants Abroad: How Missionaries Tried
to Change the World but Changed America . Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2017. ISBN: 9780691158433. 408 pgs. Illus. HC.
$35.00

“The Protestant foreign missionary project expected to make the
world look more like the United States. Instead, it made the United
States look more like the world.” These provocative sentences begin
David Hollinger’s study of Protestant missionaries and their children and
the heretofore unacknowledged role that some played in American life
in the twentieth century. Hollinger, professor emeritus of history at the
University of California, Berkeley, argues that the experience of serving
overseas as a missionary or growing up overseas as a child of a missionary
produced in them a more cosmopolitan outlook which led them to influential careers in academia, diplomacy, and activism through which they
sought to open up the parochial character of American society.
In his introduction, Hollinger carefully defines the subjects of his
study, and they are mostly the missionaries and their children of the
mainline Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian denominations. He argues that the overseas experience was crucial, so the home missionaries
of these denominations were excluded. Other groups of Americans who
went abroad did not experience the same change in perspective: the families of businessmen and diplomats generally were not in a foreign land
long enough and evangelical missionaries, even if they were stationed in
a country for as long as mainstream missionaries, were far too focused on
converting the local population to engage with the culture in the same
way as their more liberal counterparts. In some ways, Hollinger is a bit
unfair to evangelicals. He is right that they would give greater attention to preaching and church planting, but consideration of their experience could sharpen (by way of contrast) the process that shaped some
Protestant missionaries into cosmopolitans seeking to change America.
Hollinger makes a compelling case that is both subtly and forcefully
argued that missionaries and their children played key roles in reshaping
and informing various aspects of American life in middle decades of the
twentieth century. Two early chapters show how the difficulties of explaining the differences between Protestant denominations on foreign
fields led to cooperation overseas. Upon their return, these missionaries
became leading voices in the ecumenical movement calling not only for
cooperation but also for restoring the unity of Christianity. This story
also shows the limits of missionary cosmopolitans to effect change in the
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United States. They could not overcome Americans loyalty to the traditions of their denominations.
Because of their knowledge of local languages and familiarity with
local culture and customs, missionary cosmopolitans played important
and unrecognized roles in shaping, influencing, and informing American
foreign policy. They served as diplomats, advisors, and members of commissions tasked with formulating proposals on a variety of international
issues. One of the more remarkable stories is that of Sherwood Moran,
a missionary to Japan for twenty‑six years. He happened to be on furlough in the United States when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor.
He volunteered for the Marines who sent him to the South Pacific where
he worked interrogating Japanese prisoners of war. His techniques, which
included humane treatment and respect for the POW, proved remarkably
effective in extracting information helpful to the war effort. The manual
he wrote about interrogation was forgotten after the war but was rediscovered in the early 2000s and used as a rebuke to the revelations of the
abuse of Iraqi POWs.
Sometimes the missionaries found themselves at odds with the American diplomatic consensus and thus became voices of dissent or, at least,
of doubt concerning American support of various regimes. This was especially true those who served in Muslim lands in the Middle East. They
often advocated for more pro‑Arab policies and walked a fine line of opposing Israel expansionism at the expense of the Palestinians while not becoming anti‑Semitic in making their case. Similarly, missionaries to China
warned, during World War II, of the corruption and weaknesses of Chiang
Kai‑Shek and his Nationalist Party while urging greater cooperation with
Mao and the communists in the fight against the Japanese. Indeed, a missionary son, John Service, was an advisor to General Stillwell and went on
Stillwell’s behalf to Mao’s headquarters. Unfortunately, his relatively positive reports became the basis for his dismissal from the State Department
in the McCarthyite hysteria following the “loss” of China to Mao in 1949.
Hollinger also analyzes how Protestant missionaries reshaped American academic study of Asia by becoming professors of Asian Studies and
how the hospitals, schools, and development projects were forerunners
of the activities of the Peace Corps. But perhaps the most direct way missionaries and their children changed America in Hollinger’s estimation
was through their involvement in the Civil Rights movement. In the penultimate chapter, he details the engagement of cosmopolitans with ending Jim Crow and establishing racial justice. Here, the experience of being
a racial minority in a foreign land led missionaries to join with secular
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activists to attack America’s system of apartheid. Sometimes that effort
was narrowly focused, as when Harris Mobley, a Southern Baptist missionary to Ghana, successfully fought to have his alma mater, Georgia’s
Mercer University, admit an African student in 1963 effectively ending
its policy of racial segregation. Other contributions were broader: Ruth
Harris, missionary to China and later a member of the Methodist Women’s Missionary Board, organized a series of conferences on racial reconciliation in the 1950s and 1960s of several thousand participants, some
of whom were inspired to join in sit‑ins and other protests in their local
communities.
The stories of Moran, Service, Mobley, and Harris represent both the
strength and weakness of Hollinger’s approach to the topic. The contributions of these men and a few women deserve the recognition and
attention that Protestants Abroad is giving them, but a nagging doubt
remains about the broader significance of the overseas experience to the
missionaries. The core question is would these talented individuals have
accomplished what they did without the missionary experience? While
posed as a counterfactual, this question goes to an odd lacuna: for a book
about how the missionary experience was the formative period in the lives
of Hollinger’s characters, it offers very little insight into the nature of that
experience. He explains very little about what life was like growing up as
child of missionary parents nor of the direct impact of serving in foreign
lands on the missionaries themselves. Apart from vague and general references to learning the language of the lands in which they ministered and
developing a greater sensitivity to and appreciation of the local culture,
Hollinger is more interested the consequences of those experiences than
in the experiences themselves. In fairness, the archival sources probably
do not exist, especially for the children, but interviews and autobiographies might have provided some suggestive clues for understanding the
way life on the foreign mission field shaped Hollinger’s subjects into the
activists they became.
In short, Protestants Abroad is a valuable study for scholars and students interested not only in American religion but also in America’s interaction with the world.
		

William R. Glass
University of Warsaw
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Jasper Bernes. The Work of Art in the Age of Deindustrialization.
Ithaca, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2017. ISBN: 9780804796415.
240 pgs. HC. $65.00

In his influential 1968 essay, “Art and Objecthood,” Michael Fried articulates a shift in the ontology of the work of art he witnesses in the burgeoning minimalist movement. Crudely summarized, this shift involves
a transference of the site of meaning from the work itself to the viewer,
such that what matters is the experience of the work rather than its formal properties. For Fried, this “experience” is no different than the generalized experience of life, and thus the theatrical nature of this art—its
insistence on privileging the beholder’s presence—threatens to dissolve
the boundaries between art and life. Whatever you may think about
this shift, and Fried’s eulogy for an earlier modernist commitment, it
has continued to have a monumental effect on both art’s value and its
relationship to society. Concepts like autonomy, which for Adorno was
a necessary but complicated aspect of the work’s critical function, have
been gradually replaced by the heteronomy of networks, happenings, and
the porous boundaries of performance and mixed media art.
Jasper Bernes’ important study, The Work of Art in the Age of Dein‑
dustrialization, deals precisely with these transitional moments in art,
picking up in many ways where Fried’s essay ends. Bernes is a poet and
literary critic, so the arc of the book deals primarily with poetry rather than painting. Likewise, while Fried’s formal analysis can be mapped
onto an economic critique, Bernes’s historical account makes explicit the
intimate relationship between the restructuring of the workforce that began in the 1960s (what many consider the birth of neoliberalism) and the
poetry of the same era (what many consider the birth of postmodernity).
As he notes in the introduction, the most obvious linkage between the
spheres of aesthetics and labor can be found in the notion of “participation,” a term “that is a fundamental part of the new qualitative demands
and antagonisms that emerge in 1960s workplaces.” In the realm of art,
participation is precisely what bothered Fried, and is best exemplified
by the “happenings” of Allen Kaprow, as well as the performance‑oriented works of Fluxus and the Situationists. Like the “readerly text,” which
sought to wrest meaning from the privileged domain of authorial intention, such art imagined a more democratic relationship between the
work and its beholder. The Work of Art in the Age of Deindustrialization is
a brief history of art’s attempt to navigate this relationship between labor,
art, and politics.
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Crucial to Bernes’ account is the fact that we remain mired in the
last gasps of postmodernity, and so in many ways the poetry of figures
like Frank O’Hara and John Ashberry still feels contemporary. Bernes
opens with readings of both O’Hara and Ashberry that emphasize their
relationship to our economy’s shift from production to consumption,
or from a Fordist manufacturing economy to an increasingly “flexible”
white‑collar economy of clerical and service workers. O’Hara’s work, especially, embodies the broader claims that motivate Bernes. On the one
hand, O’Hara’s thematization of the commodity is potentially utopian,
as its universal character offers a space for the production of new communities (a “queer counterpublic,” as Bernes describes it, “assimilating the
universality of the consumed commodity with the ‘secrecy’ of the lovers’
smiles”). At the same time, such universality is put to work in advertising in ways that merely reaffirm the status quo: the service economy runs
on the illusion of such “authentic experience,” and rather than creating
a meaningful space for freedom it in fact reifies our alienation under the
auspice of something genuine (Fried’s critique of minimalism, here, takes
on a decidedly different air than its accused stuffy, conservative formalism). What begins as an aesthetic attempt to imagine otherwise ends
with the closing scene of Mad Men in which Donald Draper appropriates
the remnants of the counterculture movement for Coca‑Cola’s “hilltop”
advertisement.
For most of the book, Bernes offers a detailed account of the tumult,
both technological and political, that contributed to the collapse of the
labor movement and the New Deal beginning in the 1960s and heightening in the 1970s. In addition to Ashberry and O’Hara, Bernes situates
the works of Hannah Weiner and Bernadette Mayer in chapters that explore the feminization of labor that occurred with the transition from
traditional manufacturing jobs to service sector works that emphasizes
“customer experience” and demands an emotive performance (a fact duplicated by the entry of more women into the workforce as wages began
to stagnate). The last chapter, however, skips ahead to the early 2000s,
after the end of history had been announced by Fukuyama and the “end
of art” seemed like a proclamation that was always somehow both true
and yet negated with each new work. Bernes brings to this historical account Flarf poetry, the non‑poems of Kenneth Goldsmith, and the cultural figure of the internet troll to highlight how the changes in the nature
of work which had begun decades earlier had reached their apotheosis.
The troll, as Bernes writes, “responds to the emasculation and disempowerment that male workers feel as a consequence of the restructuring
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of labor, which by the 2000s had so thoroughly neutralized the aesthetic
critique that it persisted only in various forms of minor rebellion, prankery, and acting out.” Bernes further notes that many trolls turn out to be,
in fact, white‑collar workers, a kind of dialectical other to a figure like
Goldsmith, who rather than “acting out” against management incorporates its techniques into his work as a response to the “endlessness” of information available on the internet.
Bernes’ book appeared at an appropriate moment: trolling has become
a widespread cultural and political phenomenon, the drudgery of the
service sector has reached its saturation point, and poets like Ben Lerner
are reasserting old modernist (even Friedian) principles into their work
as a response. While history may have ended, art certainly hasn’t, and
the history Bernes offers is critical for anyone questioning where it might
from here.
Adam Theron‑Lee Rensch
University of Illinois at Chicago
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John O’Brien. Keeping It Halal: The Everyday Lives of Muslim
American Teenage Boys. Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2017. ISBN: 9780691168821. 216 pgs. HC. $29.95

John O’Brien provides readers with the lives of American boys who discuss and exemplify issues that are common to all American teenagers
such as parents, girlfriends, academic success, drugs, and sex. The difference with the group he studied is that they are expected to be exemplary Muslims who should continue their prayers, refrain from premarital
sex and stay away from all wrongdoings as cautioned by the Qur’an. The
overarching question O’Brien tries to answer is actually directed to the
Muslim American teenager: “How are you an athlete, a math nerd, a rapper, a gangster, and an imam? In other words, exactly how do you manage
a culturally contested life?” (21).
The book Keeping It Halal: The Everyday Lives of Muslim American
Teenage Boys is based on O’Brien’s doctoral research conducted over a period of three and a half years with young Americans. O’Brien argues that
this book is about “young Muslim men growing up in the United States”
and not “about the Islamic State, Al‑Qaeda, radicalization, or terrorism”
(ix). Although “almost half of the American people still believe that there
is an inherent association between Islam and violence” (ix), O’Brien’s
participants talk about various issues regarding their lives as Muslim
Americans without voicing the relationship between Islam and violence.
O’Brien’s analysis of the stories of these teenagers he called “the Legendz”
is easy to understand as he refrains from using Islam specific terminology
and explains the terms he uses clearly when needed.
In “The Culturally Contested Lives of Muslim Youth and American
Teenagers,” O’Brien enters the City Mosque, where his fieldwork is
mainly situated and gives readers some background information on the
Mosque, its people and the pillars of Islam that frame the practices of the
believers. Here, the major dilemma of the group of teenagers he is studying, namely, the Legendz is described: “If they took the more Islamically
appropriate route, they risked losing their status as ‘cool’ and culturally
American teenagers. In response to these recurring and vexing dilemmas, the Legendz worked together to come up with and utilize an array
of practical strategies for the management of their culturally contested
lives” (7).
From there, “Cool Piety: How to Listen to Hip Hop as a Good
Muslim,” O’Brien argues that “Young people mobilize category symbols
(e.g., music, fashion, language, physical effect) associated with recogniz-
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able youthful styles like ghetto, goth, street, and gangsta in ways that
demonstrate their allegiance with such rubrics without necessitating
actual involvement in the deviant behaviors commonly associated with
these styles” (48). It is noted in this chapter that the Legendz’s engagement with hip hop music and culture works in such a way that they continue living as Muslims and urban American teenagers who are in contact
with numerous teenage groups.
And in “The American Prayer: Islamic Obligation and Discursive
Individualism,” he shows that Muslim American families are not univocal in that these teenagers are in constant struggle with their own
families when it comes to doing everyday things as Muslims as well as
Americans. An anecdote presented by O’Brien shows that although parents insist on communal practice of Islam, teenagers have obviously become “Americanized” at least in the eyes of their parents as the father
of one of the participants “was saying that when people pray on their
own, that’s the American way of praying” (53). These Muslim American
teenagers have developed individualized ways of doing things, just like
their non‑Muslim counterparts in American society. Similarly, this
chapter also shows that these teenagers ridicule those extreme Muslims
through imitation and skits they perform in front of other mosque members. By reading these teenagers’ own version of American individualism
in their Muslim communities, we see that these teenagers demonstrate
“a youthful, Islamic version of religious individualism” which results in
making “their communally and social circumscribed Islamic commitments more congruent with their American cultural context” (77).
In the following two chapters, O’Brien exemplifies “premarital gender
relationships in Muslim American communities” (80) as these teenagers
become “more visibly interested and involved in romantic relationships”
(81). “Labeling their dating relationships halal (Islamically appropriate),”
these teenagers find their dating practices “quite difficult to maintain
over time” (81) although they try two different models dating: “keeping
it halal” and “dating while Muslim” (106). The content of these chapters
also include a discussion of how these Muslim American teenagers present themselves in public social life. These teenagers present “a low key
Islam” while demonstrating their “capacities and skills associated with
urban youth culture in the United States” amidst various ways of providing “responses to discrimination, or handling harassment” (116).
And in the final chapter titled “Growing Up Muslim and American,”
O’Brien narrates his follow‑up visits with the Legendz which made it
clear to him that “dating, relationships with some physical intimacy, and
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urban nightlife were now far more central to the Legendz’s social world
than they had been three years earlier” (155) as one of his participants tells
him “in some detail about some of the romantic and sexual exploits of the
boys” (156). We are again reminded in this chapter that these Muslim
American teenagers are just like others in the United States because as one
of his participants claims he hasn’t been “to the mosque in a while” as he
was “messing around, going to bars with random chicks sometimes” (159).
The stories of young Muslim Americans make O’Brien conclude that
“Muslim American youth are not only fundamentally similar to other
American young people, but profoundly similar to all Americans” (167).
Keeping It Halal: The Everyday Lives of Muslim American Teenage
Boys is a readable look into the lives of Muslim American teenagers who,
in fact, struggle in the United States like the rest of their peers from various ethnic or religious backgrounds. By reading the dialogues occurring
among these teenagers, their friends, and parents, we come to understand
that a Muslim American teenager’s life is not really much different from
any other teenager living in the United States.
Arda Arikan
Akdeniz University
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David Ikard. Lovable Racists, Magical Negroes, and White
Messiahs. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017. ISBN:
9780226492636. 160 pgs. Pbk. $24.00

I began writing this review of David Ikard’s Lovable Racists, Magical
Negroes, and White Messiahs in the middle of April 2018. Only days before, in Philadelphia, two black men had been arrested and removed in
humiliating fashion from a Starbucks coffee shop. Staff at the shop apparently called the police after the pair, waiting for a colleague to join
them, had asked to use the restroom before purchasing a drink and then
declined to leave after being refused access. Roundly criticized for the
transparent racism of the entire episode, Starbucks—through its CEO—
announced that the company would be reviewing its policies to ensure
that such an event never occurred again. Moreover, the company would
be closing thousands of locations across the United States, so that employees could participate in racial bias training.
Taken together, what the initial incident and Starbuck’s various responses make clear is the extent to which race in this country remains
(1) a deeply ingrained, ideologically inflected, politico‑material reality,
and (2) seemingly impervious to the sort of synthetic, complex analysis
which is itself a condition of possibility for any sort of alternative (read:
radically emancipatory, abolitionist) racial future we might imagine.
Despite centuries of historical provocation and critical theoretical interventions, we still, in practice, engage racism as largely an epiphenomenal, individual, and cultural issue which is best “solved” as such. What
David Ikard provides us in Lovable Racists is (yet) another lens through
which to think otherwise; he has produced an engaging text which represents a welcome addition to the ever‑growing, incisive canon of critical
race theory.
Ikard introduces his timely account with a personal anecdote, recounting and theorizing a challenging (and illuminating) incident of everyday
racism that occurred at a post‑lecture book signing. He deftly weaves this
account into a brief, though wide‑ranging survey of history, culture, and
politics, leading eventually to his identification of three “tropes” of white
supremacy which structure the remainder of the text: lovable racists, mag‑
ical negroes, and white messiahs. Each of these tropes, he argues, emerges
from and reproduces a project of political whiteness, a project which is invested in the simultaneous maintenance and denial of its own existence,
which is impelled to displace its structural power onto the individual ‘racist’ who becomes both its avatar and its scapegoat.
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Chapters 1–5, which form the bulk of the text, follow these tropes
through multiple registers, analyzing their (re)occurrence through moments of authorship, performance, and representation both literary and
historical. In the first chapter, for instance, Ikard reads through Twelve
Years a Slave, palpating the text for moments of internal discord and inconsistency around the question of the slave master as a lovable racist.
These tensions he attributes largely to white editorial mediation in the
text, arguing that the sort of apologia the reader encounters in defense
of ostensibly ‘good’ slave masters serves only to avoid alienating potentially sympathetic (white) abolitionists to whom the book would be marketed. The concept of a good slave master, in fact, is nonsensical, as Ikard
shows, and actually reproduces white supremacist ideology, disarmingly
laundered through the narrative voice of a black man and former slave.
The second and third chapters take on the political problem of whiteness more directly, and are thus, arguably, the most incisive sections of the
book. In both chapters, Ikard specifically critiques the linked presumptions of white innocence and black culpability. In each instance, the white
supremacist sleight of hand is achieved through a politics of distraction.
In chapter two, for instance, Ikard demonstrates how white school shooters are produced as inherently innocent through a speculative politics
of distraction, which focuses the popular narrative on potential motives,
reasons, or other external triggers that leave the innocence of the shooter qua white man unperturbed. At no point is the shooter’s being white
probed as relevant. Ikard points out that a black shooter would provoke
a very different sort of response—likely highlighting to some degree the
supposed intrinsic violence of black communities and black culture.
We see this divergence of representation play out in more concrete ways,
Ikard argues in chapter three, through white police shootings of black
men. Here we need not produce a speculative counterfactual, as both
white innocence and black culpability are co‑constituted in and through
the shooting via the “conspicuous tendency by the white plutocratic media to portray black victims visually in the most undignified ways and
their white victimizers in the most humanizing ways” (69). The narrative
is then further muddied by a politics of distraction which inflates such
tropes as “black‑on‑black crime” all the while ignoring pertinent, obvious
questions around the demonstrable violence of white supremacy and its
relation to the state.
Chapters four and five tackle, respectively, the magical negro and white
messiah tropes which complete the titular triad. Here, Ikard complicates
(racially, politically) sanitized versions of racial struggle and progress
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throughout history. We will not be saved, he seems to say, by the herculean or paternalistic efforts of those inimitable do‑gooders, whether
black or white. Black freedom, too, may not come on white terms. Rather,
emancipation will only come—has only come—through collective, concerted, explicit struggle. To suggest otherwise, even with the best intentions, is to contribute to the very historical erasure which allows white
supremacist myths and tropes to flourish. The only hope we have, Ikard
insists in the reflective coda to his book, is to pull white supremacy out
from the silent shadows and put it on the defensive—to name it and tear
it down by speaking truth, insistently, to power.
In the final analysis, what Ikard has produced here is a searing indictment of whiteness as a political and cultural project. He echoes Du Bois,
Morrison, Baldwin, and other radical, black voices in explicitly linking
the production of whiteness and blackness in the white supremacist crucible of the United States. What passes as normal and unremarkable reality
in contemporary colorblind society is in fact an accumulation of racial
violence buried under a mountain of racial myth. David Ikard’s Lovable
Racists helps us to continue the radical project of excavation, of explicit
contestation, bringing us closer, one hopes, to a redemptive, anti‑racist
politics of encounter and reconciliation.
Coleman A. Allums
University of Georgia
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Thomas J. Wright. All Measures Short of War: The Contest
for the Twenty‑First Century and the Future of American
Power. New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2017.
ISBN 9780300223286. 288 pgs. HC. $27.50

In All Measures Short of War, Wright provides an important and timely
discussion of the return of great power competition and its implications
for US policymakers. After a nuanced analysis of the state of the liberal
international order and how it turned into its current fragile status, he
makes a compelling argument how a future US foreign policy strategy
could maintain the liberal order.
The first chapter of the book starts with the convergence myth.
According to Wright, convergence has been the most powerful foreign
policy instrument in the 1990s and 2000s: the belief that great powers
were no longer rivals but begin to cooperate to tackle common challenges.
They all would become responsible members of the liberal international
order, integrate economically and develop common rules. Wright argues,
that the post‑Cold War international order and its belief in such an ever‑increasing convergence has come to an end. Since the early 2000s, but
mainly after the 2008 Financial Crisis, divergence has taken over and
the world has entered an era of nationalism and geopolitical competition. One of the most important features of this new era is that it occurs
against a backdrop of unprecedented globalization. Facing an interdependent competition, Wright points out, all great powers want to avoid
a major war, but will use all measures short of war to gain the upper hand
in a fierce competition for influence.
Wright identifies three developments that caused the collapse of convergence: the return of geopolitical competition with Russia and China,
the instability and chaos in the Middle East, and the 2008 Financial
Crisis that shook the confidence in the liberal international order and its
advantages. Reasoning that a great power’s approach to its neighborhood
indicates more on its approach towards the international order than an
explicit policy on global issues, Wright starts is empirical investigation
with a closer look on the three regions at stake: Europe, East Asia, and the
Middle East. In the two following chapters, he explicates on the first development, the return of geopolitical competition with Russia and China.
He looks at their objectives and strategies in Europe and East Asia, how
they differ, and how they pose a challenge to the United States. In the
chapter on Europe, Wright identifies multiple crises, ranging from the
crisis of the European Union, Russia’s aggression, the conflict in Syria
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to the declining interest of the United States in Europe. In his chapter on
East Asia, Wright explains the contradiction in China’s aggressive regional but integrative global policies, reviews balancing strategies of Japan and
other states in the region against China, and situates the US pivot to Asia
in the competition for the region. In the following chapter, Wright discusses what he considers as a second cause for the collapse of convergence:
the contagion in the Middle East. Reflecting on the Arab Spring and
its breakdown, the conflicts in Libya and Syria, and the rivalry between
Saudi Arabia and Iran, Wright concludes that this chaos in the Middle
East threatens the global order. He therefore highlights the importance
of the Middle East for the current great power competition. Following the
regional focus, Wright continues with a chapter on interdependent competition examining what the reemergence of great‑power rivalry means in
an age of globalization. He starts with theoretical thoughts on the impact
of global economic interdependence on great power competition and discusses various strategies in such situations in the past. He then considers
the meaning of interdependent competition for current great power conflicts as well as for cyberwarfare and the future of globalization.
After having analyzed the developments that set forth a collapse
of convergence, Wright develops a foreign policy strategy for the United
States in the final two chapters. First, he considers the advance of revisionism as a strategic problem for the US and demonstrates why alternative strategies such as Obama’s doctrine of restraint and a strategy
of modern isolationism are likely to fail. In the final chapter, Wright develops the strategy of responsible competition. In his opinion, the United
States should restrain from the temptation to retire as a superpower. The
United States can solve its issues not by fixing only its domestic problems, but by developing a comprehensive foreign policy strategy for
a more competitive but interdependent world. Responsible competition
therefore acknowledges the competition among great powers, while its
goal is to circumscribe this competition because cooperation with rivals
on areas of common interests is necessary in an interdependent world.
Therefore, any successful US foreign policy strategy has to understand
the specific challenge that each rival power poses to the international
order and respond accordingly. Wright elaborates on specific policy recommendations for all three regions: the goal of responsible competition
is to create a global situation of strength where the United States, Russia
and China remain powers under the framework of the liberal international order, while the powers in the Middle East rebalance and future
progress becomes possible again.
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In a brief epilogue, Wright reflects on the election of Donald Trump
as the next US President just shortly before he finished the book. Wright
correctly assumes that Trump will not pursue responsible competition as
a strategy. And though he states that four years of American nationalism
will weaken the international liberal order, he remains confident and recommends Trump’s successor to do so.
All Measures Short of War is not only a well‑written and logically
structured book, but it is also well researched with numerous references
to interviews with policy makers and government documentation. It also
includes many timely voices of other foreign policy experts and academics
and therefore provides a truly comprehensive analysis. Moreover, Wright
references different theoretical approaches and schools of International
Relations and makes his book interesting for academics as well. Finally,
this book is an inspiring read for experienced policy makers looking for
an appropriate US foreign policy strategy in times of interdependent
competition as well as for students new to the subject who want to understand the challenges of today’s great power rivalry.
Elisabeth Winter
Free University Berlin
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Eve Tavor Bannet. Eighteenth‑Century Manners of Reading:
Print Culture and Popular Instruction in the Anglophone
Atlantic World. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017.
ISBN: 9781108419109. 306 pgs. Illus. HC. $99.99

In her latest critical text from Cambridge University Press, Eigh‑
teenth‑Century Manners of Reading: Print Culture and Popular Instruc‑
tion in the Anglophone Atlantic World, Eve Tavor Bannet considers literacy not simply as the growing numbers of people able to read, but in the
sense of the diverse types of reading required of the eighteenth century
populace. Given the prevalence of handwriting, a person’s successful interaction with others at various levels of the personal, professional, and
commercial depended upon their ability to decipher the scripts in both
print and hand. What we understand as fair copy script today would be
only one of the between ten and seventeen separate script options, Bannet
notes, mastery over many of which would determine an eighteenth century reader’s literacy. Similarly, Bannet argues, as widely varied scripts were,
so were the ways in which people could interact with texts, thus producing a symbiotic audience‑driven relationship between reader and writer.
Engaging with studies of the eighteenth‑century reading public, as well as
theories of growing levels of literacy in the period, Bannet suggests that
the publication of diverse guides for the proper ways to read contributed
to a broad training regimen that crossed ideological, social, economical,
and theological boundaries. Thus, the manner in which a person read
could influence their perception of the world—and the world’s perception of them.
Considering Peter Stallybrass’s idea of “discontinuous reading,” in
which texts were compiled in such a way as to meet the needs of a diverse
audience, Bannet engages in a similar exercise as she organizes her chapters. Anticipating multiple manners of reading among her own audience,
Bannet allows for an approach that emphasizes either continuous reading–for those who have the time to spend in a single sitting–or discontinuous–for those who can only spare a few chunks of time and must leave
and return to the book, or who may be interested in pieces of the text,
rather than the whole. Each chapter includes an initial overview of its
material, so readers can pick which sections might best meet their needs,
replicating the commonalities of organization across eighteenth century reading guides. Bannet demonstrates how general audiences came
to expect certain generic constructs in their reading material and illustrates the assumptions made by both the period’s authors and its readers.
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And just as any reader who opens this text will experience it differently from another, Bannet notes that there is no single prevailing manner
of reading in the eighteenth century; indeed, though six are highlighted
in Eighteenth‑Century Manners of Reading, there are too many for this
study to adequately explore them all.
Those six manners include the multiplicity of alphabets in print and
handwriting, which Bannet considers in the book’s first chapter. A type
of translation between the various scripts could occur while reading, and
the diversity in American and British spellings appeared in the years
post‑Revolution. Grammars based their information in rhetorical principles, informing readers of poetic practices, including those that the
Romantic poets would eventually react against, and identified genres as
individual constructions among the larger literary oeuvre. Writing styles
became more simplistic, moving away from four‑part sentence structure
popular in the eighteenth century, a shift Bannet suggests could have
been influenced by Robert Lowth’s grammar.
In Chapter Two, “The Art of Reading,” Bannet argues that, with reading considered an oral as well as a visual mode, both audience and author
mattered, determining who was “speaking” to whom. The ability to identify with a character in a text produced a manner of reading that centered
around impersonation and the emphasis placed on the parts of a text that
a person read was reflective of that reader’s character as much as the character in or of the text. With reading thus delineated as a performance, it
could also produce both good and bad readers and listeners; those who
chose particular sections or ideas to remember demonstrated their own
ethos to others in an act that spanned classes, ranks, and genders. The
guides that produced these manners of reading, explored by Bannet in
Chapter Three, often identified specific lists of material for the “polite
reader.” Such guides identified several methods for studying history, and
Bannet notes the popular commonplace books were influenced by the
suggested texts in these guides, which set standards for taste in arts and
literature and introduced a hierarchy in the reading public of those with
“proper” judgment and those without.
Chapters Four and Five discuss novels as representative of discontinuous reading and the idea of “secret writing,” where the subtext of a work
could hide political concepts or resistance to the status quo. Novels,
Bannet argues, were examples for the manner of discontinuous reading,
tending toward short chapters, mixed and embedded genres, texts within texts, and sermons. The popularity of the epistolary novel in the eighteenth century may be attributable to the discontinuous nature of letter
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compendiums, and the prevalence of tables of contents and indexes in
the period can also be related to the need to direct readers to sections
of patchwork narratives. Censorship laws forced readers to discern hidden meanings in the works they encountered, protecting both the reader
and writer, and allowing readers to signal to others their own values in the
texts they read aloud or about which they conversed. Bannet notes reading strategies for allegorical texts that may contain subversive meanings
actually originated in grammars, where analysis of what is not explicit in
a text stemmed from using fables to teach morality to children.
Bannet concludes with a brief reading of Tom Jones, a choice influenced by the discontinuous nature of that text. Concentrating on the
section that includes The Provoked Husband, Bannet demonstrates that
multiple manners of reading are required to comprehend the scene, elucidating the layers of material to be read and highlighting various literacies
of a varied audience. In doing so, Eighteenth‑Century Manners of Reading
proves how several manners of reading may be combined, as well as the
fact that they may not be reduced to only a single practice.
Courtney A. Hoffman
Georgia Institute of Technology
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American Studies Center Report:
Jack Halberstam

Every issue we will update you on a recent, notable event held at the
ASC. We were honored to host Jack Halberstam. The following is a re‑
port of his visit by Jędrzej Burszta.

In December 2017 the Gender/Sexuality Research Group at the American
Studies Center organized a two‑day conference entitled “New Gender/
Queer Archives.” The keynote speaker invited to open the conference on
7 December was renowned gender and queer scholar Jack Halberstam,
professor in the Department of English and Comparative Literature
and the Institute of Research on Women, Gender, and Sexuality at
Columbia University. His most important scholarship on queer theory includes In a Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, Subcultural
Lives (2005), The Queer Art of Failure (2011), and the most recent, Gaga
Feminism (2012). Halberstam gave a lecture entitled “Trans*–A Hidden
Archive,” presenting a part of his ongoing research on the (re)discovering
of queer archives that speak about the past of trans* subjects–the star (*)
used in the title signaling the complex nature of contemporary cultural
representations of non‑binary identities. During his lecture, Halberstam
emphasized the necessity of analyzing queer archives from the perspective of intersectionality, as it complicates these narratives by introducing
discourses connected not only with gender and sexuality, but also race,
ethnicity, and class. Reflecting on the growing visibility of trans* subjects
in American public discourse (including popular culture), the author
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of Female Masculinity pointed to the dangerous connections between
the politics of representation and capitalism, arguing that the neoliberal interest in trans* people is indeed another instance of late capitalism’s
ambition to turn queer subjects into commodities. The growing visibility
and social acceptance of non‑binary LGBT+ people–in other words, the
successive process of “mainstreaming” trans* identities (in recent years
exemplified by the popular interest generated by American TV celebrity
Caitlyn Jenner)–is read by Halberstam as an example of neoliberal techniques that frame the trans* community as a potential new marketing
niche. Halberstam sees this as a dangerous path for American LGBT+
and queer politics, since its primary aim is to create a new source of revenue. Trans* lives become a new source of difference to be exploited commercially, in a similar way as it had happened in the past with lesbian and
gay subjects. Halberstam’s lecture focused on the unknown queer archive
of trans* subjects, reconstructed using historical sources and situated as
a counter‑narrative to the visibility of celebrity trans* people in popular
culture. Looking at other narratives brings to the fore the complexities
of race and class as they intersect with gender variability. This archive produces different questions about queer lives, whether they are embedded
in a life of crime (as was the case with one of the analyzed examples), or
a life of philanthropy. Halberstam concluded his lecture by emphasizing
the importance of reconstructing different queer archives, as they provide
insight into how a body moves through a culture, which bodies and when
become subjects of policing, and finally, makes it visible that not all trans*
people are recognized by LGBT+ movements as being part of the community–and what happens when they are not.
The Gender/Sexuality Research Group is currently working on the
first Polish translation of Judith Butler’s Bodies That Matter due out in
2020 from Krytyka Polityczna (Political Critique).
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